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ABSTRACT

This dissertation presents a detailed analysis of the galaxy-scale strong gravita-

tional lenses discovered by the Sloan Lens ACS (SLACS) survey, with the aim of

providing new insight into the processes that affect the evolution of galaxies at inter-

mediate and high redshift. First, we present evidence for a relationship between the

supermassive black hole mass and the total gravitational mass of the host galaxy, by

utilizing the fact that gravitational lensing allows us to accurately measure the inner

mass density profile of early-type lens galaxies and their total masses within an aper-

ture. These results confirm that the properties of the bulge component of early-type

galaxies and the resulting supermassive black hole are fundamentally regulated by

the properties of the dark matter halo. We then utilize the lensing magnification for

a detailed study of the photometric properties (luminosity, size and shape) of SLACS

background sources and determine the evolution of the disk galaxy luminosity-size

relation since z ∼ 1. A comparison of the observed SLACS luminosity-size relation to

theoretical simulations provides strong evidence for mass-dependent evolution of disk
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galaxies since z ∼ 1. Furthermore, a comparison of the SLACS luminosity-size rela-

tion to that of a non-lensing, broad-band imaging survey shows that one can probe

a galaxy population that is ∼ 2 magnitudes deeper by utilizing the lensing magnifi-

cation. We continue the detailed study of SLACS background sources by combining

the lensing magnification with diffraction-limited integral field spectroscopy to derive

two-dimensional kinematic, star formation rate and metallicity distributions of grav-

itationally lensed galaxies at z > 0.78. Integral field spectroscopic observations of

the Hα emission line properties of a SLACS source galaxy (SDSS J0252+0039), at

z = 0.98, show that the lensing magnification and adaptive optics advantages can be

effectively combined to derive spatially resolved kinematics and star formation rates

of compact, sub-luminous galaxies. Finally, we summarize the results of this disser-

tation and discuss how the powerful advantages of strong gravitational lensing can

be utilized to address various questions about galaxy evolution through upcoming

surveys and new telescope facilities.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 A Brief Prelude

Galaxies, the “building blocks” of the universe, are gravitationally bound systems

of stars, stellar remnants, interstellar dust and gas embedded in a much larger dark

matter halos. Within the context of ΛCDM cosmology, galaxies are formed hier-

archically by mergers of dark matter halos with baryonic matter settling into the

gravitational potential well of the resulting merger remnant. As demonstrated by

the well-known Hubble Sequence1, shown in Figure 1.1, galaxies show a variety of

morphological types from elliptical galaxies2 on the left side of the diagram, lentic-

ular galaxies3 at the fork, to spiral galaxies4 on the right side. Elliptical galaxies,

which typically contain older stellar populations, are also referred to as “early-type”

galaxies5 and spiral galaxies, which contain young stellar populations, are referred to

as “late-type” galaxies. Despite the large variation observed in morphological types,

galaxies do not appear as arbitrary combinations of properties such as luminosity,

size, stellar mass, stellar velocity dispersion, or rotational velocity. Instead, galaxies

1Also known as the Hubble Tuning Fork.
2Galaxies which are defined by the existence of a predominant spheroidal component, also referred

to as the bulge. Therefore, elliptical galaxies are “bulge-dominated”.
3S0 type galaxy, which has a bulge component embedded in an extended “disk” of stars.
4Galaxies that are defined by characteristic disk components, spiral arms and bar components.

Therefore, spiral galaxies are “disk-dominated”.
5A misnomer that stems from Edwin Hubble’s original hypothesis that galaxies evolved from left

to right of the Hubble Sequence.
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typically obey scaling relations such as the luminosity-size relation, size-stellar mass

relation, the Fundamental Plane for early-type galaxies or Tully-Fisher relation for

late-type galaxies throughout cosmic times (Barden et al. 2005; Shen et al. 2003;

Treu et al. 2006; Djorgovski & Davis 1987; Dressler et al. 1987; Tully & Fisher 1977).

Understanding the origin and evolution of these scaling relations is a fundamental as-

pect of the theoretical studies of galaxies, while observational studies of these scaling

relations are important testbeds of the standard paradigm of galaxy formation and

evolution. Furthermore, observations provide important constraints on the baryonic

processes that affect galaxies, such as star formation, instabilities or feedback, which

are still poorly understood. The primary goal of this thesis involves utilizing the nat-

urally provided advantages of strong gravitational lensing to further understand the

evolution of various galaxy scaling relations (and in turn, the baryonic processes that

affect the evolution of galaxies) throughout the past 8 billion years6. This chapter is

organized as follows: §1.2 gives an introduction to gravitational lensing including a

brief history, §1.3 discusses the basic mathematical formalism of gravitational lensing,

§1.4 discusses the advantages of gravitational lensing, focusing on the traits that are

utilized in this thesis, §1.5 introduces the Sloan Lens ACS survey and §1.6 gives an

overview of the motivation behind the various projects of this thesis.

6Equivalently, since a redshift of z ∼ 1.
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Figure 1.1 The Hubble sequence, rotated 90 degrees counter-clockwise for clarity. The Hubble
sequence shown above was constructed using observations of 75 galaxies from the Spitzer Infrared
Nearby Galaxies Survey (SINGS). These 75 galaxies were classified as elliptical, lenticular, spiral or
irregular according to their morphology from observations in the optical wavelengths. The colour
images shown within the Hubble sequence above were constructed from combining imaging obser-
vations from three infrared filters: 3.6 µm (blue), 8.0 µm (green), 24 µm (red). Image Credit:
sings.stsci.edu/Publications/sings poster.html.
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1.2 Gravitational Lensing: A Historical Introduc-

tion

One of the predictions of General Theory of Relativity is that light rays are deflected

by gravity. The deflection of light rays by the gravitational potential of a massive

object, and the resulting observational phenomenon is now commonly known as grav-

itational lensing. Figure 1.2 shows a graphical representation of gravitational lensing,

where a light ray propagating from a distant star is deflected when it passes near the

limb of the sun. As shown in Figure 1.2, the angular deflection of the light ray causes

the apparent position of the star to shift away from the sun.7 Although gravitational

lensing is primarily considered to be a discovery of the 20th century, its theoreti-

cal ground work was already in place by the early-19th century. The possibility of

gravitational lensing was first explored by various physicists prior to Albert Einstein,

including Sir Isaac Newton, Pierre-Simon Laplace and Johann Georg von Soldner. In

1804, Soldner calculated the magnitude of the angular deflection of a light ray passing

near the sun using Newtonian physics. In 1915, Einstein fully revised Soldner’s work

by applying the field equations of General Relativity, which describe the equivalence

between the geometry of the space-time continuum and energy density, and calculated

that a light ray propagating near the limb of the sun gets deflected by 1.′′7. Einstein’s

result was later confirmed by Sir Arthur Eddington and Frank Watson Dyson, who

measured the apparent angular shift of stars close to the limb of the sun during a

total solar eclipse in 1919. The agreement between Einstein’s calculations and obser-

vational evidence provided by Dyson and Eddington was considered to be conclusive

evidence in support of the General Theory of Relativity by their contemporaries.

In addition, Eddington further postulated that light rays propagating from the

distant object can take multiple paths to the observer under certain conditions. Thus,

the gravitational potential of an intervening massive object can deflect the light rays

of a single distant object to form multiple images (also referred to as angular im-

age splitting). During the following two decades, both Daniel Chwolson and Einstein

investigated the possibility of observing angular image splitting by stellar-mass grav-

itational lenses (i.e. stars lensing stars). In 1936, Einstein concluded that observing

the image splitting phenomena by a stellar-mass lens is unlikely since the angular

7The angular shift of the observed position shown in this illustration is greatly exaggerated.
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shift caused by a less massive lens is too small to be resolved by an optical telescope.

Figure 1.2 An illustration of gravitational lensing. A light ray propagating from a distant star
is deflected due to the gravitational potential of the Sun. Therefore, the apparent position of the
distant star as perceived by an observer on earth (by following the deflected ray) is shifted by an
angle that can calculated using the principles of the General Theory of Relativity. Image Credit:
www.robertdalsanto.com/cosmology.php

However, research initiated by the Swiss astronomer Fritz Zwicky elevated grav-

itational lensing from a novel concept to a major sub-field of astronomy today. In

1937, Zwicky applied the virial theorem to the Coma cluster of galaxies to derive

the gravitational masses of its individual constituents. Zwicky’s calculations yield

gravitational masses of ∼ 4 × 1011 M⊙ for the galaxies in the Coma cluster, which

were ∼ 400× more massive than the galaxy masses inferred from the luminous mat-

ter component (at that time). Zwicky referred to the unseen matter component of

the galaxies as dunkle materie, commonly known as dark matter, and postulated that

galaxies can act as massive gravitational lenses that produce widely separated, mul-

tiple images of background objects (i.e. more distant galaxies) which can be resolved

with optical telescopes. Another prediction by Zwicky was that galaxy-scale gravita-

tional lenses not only act as further testbeds of the General Theory of Relativity but

also magnify the observed angular size of the background galaxy images. Therefore,

a suitably massive gravitational lens can act as a “cosmic telescope” by enabling the

discovery of intrinsically faint and distant galaxies, which would otherwise be unde-

tected, through magnification. Zwicky’s research was very comprehensive such that
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he even calculated the probability of galaxy-scale lensing to be in the order of ∼ 1%

for a background galaxy at higher redshifts.

Throughout the late 20th century, all of the predictions made by Zwicky have been

observationally confirmed. Today, astronomers observe a large range of the manifes-

tations of gravitational lensing, which include stellar-mass gravitational lenses in the

Milky Way (also known as microlensing); extragalactic gravitational lenses (individual

galaxies, galaxy groups or galaxy clusters deflecting the light from background galax-

ies) and gravitationally lensed quasar host galaxies (a special case of extragalactic

gravitational lensing) etc. Some of the first discoveries of extragalactic gravitational

lenses are summarized below.

Figure 1.3 A colour image of QSO 0957+561, the first discovery of a gravitational lens. This
gravitational lens consists of a galaxy at z = 0.36 deflecting the light coming from a quasar at
z = 1.41 and forming multiple images. Due to the double images of the background quasar,
separated by 6.′′0, this system is also known as the “Twin Quasar”. This image is a composite
of three, 2300s observations taken in the V (551 nm) and I (806 nm) filters. Image Credit:
www.astr.ua.edu/keel/agn/q0957.html

Walsh et al. (1979) discovered the first example of an extragalactic gravitational

lens named QSO 0957+ 561, where the gravitational potential of a foreground galaxy

forms multiple images of a background quasar. Quasars, highly energetic active galac-

tic nuclei (AGN), are ideal background objects for the discovery and study of extra-

galactic gravitational lenses for the following reasons: they are distant objects (AGN
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activity peaks around the z ∼ 1.5 − 3 epoch, when the universe was only ∼ 2 − 4

Billion years old), thus, are more likely to be gravitationally lensed by an intervening

galaxy; they are amongst the most powerful and luminous objects in the universe and

are easily detected, even at cosmological distances. Figure 1.3 shows QSO 0957+561,

which consists of twin images of a gravitationally lensed quasar separated by 6”. Ev-

idence that confirm QSO 0957+561 is indeed a gravitationally lensed quasar, not a

binary quasar system, are as follows: spectra of the twin images are identical; the

flux ratios of the twin images are similar in both optical and radio wavelengths and

a foreground galaxy is present between the twin images8 (the intervening galaxy is

not very clear in Figure 1.3 since the luminosity of the twin images overwhelm the

luminosity of the foreground galaxy).

Figures 1.4 and 1.5 show the first examples of one of the most spectacular man-

ifestations of gravitational lensing phenomenon: cluster-scale gravitational lenses.

Galaxy clusters, the largest gravitationally bound structures in the universe, can act

as gravitational lenses that form strongly distorted and elongated arc-like images of

background galaxies. The formation of luminous arcs due to the gravitational po-

tential of a galaxy cluster requires a special line-of-sight (LOS) alignment between

the observer, the galaxy cluster and the distant background galaxy. The first dis-

coveries of giant luminous arcs were made in the galaxy clusters Abell 370 and CL

2244 (Soucail et al. 1987a,b; Lynds & Petrosian 1986), as shown in Figures 1.4 and

1.5 respectively. In addition, Figure 1.4 is also an excellent example of the observa-

tional effects of both strong and weak regimes of gravitational lensing. The examples

shown so far correspond to the strong regime of the gravitational lensing phenomena

(commonly known as strong gravitational lensing), which forms strongly distorted

and highly magnified multiple images of the background object. The giant luminous

arc on the top-right quadrant of Figure 1.4 is caused by strong gravitational lensing;

however, we also observe small, blue arcs (commonly known as arclets) scattered at

various radii from the giant elliptical galaxy in the center of the cluster. Galaxy clus-

ters also weakly distort the shapes of background galaxies that are located at larger

projected radii from the cluster center (i.e. the background galaxy, the centroid of

the cluster gravitational potential and the observer are not aligned along the LOS),

which correspond to the weak regime of gravitational lensing. This effect is referred

8The primary lensing object of QSO 0957+561 is a massive early-type galaxy, which is embedded
in a galaxy cluster. The large angular separation of the twin images is caused by the additional
gravitational potential of the galaxy cluster.
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Figure 1.4 A Hubble Space Telescope (HST) image of the galaxy cluster Abell 370 (at z = 0.38),
which shows excellent examples of both regimes of gravitational lensing. The bright arc near the
giant elliptical galaxy, on the top-right quadrant of the image, corresponds to an example of strong
gravitational lensing by galaxy clusters, where the light propagating from a background galaxy is
deflected to form a strongly distorted image. Upon closer inspection of the image, one can discern
faint, blue “arclets” at larger radii from the giant, elliptical galaxy at the centre of the image. This
phenomenon is known as weak gravitational lensing, where the observed shapes of the background
galaxies are weakly distorted (on the order of a few percent) due to the gravitational potential of
the intervening galaxy cluster. Image Credit : hubblesite.org/gallery/album/pr2009025ao/.

to as weak gravitational lensing, as evident in Figure 1.4.

The final example of a first discovery shown in this section corresponds to an

extremely useful manifestation of strong gravitational lensing: the Einstein ring. An

Einstein ring is typically caused by a galaxy-scale gravitational lens that deflects the

light propagating from a background galaxy. A complete Einstein ring occurs when

the background source, the centroid of the foreground galaxy’s gravitational potential

and the observer align along a common axis, referred to as the optical axis. If the

background source is slightly offset from the optical axis, a partial Einstein ring is

formed. The geometry of Einstein rings will be discussed in detail in the following
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Figure 1.5 A composite image of the galaxy cluster CL2244-02 (at z = 0.3), observed with the Very
Large Telescope (VLT), using Ks (2160 nm), V (551 nm) and R (658 nm) filters. The bright blue
arc near the top-right of the galaxy cluster is formed by a gravitationally lensed galaxy at z = 2.24.
Image Credit: www.eso.org/public/images/eso9856d/.

sections. Figure 1.6(a) and (b) show images of MG1131+0456 and B1938+666, which

correspond to the first discovery of a partial Einstein ring (Hewitt et al. 1988) and

one of the first discoveries of a complete Einstein ring (King et al. 1998) respectively.

Figure 1.6(a) is a radio image of MG1131+0456 observed with the Very Large Array

(VLA). The partial Einstein ring of MG1131+0456 is a gravitationally lensed image

of a quasar host galaxy. Figure 1.6(b) is a composite image of B1938+666 (initially

observed using the MERLIN radio telescope), which consists of HST imaging in the

F555W (V band), F814W (I band), F160W (H band) filters and Keck II telescope

adaptive-optics assisted imaging in the H and K′ bands (Lagattuta et al. 2012).

The following section of this chapter provides a summary of the gravitational

lensing formalism. The content is based on three extensive reviews (amongst many)

of the lensing theory: Narayan & Bartelmann (1999), Kormann et al. (1994), Keeton

(2001a) (and references within). Due to the large overlap of the material, each review

is not individually referenced, unless noted otherwise.
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Figure 1.6 Left: A radio observation of MG1131+0456, the first discovery of a partial Einstein ring,
taken with the Very Large Array (VLA). The Einstein ring feature, with the elongated bright spots
at each end, corresponds to a background quasar that is gravitationally lensed by an intervening
galaxy. Image Credit: www.nrao.edu/pr/2000/via20/background/ering. Right: A com-
posite image of the gravitational lens B1938+666 (Lagattuta et al. 2012), one of the first discoveries
of a complete Einstein ring (King et al. 1998). The initial discovery of B1938+666 was made with
the MERLIN radio telescope array; however, the image shown above corresponds to recent optical
and NIR observations of the system with HST (in the V, I and H bands) and Keck II adaptive-optics
assisted (in the H and K′ bands) imaging.

1.3 Gravitational Lensing: The Basics

Although a treatise of the propagation of light in a curved space-time continuum is

a complicated theoretical problem, the case of gravitational lensing is simplified due

to several assumptions. To derive the lensing formalism, we assume that the universe

is homogenous and isotropic (as described by the Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-

Walker metric) and the matter inhomogeneities that cause the deflection of light are

strictly local perturbations. Therefore, the overall geometry of a gravitational lens

can be broken down into three zones as follows:

1. The zone where the light propagates from the background object to the vicinity

of the gravitational lens through unperturbed space-time (zone 1).

2. The zone near the gravitational lens where the light is deflected (zone 2).

3. The zone where the deflected light propagates through unperturbed space-time

to the observer (zone 3).
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Furthermore, to derive the deflection of light in zone 2, we can assume a locally-

flat, Minkowskian space-time that is weakly perturbed by the Newtonian gravitational

potential of the lens. The two assumptions discussed above are satisfied in all cases

of gravitational lensing. For example, consider the galaxy scale gravitational lens

SDSS J0252+0039, which consists of a massive, early-type galaxy at zforeground = 0.28

deflecting the light from a background galaxy at zbackground = 0.98. The distances

from the background source to the lens and from the lens to the observer are ∼ 1.1

Gpc and ∼ 0.9 Gpc respectively, ∼ 4 orders of magnitude larger than the size of a

typical giant elliptical galaxy. Thus, zone 2 is restricted to a small local segment of

the total light path.

1.3.1 Lensing Formalism

Given the assumptions above, the deflection of light in a locally-flat, Minkowskian

space-time that is weakly perturbed a Newtonian gravitational potential can be de-

scribed in terms of the refractive index9, n′, (Schneider et al. 1992) as shown below.

n ′ = 1 − 2

c2
Φ = 1 +

2

c2
|Φ| (1.1)

Furthermore, the deflection of light in a Newtonian potential is equivalent to the

deflection of light by a prism in geometrical optics as shown in Figure 1.7. The New-

tonian potential (Φ) in equation 1.1 is negative and defined such that is approaches

zero at infinity. In geometrical optics, a refractive index of n′ > 1 indicates that the

effective speed of light inside the prism is reduced to v = c/n′, as shown in Figure 1.7.

Similarly, the effective speed of light is reduced within the gravitational potential in

comparison to the free vacuum as shown below.

v =
c

n′
≃ c − c

n′
|Φ| (1.2)

In gravitational lensing, the deflection angle (~̂α) of light is the integral of the

gradient of n′ perpendicular to the light path (Narayan & Bartelmann 1999) as shown

9The refractive index is typically denoted as n; however, it is denoted as n′ in this thesis to avoid
confusion with the Sérsic index of a galaxy, a parameter that will be introduced in the following
chapters. The prime does not imply a derivative of the refractive index.
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below. As discussed in the previous section, the deflection angles in gravitational

lensing are very small; therefore, instead of integrating ~∇⊥ n′ along the deflected ray,

it is computationally simpler to integrate along the initial unperturbed light ray with

the same impact parameter.

~̂α = −
∫

~∇⊥ n′ dl =
2

c2

∫

~∇⊥ Φ dl (1.3)

Equation 1.3 refers to the case where the light from the background source is deflected

by the gravitational potential of a single lens. In the case of multiple lenses along the

line-of-sight, the deflected light ray from the first lens becomes the unperturbed light

for the second lens (and so on for an arbitrary number of lenses).

The Case of a Point Mass Lens

After establishing the general form of the deflection angle for the propagation of light

in a locally-flat space-time, one can compute the deflection angle for the simple case

of a point mass (M) lens, whose Newtonian potential is defined as,

Φ(b, z) = − GM

(b2 + z2)1/2
(1.4)

where b is the impact parameter of the unperturbed light ray (from zone 1) and z is

the distance along the unperturbed light ray from the point of closest approach. A

graphical illustration of lensing by a point mass, and the parameters b and z, is shown

in Figure 1.8. Therefore, the gradient of Φ(b, z) perpendicular to the unperturbed

light path is,

~∇⊥Φ(b, z) =
GM~b

(b2 + z2)3/2
(1.5)

where ~b is orthogonal to the unperturbed light ray and points towards M. Inserting

equation 1.5 into equation 1.3 then yields,

~̂α =
2

c2

∫

~∇⊥ Φ dz =
2

c2

∫

GM~b

(b2 + z2)3/2
dz =

4GM

c2b
(1.6)
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Figure 1.7 Deflection of light inside a prism (Figure 2 of Narayan & Bartelmann (1999)). A
refractive index of n′ > 1 inside the glass prism reduces the effective speed of light to v = c/n′,
which causes the light to bend around the thick end of the prism.

Figure 1.8 Deflection of light by the gravitational potential of a point mass (M) lens (Figure 3 of
Narayan & Bartelmann (1999)). The unperturbed ray, propagating from the left, passes the point
mass lens (M) at the impact parameter (b) and gets deflected by an angle, α̂. Most of the lensing
occurs within ∆z ∼ ±b.
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The Case of an Extended Lens

Figure 1.9 An illustration of the thin

lens approximation (Figure 4 of Narayan &
Bartelmann (1999)). An extended mass-
distribution, such as a galaxy cluster, can be
replaced by a mass-sheet orthogonal to the
LOS of the observer since the light travel
paths through unperturbed space-time are
several orders of magnitude larger than the
linear extent of a galaxy cluster. A light ray
that intersects the mass-sheet at ~ξ gets de-
flected by an angle of ~̂α(~ξ).

We now consider the case where the point

mass lens is replaced by a lens with dis-

tributed mass, such as an individual galaxy,

a galaxy group or a cluster. As shown in Fig-

ure 1.8, the deflection of light occurs within

∆ z ∼ ±b, which is several orders of mag-

nitude smaller than the light travel paths

between the background source, lens and

the observer. Therefore, the linear diameter

of even the largest mass distribution (such

as a galaxy cluster) can be considered to

be “thin” in comparison to the light paths’

length through unperturbed space-time and

mass distribution of the lens can be replaced

with a “mass sheet” orthogonal to the LOS.

This is called the thin lens approximation

and the mass sheet is commonly referred to

as the lens plane. The lens plane is illustrated

in Figure 1.9, where ~ξ corresponds to a two-

dimensional vector. As shown in Figure 1.9, a

light ray that intersects the lens plane at ~ξ is

deflected by an angle of ~̂α(~ξ). The mass sheet

is characterized by the surface mass density

as shown below:

Σ(~ξ) =

∫

ρ(~ξ, z) dz (1.7)

The deflection angle at position ~ξ is, in general, a two-dimensional vector that

corresponds to sum of the deflections due to all the mass elements in the lens plane.

~̂α(~ξ) =
4G

c2

∫

(~ξ − ~ξ′)Σ(~ξ′)

|~ξ − ~ξ′|2
d2ξ′ (1.8)
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In the special case of circular symmetry, calculation of the deflection angle can be

simplified to a one-dimensional problem by shifting the origin of ~ξ to the center of

symmetry. The deflection angle in this case is,

~̂α(~ξ) =
4GM(ξ)

c2ξ
(1.9)

where ξ is the distance from the center of symmetry and M(ξ) is the mass enclosed

within ξ defined by,

M(ξ) = 2π

∫ ξ

0

Σ(ξ′)ξ′dξ′. (1.10)

1.3.2 The Lens Equation

The geometry of a typical gravitational lens system is shown in Figure 1.10. The

gravitational lens (for an arbitrary mass distribution), shown as the large filled circle,

will hereafter be referred to as the deflector or the lens10. The distant object, that

is being gravitationally lensed, will hereafter be referred to as the source11. The lens

plane (given by equations 1.7 and 1.8) and equivalently the source plane and the

observer plane are also shown in Figure 1.10. The axis connecting the centroid of lens

mass distribution and the observer is the optical axis.

The angles α, αred, β and θ correspond to the deflection angle of the light ray,

the reduced deflection angle, the angular position of the source (measured w.r.t the

optical axis) and the angular position of the image (open circles, measured w.r.t the

optical axis). The source and image(s) positions are related by the equation,

β = θ − αred(θ). (1.11)

Equation 1.11 is commonly known as the lens equation and, in its general form,

is non-linear. Therefore, multiple images (θ) can form for a single source position

(β), as shown in Figure 1.10. The variables DL, DLS and DS are angular-diameter

distances, such that the Euclidean relation separation = angle×distance holds (and

10For extragalactic applications, such as those discussed in the proceeding chapters of this thesis,
the massive object will be referred to as the deflector galaxy, or more commonly, the lens galaxy.

11For extragalactic applications, referred to as the source galaxy.
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Figure 1.10 The geometry of a typical gravitational lens. Light rays from the background
source passing at an impact parameter (b) gets deflected by an angle α. The lens of an ar-
bitrary mass-distribution, is shown by the equivalent lens plane. The axis connecting the cen-
troid of the lens mass-distribution and the observer is the optical axis. The distances between
the observer, lens and the source (DL, DLS and DS) are defined as angular diameter distances.
Image Credit : en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Einstein radius.

DLS 6= DS − DL). Using the small angle approximation, one can define the following

relations between the angles and distances in Figure 1.10:

αred =
DLS

DS
α; b = θDL. (1.12)

For a circularly symmetric projected mass distribution (ex: a point mass lens),

the deflection angle is described by equation 1.6 and rewritten below in terms of the

variables shown in Figure 1.10.

α =
4GM(< b)

c2b
(1.13)
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Substituting equation 1.12 and 1.13 into the lensing equation and rearranging yields,

θ2 − θβ − 4GM

c2

DLS

DSDL

= 0. (1.14)

The quadratic form of equation 1.14 indicates that, for a point mass lens, there are

two images of the source:

θ =
1

2

(

β ±
√

β2 +
16GM

c2

DLS

DSDL

)

(1.15)

Since a point mass lens is circularly symmetric, when a source lies exactly on the

optical axis (i.e. β = 0) it is imaged as a ring. Setting β = 0 in equation 1.14, we can

derive the radius of the ring,

θE =

[

4GM(< θE)

c2

DLS

DLDS

]1/2

(1.16)

This radius is most commonly known as the Einstein radius and gravitational

lens systems that show ring images are referred to as Einstein rings12. The Einstein

radius is a very useful quantity that determines the geometry of the observed images

of a lens system. For example, the angular separation of multiple images is typically

on the order of 2θE . In many cases, the Einstein radius corresponds to the boundary

where a source is either singly imaged or multiply imaged. If a source is located inside

θE (w.r.t the optical axis), it is highly magnified; however, if the source is located

outside of the θE boundary it is only magnified slightly.

The Case of a Singular Isothermal Sphere

A simple description for the mass distribution of a galaxy is the case where the stars,

gas and other mass particles are assumed to behave as an ideal gas in a spherically

symmetric gravitational potential. In thermal equilibrium, the temperature (T) is

related to the one-dimensional velocity dispersion (σv) of the particles by mσv
2 = kT ,

where m corresponds to the mass of the particles. In this case, we also assume that

the mass particles are isothermal, such that σv is constant throughout the galaxy

(σv(r) = σv). The mass distribution described by the conditions above is known as

12The first discovery of this phenomenon was discussed in §1.1.
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the singular isothermal sphere (SIS) and is described by,

ρ(r) =
σv

2

2G

1

r2
. (1.17)

The rotational velocity of the particles in circular orbits within the gravitational

potential is,

vrot(r)
2 =

GM(r)

r
= 2σv

2. (1.18)

Since σv is constant throughout the galaxy, vrot is also constant; thus, the singular

isothermal sphere reproduces the flat rotation curves of galaxies. The surface mass

density of the SIS model is given by,

Σ(ξ) =
σv

2

2G

(

1

ξ

)

(1.19)

where ξ is the distance from the center of the surface mass density profile. The

Einstein radius of the SIS model is defined as,

θE = 4π
σv

2

c2

DLS

DS
. (1.20)

If the source position is located within θE (i.e. β < θE), multiple images are

formed at θ± = β± θE . A third image with zero flux is located at θ = 0; however, it

can acquire a finite flux if the center of the lens has a core region with finite density

instead of a singularity. If the source is located outside the boundary of θE (i.e.

β > θE), only a single image is formed at θ = β + θE .

The Critical Surface Mass Density

If the lens plane (as illustrated in Figure 1.9) has a constant surface mass density, the

reduced deflection angle is defined as,

αred =
4πGΣ

c2

DLDLS

DS
θ (1.21)
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where Σ corresponds to the surface mass density. Furthermore, the critical surface

mass density is defined as,

Σcr =
c2

4πG

DS

DLDLS

. (1.22)

The critical surface mass density, Σcr, relates to the other parameters of the

lensing equation as follows. If a lens has a constant surface mass density of Σcr,

the reduced deflection angle is θred = θ and β = 0 for all θ. Thus, all light rays focus

perfectly at a single, well-defined focal length. However, similar to an optical lens,

a typical gravitational lens shows a variety of aberrations not including chromatic

abberation. In reality, light rays are deflected at different impact parameters (b) and

focus at different distances on the optical axis. A gravitational lens does not have

chromatic abberation because the deflection of light due to its gravitational potential

is independent of wavelength. A lens which has Σ > Σcr is commonly referred to as

being supercritical and forms multiple images. For example, the surface mass density

inside the Einstein radius is Σ(< θE) ∼ Σcr.

1.4 The Advantages of Gravitational Lensing

As discussed above, manifestations of gravitational lensing result in a variety of inter-

esting observational phenomena. Since their initial discoveries, as discussed in §1.2,

gravitational lensing has developed from a novel topic to a powerful tool that can be

used to address a variety of important astrophysical questions. This section summa-

rizes the naturally provided advantages of strong gravitational lensing, focusing on

the aspects that are specific to this thesis. Briefly, these advantages are,

1. The ability to study the mass density profile of the lens, including a detailed

analysis of the luminous and dark-matter contributions to the total mass within

a fixed aperture.

2. The magnification of the background source, which often facilitates the discov-

ery of objects that will otherwise be undetected and detailed investigation of

the distant background source.

3. The ability to significantly constrain the cosmological parameters such as the

Hubble constant (H0), cosmological constant (Λ) and the density parameter
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of the universe (Ω), since the properties of a gravitational lens depend on the

age, scale and geometry of the universe. In a pioneering paper, Refsdal (1964)

discussed how H0 can be measured through the observations of a gravitational

lens with a variable background source. Since the light travel times are unequal

for different light rays, the intrinsic variations of the source will be observed

at different times in multiple imaging. Thus, the time delay of the images

is proportional to the difference of the light path lengths, which in turn, is

proportional to H0
−1. This advantage is not utilized in this thesis; however, we

refer the reader to Fassnacht et al. (1999) for the treatise of an observational

application of the method described by Refsdal (1964).

In addition to being a determinant of the lensing geometry, the Einstein radius

(θE) also provides a direct estimate of the projected mass of the lens within an

aperture. In other words, equation 1.16 can be inverted to determine the projected

mass of the lens contained within θE , provided that there are secure lens and source

redshift measurements to calculate the angular diameter distances. Thus, one of the

most important advantages of gravitational lensing lies in its ability to measure the

total mass of a galaxy13 since the projected mass includes both luminous and dark

matter components within θE . When combined with the estimates of stellar mass (for

example, through broad-band imaging), the lensing mass can be effectively utilized

to calculate the contribution of the dark matter component to the central regions

of galaxies. While alternative methods of measuring total galaxy masses14 depend

on assumptions about the state of the measured mass (for example, that a galaxy

cluster must be in virial equilibrium), lensing mass estimates are simpler since the

gravitational lensing effect is independent of lens dynamics. Although extragalactic

gravitational lenses have more complex mass distributions than the simple examples

discussed in §1.3, the method for estimating the lensing mass within θE is robust for

all applications (Narayan & Bartelmann 1999).

In addition to estimating the total mass within θE , gravitational lensing also allows

us to determine the mass density profile of the lens. While the ΛCDM model of galaxy

formation have very successfully withstood observational tests on the largest scales

of the universe15, smaller scale details such as the inner mass density profile of dark

13Equivalently of a galaxy group or cluster at the radius where we observe multiple images.
14Such as utilizing dynamics of various tracers at different galactic radii or X-ray measurements.
15Such as reproducing the observations of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) and redshift

surveys etc.
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matter halos are not fully resolved. ΛCDM simulations of Navarro et al. (1996) first

proposed the analytical approximation of the well-known NFW inner mass density

profile of dark matter halos: ρ(r) ∝ r−1. Further simulations indicate that the

mass density profiles follow a generalized form of ρ(r) ∝ r−β′

. This is known as the

“generalized NFW” profile (gNFW) with β ′ predicted to be around 1.4 to 1.5 (Dye &

Warren 2008)16. However, the predictions of CDM simulations are often discrepant

with the observations of the inner mass density profile of galaxies. One of the causes of

this discrepancy is the comparison of pure dark matter simulations with observations

since the baryons affect the dark matter halo in a non-trivial manner. The presence

of baryons in a halo is believed to cause a contraction of the halo, thus steepening the

inner slope of the mass density profile. This phenomenon is referred to as the adiabatic

contraction (Gnedin et al. 2004). In the past decades, a large number of studies have

been dedicated to measure the inner mass density profiles of galaxies which, in turn,

can be compared with the simulations of galaxy formation. Furthermore, in the past

years, gravitational lensing has emerged as a very attractive method to measure the

slope of the inner mass density profile of galaxies (Dye & Warren 2008). A detailed

analysis of a strong gravitational lens (typically from imaging), called strong lens

modeling, involves finding the best-fit model of the source surface brightness profile

and the mass density profile of the lens, whose gravitational potential gives rise to

the observed multiple images (Peng et al. 2006; Warren & Dye 2003). Various strong

lens modeling procedures will be discussed in detail in the proceeding chapters.

Another important advantage of strong gravitational lensing is the magnification

of multiple images. Gravitational lensing preserves the surface brightness of the source

since the light ray is only deflected (no absorption or emission)17, leaving the specific

intensity of the incident light ray unaffected. However, gravitational lensing changes

the apparent solid angle of the source; therefore, to preserve surface brightness, the

total flux of the image must also change proportionally. In essence, an expansion in

the angular size of the image results in an increase of the total flux of the image as

well. Thus, the magnification is defined as,

magnification =
image area

source area
=

image flux

source flux
(1.23)

16The logarithmic slope of the mass density profile is usually denoted as β, but will be denoted as
β′ throughout this thesis such that it will not be confused with the lensing angle shown in Figure 1.10.

17We assume that extinction due to dust is negligible.
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The lens equation, as given by equation 1.11, is a coordinate transformation be-

tween the source and lens planes. Therefore, the magnification can be expressed in

terms of two parameters of coordinate transformation: convergence (κ), the uniform

radial expansion of the image18 and shear (γ), stretching of the image along the grav-

itational equipotential surfaces. The magnification factor (µ) of a gravitational lens

is given by,

µ =
1

det A
(1.24)

where A is the Jacobian determinant of the coordinate transformation (A(~θ) =

|δ~β/δ~θ|). According to equation 1.24, the magnification diverges at each location

where the Jacobian vanishes. For a given deflector mass distribution, lens and source

redshift, the line connecting the points of infinite amplification on the lens plane is

referred to as the critical line. Moreover, the lens equation can be inverted to derive

the corresponding points of infinite amplification on the source plane. The line con-

necting these points on the source plane is referred to as the caustic. For the case of

a circularly symmetric lens, such as a point mass lens, µ is defined as:

µ =
θ

β

dθ

dβ
(1.25)

Galaxy-scale gravitational lenses yield typical magnification factors of 10 ×, while

group- or cluster-scale gravitational lenses can yield magnification factors as high as

40 × (Marshall et al. 2007). Therefore, even if a faint and small galaxy is gravitation-

ally lensed, under a suitable magnification one can estimate its properties accurately

in comparison to the non-lensed case (provided that the mass density profile of the

lens is well constrained).

Throughout the past few decades, the magnification effect has been utilized by

various studies to discover background galaxies and examine their properties in detail,

at ever increasing look-back times (Allam et al. 2007; Bradley et al. 2008; Belokurov

et al. 2007; Bian et al. 2010; Koester et al. 2010; Kubo et al. 2009, 2010; Lin et al.

2009; Richard et al. 2011; Yuan et al. 2012; Zitrin et al. 2012). However, such studies

typically examine, at most, tens of gravitational lenses at a time since they are rare

objects. However, in the recent years, various groups have focused on serendipitous

18Therefore, the source is lensed onto an image with the same shape but larger size.
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large-scale gravitational lens discovery by “mining” from existing deep- and/or wide-

sky surveys. Such lens discoveries fall into two categories (Treu 2010): (i) Imaging-

based searches (Cabanac et al. 2007), which are useful for detecting sharp multiply-

imaged systems (for example, lensed quasars) or systems with extended images of

large separation that can be easily deblended. Generally, the lens candidates in these

searches are first identified visually, based on the presence of characteristic lensed

features, and then confirmed through strong lens modeling. (ii) Spectroscopy-based

searches, which rely on identifying spectral features of the background source that are

superposed on the spectrum of the lens galaxy. The next section discusses a survey

that is specifically designed towards discovering a statistically significant sample of

galaxy-scale gravitational lenses utilizing data from existing surveys.

1.5 Sloan Lens ACS (SLACS) Survey

For this thesis, we utilize observations of strong gravitational lenses from the Sloan

Lens ACS (SLACS) survey, one of the largest and most comprehensive surveys of

galaxy-scale lensing conducted to date. In this section, we provide a brief overview of

the motivation behind the SLACS survey and discuss the selection method. Further

details of the scientific results of this survey can be found in the SLACS series: Paper

I through XI (Bolton et al. 2006; Treu et al. 2006; Koopmans et al. 2006; Gavazzi

et al. 2007; Bolton et al. 2008a; Gavazzi et al. 2008; Bolton et al. 2008b; Treu et al.

2009; Auger et al. 2009, 2010; Newton et al. 2011).

Within the context of the hierarchical model of galaxy formation, early-type galax-

ies form through the mergers of late-type galaxies (i.e. “wet” mergers) and also early-

type galaxies (i.e. “dry” mergers). Therefore, the structure of early-type galaxies is a

fossil record of their formation and evolution, which provides an important testbed for

the ΛCDM model. Testing the predictions of the ΛCDM model at kpc-scales, where

baryonic and radiative processes have significant effect on the structure of the dark

matter halo, requires detailed observations of the mass density profiles of early-type

galaxies. Furthermore, early-type galaxies show a great degree of regularity in terms

of their photometric and spectroscopic properties as evident from the well known

Fundamental Plane, FP19 (Djorgovski & Davis 1987; Dressler et al. 1987). However,

19The Fundamental Plane corresponds to the relationship between the velocity dispersion, effective
radius and the surface brightness of early-type galaxies. Together, the three parameters describe a
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understanding the deviation of the observed FP from the theoretical expectation of

the virial theorem, otherwise known as the “tilt” of the FP, is an important issue.

For example, the tilt of the FP implies that early-types galaxies may not always be

a self-similar family that obeys the virial theorem and have constant mass-to-light

ratios (Auger et al. 2010). In order to examine the processes that cause the tilt of

the FP (such as varying stellar populations, mass density profiles or dark matter

fractions) one must disentangle the luminous and dark matter profiles of a significant

sample of early-type galaxies.

In a nutshell, the SLACS survey was established to fulfill a need for detailed

observations of the mass density profiles of a large sample of early-type galaxies to

tackle the issues discussed above. Gravitational lensing (a direct measurement of the

total mass within the Einstein radius), when combined with measurements of the

stellar velocity dispersion profile (a measurement of the mass gradient (Koopmans

et al. 2006)), provides a method to disentangle the luminous and dark matter profiles

of an early-type galaxy (Bolton et al. 2006)20. Without gravitational lensing, it is

difficult to separate the luminous and dark matter components of early-type galaxies,

since they are pressure supported systems and lack bright kinematic tracers out to

large radii21. Prior to the SLACS survey, only a handful of gravitational lenses were

suitable for a joint lensing and dynamical analysis of early-type lens galaxies, since

many of the galaxy-scale gravitational lenses consist of a source galaxy that hosts a

bright quasar. Therefore, the luminous multiple images of the quasar can overwhelm

the lens galaxy, as evident from Figure 1.3, prohibiting a joint lensing + dynamical

analysis. Thus, the SLACS survey was designed specifically for the discovery of

galaxy-scale lenses suitable for a joint lensing + dynamical analysis of early-type

galaxies (i.e. no lensed quasar systems).

A brief overview of the selection method of SLACS survey, initially outlined in

Bolton et al. (2004), is as follows. The targets were initially selected spectroscopically

from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) (York et al. 2000) luminous red galaxy

(LRG) and MAIN galaxy samples (Eisenstein et al. 2001; Strauss et al. 2002). If a

plane within the general three-dimensional space.
20The robust measurement of the total mass within the Einstein radius, when combined with

stellar mass estimates, allows one to determine the dark matter mass fraction within the Einstein
radius (where fDM = 1 − f⋆).

21Unlike late-type galaxies, which are rotation supported and have kinematic tracers at large radii
that can be used to measure the rotational velocity, and in turn, the mass density profile.
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galaxy-scale gravitational lens (convolved with the seeing) falls within the 3.′′0 SDSS

spectroscopic fiber, the observed spectrum is a composite of the lens and source

galaxy spectra. During the spectroscopic selection, the best-fit template of the early-

type lens galaxy continuum is subtracted from each SDSS spectrum and the residual

spectra are scanned for nebular emission lines at a common redshift higher than that

of the foreground galaxy. The gravitationally lensed candidates are selected due to the

presence of multiple, nebular emission lines (H β, [O II] 3727, [O III] 5007) within the

3.′′0 spectroscopic fiber. Prior to the SLACS survey, this emission line based method

has been utilized successfully to discover gravitational lenses by a variety of studies

including Huchra et al. (1985); Warren et al. (1999a,b); Hall et al. (2000); Hewett

et al. (2000); Johnston et al. (2003); Willis et al. (2005). However, the SLACS survey

is the largest and the most homogenous survey of emission line based gravitational

lens search conducted to date (the successor to SLACS will be discussed later).

Figure 1.11 shows an example of the spectroscopic selection process. Targets

whose residual spectra (from the source galaxy) exhibit at least two emission lines are

identified as candidates for subsequent imaging followup. By virtue of this selection

method, all lens systems have confirmed spectroscopic redshifts for both lens and

source galaxies. The lens candidates are then observed under multiwavelength HST

imaging programs, for confirmation through strong-lens modeling (Bolton et al. 2006;

Treu et al. 2006; Koopmans et al. 2006; Gavazzi et al. 2007; Bolton et al. 2008a;

Gavazzi et al. 2008; Bolton et al. 2008b; Treu et al. 2009; Auger et al. 2009, 2010;

Newton et al. 2011), using the following instruments: Advanced Camera for Surveys

(ACS); Wide Field Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) and NICMOS.

To date, the SLACS survey has identified ∼ 130 lens candidates. Out of these

candidates, 85 are lens systems with definitive spectroscopic and imaging confirmation

(Bolton et al. 2006, 2008a; Auger et al. 2009) and are referred to as “Grade-A”

lenses. Furthermore, there are additional 13 “Grade-B” lens systems (i.e. very likely

gravitational lenses). Approximately 80% of the lens galaxies in SLACS survey are

massive, elliptical galaxies and ∼ 10% show spiral structure. The remainder of the

lens galaxies show lenticular (S0) morphology. The stellar masses of the SLACS lens

galaxies range from 1010.5M⊙ to 1011.8M⊙ (Auger et al. 2009, 2010). Figure 1.12 shows

a composite of the HST colour images of Grade-A SLACS lenses, which indicates that

many of the SLACS lenses contain complete or partial Einstein ring features.
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Figure 1.11 Top row: SDSS spectrum of the SLACS lens system, SDSS J0037-0942 (Bolton et al.
2006). This gravitational lens consist of an early-type galaxy at z = 0.20 deflecting the light from
a background galaxy at z = 0.63. The upper gray line shows the SDSS fit to the early-type lens
galaxy continuum and the lower gray line shows the 1σ noise level. The marked emission lines ([O
II] 3727Å, [O III] 4959Å and [O III] 5007Å) originate from the background galaxy. Bottom row:

SDSS spectrum of the SLACS lens system, SDSS J2300+0022, which consists of a lens galaxy at
z = 0.23 and a background galaxy at z = 0.46.
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Figure 1.12 A composite made from the colour images of 84 “Grade-A” SLACS lenses (Figure 2
of Auger et al. (2009)). The lens SDSS J1618+4353, which has two lens galaxies, is omitted from
this figure.
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1.6 Motivation

As discussed in the previous sections, utilizing gravitational lensing as an astrophysics

tool dictates that we work with the cosmic alignments that nature has provided us.

However, when “mined” in a homogenous manner similar to that of the SLACS

survey, large samples of strong gravitational lenses can be used to address a broad

range of interesting questions. Thus, a key aspect of this thesis is that the goals of

the following chapters were motivated by the availability of the SLACS survey.

Figure 1.13 Graphical representation of the motivation behind this thesis. This thesis takes HST

imaging observations from the SLACS survey and dissects each gravitational lens to study lens and
source galaxy scaling relations, as enabled by advantages of strong gravitational lensing. These
scaling relations enable further investigation of baryonic and non-baryonic processes that affect the
evolution of early-type and late-type galaxies. This thesis also initiates further spectroscopic follow-
up of SLACS lenses, which will be discussed in Chapter 4.

As illustrated in Figure 1.13, this thesis essentially “dissects” each gravitational

lens to extract useful information about the lens and source components, using the

advantages discussed in §1.4. In summary, we use the fact that strong gravitational

lensing allows us to determine the inner mass density profile and total mass of the

lens, to examine early-type lens galaxy scaling relations of the SLACS sample. We
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then use the magnification advantage to measure the properties of the SLACS source

galaxy population in detail. Both lens and source galaxy scaling relations exam-

ined in this thesis give further clues to how various baryonic processes, varying from

moderate levels of star-formation to powerful feedback from the central supermassive

black holes, affect the evolution of early-type and late-type galaxies. Specifically, the

questions addressed with this thesis includes:

1. Does the total gravitational mass of a galaxy fundamentally determine the prop-

erties of its supermassive black hole?

2. Can we quantify the improvement in our knowledge of the background galaxy

population, that can be expected from a gravitational lensing survey?

3. What can we infer about the evolution of the luminosity-size relation since z ∼ 1

using the magnification advantage?

4. Can we obtain detail kinematic information of faint and compact galaxies at

z > 0.75 by combining the magnification advantages with the improved spatial

resolution provided by adaptive optics (AO) technology in the infrared regime?

The following three chapters discuss the projects that address the questions dis-

cussed above. We assume the following cosmological terms for all computations in this

thesis: ΩM = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, H0 = 70 h70 km s−1 Mpc−1 and h70 = 1. Unless otherwise

noted, all scaling relations in this thesis are defined as linear relationships in log-log

space and all logarithms denoted as a base of 10. This research used the facilities of

the Canadian Astronomy Data Centre operated by the National Research Council of

Canada with the support of the Canadian Space Agency.
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Chapter 2

A Relationship Between

Supermassive Black Hole Mass and

the Total Gravitational Mass of the

Host Galaxy

2.1 Introduction

Supermassive black holes (SMBH) are believed to reside in nearly all galaxies (Ko-

rmendy & Richstone 1995; Ferrarese & Ford 2005) and the masses of these SMBH

(Mbh) show correlations with host galaxy properties, implying that SMBH and galaxy

formation processes are closely linked (Adams et al. 2001; Cattaneo 2001; Cattaneo

et al. 1999; Di Matteo et al. 2005, 2003; El-Zant et al. 2003; Haehnelt & Kauffmann

2000; Hopkins et al. 2005b,a; Silk & Rees 1998; Wyithe & Padmanabhan 2006). Previ-

ous studies have shown correlations between Mbh and galaxy’s effective stellar velocity

dispersion (σ⋆), bulge luminosity (Lbul), Sérsic index (n) and stellar mass of the bulge

component (Mbul) (Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000; Graham et al.

2001; Graham & Driver 2007; Marconi & Hunt 2003). The correlations between Mbh,

σ⋆ and Lbul are shown in Figure 2.1. Some of the challenges faced by current models

of SMBH formation and evolution include reproducing and maintaining these scaling

relations regardless of the events that take place during galaxy evolution driven by

the process of hierarchical mass assembly (Croton 2009; Wyithe & Loeb 2002, 2003;

McLure et al. 2006; Robertson et al. 2006). These scaling relations are not only
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important tests of the models of SMBH formation and evolution but also powerful

predictive tools from which we can infer SMBH masses of galaxies that are located

at higher redshifts.

Figure 2.1 Figure 1 of Ferrarese & Merritt (2000), a pioneering study that examined various scaling
relations between Mbh and the host galaxy properties. Panels (a) and (b) only show measurements
of 12 galaxies, which were considered to have the most reliable SMBH mass estimates at the time.
Panels (c) and (d) show additional 17 galaxies with less secure SMBH mass estimates. (a) Mbh

vs. absolute B-band luminosity of the host galaxy bulge component. (b) Mbh vs. stellar velocity
dispersion of the bulge component of the host galaxy. (c) Same as (a) but for the larger sample of
galaxies. (d) Same as (b) but for the larger sample of galaxies.

In this paper, we examine the evidence for a scaling relation between Mbh and

the total mass of the host galaxy (denoted as Mtot). Most self regulating theoretical
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models of SMBH formation predict a fundamental connection between Mbh and Mtot

of the host galaxy (Adams et al. 2001; El-Zant et al. 2003; Haehnelt et al. 1998;

Monaco et al. 2000; Silk & Rees 1998). One of the most important predictions of the

galaxy models, which study the interaction between the dark matter haloes of galaxies

and baryonic matter settling into the gravitational potential to form the bulge and

SMBH, is that halo properties determine those of the bulge component and SMBH

(Cattaneo 2001; El-Zant et al. 2003; Hopkins et al. 2005b,a). However, observational

evidence for such a scaling relation has been sparse since measurement of the total

mass is non-trivial.

Results from Ferrarese (2002) examined some of the first indirect observational

evidence for the existence of a Mbh − Mtot relation. In Ferrarese (2002), the correla-

tion between bulge velocity dispersion (σc) and the observed circular velocity (vc,obs),

for a sample of 20 elliptical galaxies and 16 spiral galaxies, is translated into an

equivalent Mbh − Mtot correlation. Although σc can be translated into Mbh through

Mbh − σ⋆ relation in a straightforward manner, an estimate of Mtot is dependent on

the conversion between vc,obs and virial velocity, the velocity of the galactic halo at

the virial radius. Ferrarese (2002) uses results from ΛCDM cosmological simulations

to derive Mtot. The results of Ferrarese (2002) are summarized in Figure 2.2. Fol-

lowing Ferrarese (2002), several studies have examined the vc,obs − σc relation and its

implications for galaxy formation and evolution (Baes et al. 2003; Buyle et al. 2006;

Courteau et al. 2007; Pizzella et al. 2005).

The primary goal of this project is to extend the observational evidence to sup-

port the Mbh − Mtot relation using an attractive, alternative, and direct method to

measure the total mass of the host galaxy. As discussed in §1, in the recent years,

strong gravitational lensing has emerged as a powerful tool to probe the mass profiles

of objects ranging from individual galaxies to clusters of galaxies (Bolton et al. 2006,

2008a; Dye & Warren 2008; Gavazzi et al. 2008; Halkola et al. 2008; Moustakas et al.

2007). Due to the fact that the deflection of a photon is independent of the deflec-

tor’s dynamical state, gravitational lensing does not suffer from difficulties associated

with dynamical mass measurements of galaxies, where assumptions regarding orbital

motions of tracers can lead to complications. Thus, gravitational lensing is a more

robust method to estimate the total mass, including dark matter, around early-type

galaxies and infer the existence of an isothermal mass profile (ρ ∝ r−2) in various

systems (Dye & Warren 2008; Koopmans et al. 2006).
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Figure 2.2 Top: Correlation between the bulge velocity dispersion (σc) and the disk circular velocity
(vc) for a sample of 37 galaxies (Figure 3 of Ferrarese (2002)). The filled circles represent spiral
galaxies and the open circles represent elliptical galaxies. The circular velocities of the galaxies are
measured from either optical or HI rotation curves. Bottom: Same as (a), with σc transformed into
equivalent SMBH masses using the Mbh − σc relation and vc transformed into dark matter halo
masses following cosmological prescriptions of Bullock et al. (2001). The filled circles are spiral
galaxies and filled triangles are elliptical galaxies.
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The mass enclosed within the Einstein radius (Meinst) which is measured from the

lens model that produces the best fit to the observed multiple images, is a direct

probe of both luminous and dark mass in a galaxy. In conjunction with velocity

dispersion and surface brightness profiles of the lens galaxy, measurement of Meinst

from a lens model can be used effectively to constrain the luminous and dark matter

profiles. In this study, we utilize the Meinst as a tracer of the total mass and use

the total mass profile of the lensing galaxy to determine the mass contained within a

redshift-independent circular aperture.

We also attempt to derive the Mbh − Mtot relation using purely photometric tracers

of Mbh and Mtot. Therefore, we examine the possibility of using Mbh − n relation

(Graham et al. 2001; Graham & Driver 2007) as the primary method to estimate

black hole masses. Surface brightness profiles of most galaxies, in particular E/S0,

can be described by the Sérsic law (Sersic 1968) as follows:

Σ(r) = Σe exp (−k[(r/re)
1/n − 1]) (2.1)

where Σ(r) is the surface brightness at radius r , re is the half-light radius of the profile

and Sérsic index (n) is the degree of light concentration (shown in Figure 2.3). The

well known De Vaucouleurs’ profile that describes the surface brightness profile of

elliptical galaxies is a special case of the Sérsic profile, where n = 4. A Sérsic index

of n = 1 corresponds to an exponential disk and n = 0.5 corresponds to a Gaussian

profile. The bulge components of galaxies are usually characterized by n > 2.5.

Previous studies in the literature indicate that the quantity n varies monotonically

with galaxy magnitude. Therefore, the existence of a Mbh−n relation can be inferred

given the dependence of Mbh on the galaxy magnitude (Marconi & Hunt 2003) and the

connection between galaxy magnitude and Sérsic index (Jerjen et al. 2000; Graham

& Guzmán 2003; Ferrarese et al. 2006).

Graham & Driver (2007) discuss the most recent version of the Mbh − n relation

and indicate that the dependence between the quantities log(Mbh) and log(n) can

be best represented by a log-quadratic relation. The main motivation for using this

relation is that measurement of n requires only imaging data, which is easier to

acquire than spectroscopic data at a given redshift; therefore, Mbh − Mtot could be

easily extended to large samples of higher redshift gravitational lenses, which may not
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have spectroscopic measurements1. Furthermore, n is a distant-independent quantity,

an added advantage for estimating black hole masses of high redshift galaxies that

may not have secure redshift measurements.

This chapter is structured as follows. In §2.2 we present a brief description of

the target selection. In §2.3 we describe the following analysis procedures: §2.3.1

Measurements of Mtot; §2.3.2: Deriving the connection between Mbh and Mtot using

spectroscopic data (i.e. Mbh − σ⋆ relation); §2.3.3: Deriving the connection between

Mbh and Mtot using imaging data (i.e. Mbh − n relation). In §2.4 we present the

results of our analysis. In §2.5 and §2.6 we discuss the implications of our results and

give some concluding remarks regarding this project.

Figure 2.3 Sérsic models with varying Sérsic indices, n, scaled to arbitrary units of the logarithm
of the surface brightness.

1We refer the reader to Woo et al. (2008) for a spectroscopic study of the evolution of Mbh − σ⋆

relation since z = 0.57.
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Figure 2.4 Left: The correlation between the SMBH mass and the Sérsic index of the galaxy’s
bulge component (Figure1 of Graham & Driver (2007)), for a sample of 27 galaxies in the local
universe (including the Milky Way). The sample consists of 14 galaxies with E-type morphology
and 13 galaxies with S0 morphology. The solid black line corresponds to the log-linear fit to the
data. Right: Same as the left panel, except the solid black line now corresponds to the log-quadratic
fit to the data (Figure 2 of Graham & Driver (2007)). The shaded region corresponds to the 1σ
confidence region.

2.2 The Sample

The sample of galaxies used in this chapter is a subset of the galaxy-scale strong

gravitational lenses from the SLACS survey (Bolton et al. 2006, 2008a), which was

first introduced in §1.5. For this project, we use 43 out of the 70 “Grade-A” lenses

from Bolton et al. (2008a). The imaging observations for the 43 lenses used in this

chapter are from HST-ACS programs 10174, 10587 and 10886. We do not use lens

systems that do not have a simple lens model due to nearby companion galaxies (7

lens systems) or systems where the stellar velocity dispersion of the early-type lens

galaxy (σSDSS) is not available (14 lens systems) because the median signal-to-noise

(SNR) within the 3.′′0 SDSS spectroscopic fiber is too low (Bolton et al. 2008a).

2.3 Data Analysis

The most important advantage of using the SLACS galaxy sample to determine the

Mbh − Mtot relation is that we have an accurate measurement of the total mass profile
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of each galaxy. However, SLACS lens galaxies are located at distances (〈zforeground〉 ≈ 0.2)

where the SMBH mass cannot be measured directly through its influence on the sur-

rounding gas or stars. Therefore, we use two scaling relations to determine the SMBH

masses of the galaxy sample: Mbh − σ⋆ relation (Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt

et al. 2000; Gültekin et al. 2009) and Mbh − n relation (Graham et al. 2001; Graham

& Driver 2007).

2.3.1 Deriving Total Mass of the Host Galaxy

We use the best-fit mass density profiles from the strong lens modeling performed

by Bolton et al. (2008a) to obtain Mtot of each lens galaxy in the SLACS sample. A

summary of the lens modeling process for an extragalactic gravitational lens is given

below. Given a deflector potential (Φ(x)), the surface brightness profile (also referred

to as the “light profile”) of the source galaxy (Σ(u)) is multiply imaged on the image

plane as follows,

u = x − ∇sΦ(x) (2.2)

while conserving the surface brightness at each location on the source plane (Peng

et al. 2006). One of the approaches to strong lens modeling is the backward ray

tracing method, which utilizes the fact that regions of the source galaxy that are

multiply imaged have the same surface brightness on the image plane. For a trial

mass distribution, this method traces image pixels with same the counts back to

the same source pixel. The optimal solution for the mass distribution and the source

galaxy light profile is obtained by minimizing the dispersion in the image pixel counts

for multiply imaged source pixels (Dye & Warren 2008). The alternative method of

lens modeling is forward ray tracing, where a single pixel on the source plane is

mapped onto multiple locations on the image plane, for a trial mass distribution and

a source galaxy light profile. For each iteration, the model lensed image is convolved

with the instrumental point spread function (PSF) and compared to the data. The

parameters of the mass distribution and source galaxy light profile are adjusted until

the model images match the observations and the solutions are optimized using a

merit function, such as χ2 (Dye & Warren 2008).
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Bolton et al. (2008a) use a singular isothermal ellipsoid (SIE) model to describe

the lens plane which generates the multiple images of the source. To describe the mass

density profile of an elliptical lens galaxy, it is sensible to utilize elliptical iso-density

contours rather than an idealized, circularly symmetric model. The SIE model breaks

the circular symmetry of the SIS model, discussed in the previous chapter, and its

projected mass density is,

κ(x, y) =
b

2

[ 2q2

1 + q2
(x2 + y2/q2)

]−1/2

(2.3)

where b is the mass scale and q is the axis ratio of the mass model. The mass scale

parameter, b, is approximately the Einstein ring radius of the lens (bSIE). However,

this relation is only exact at the q = 1 limit (Kochanek et al. 2001; Peng et al. 2006),

where bSIE is related to the physical quantities of the mass model by,

bSIE = 4π
σSIE

2

c2

DLS

DS
. (2.4)

The quantity σSIE is the velocity dispersion of the total mass profile (Kochanek

et al. 2001; Bolton et al. 2006, 2008a). The surface brightness profile of the background

galaxy is described by single or multiple Sérsic profiles and the model lensed image,

for a given SIE model, is produced by forward ray tracing (Bolton et al. 2008a). We

use the mass model parameters given by Bolton et al. (2008a), i.e. bSIE, and integrate

the best-fit mass profile to obtain the total mass within a projected radius of choice.

During the preliminary analysis, we invert the lens equation to compute the total

mass inside the Einstein radius (Meinst), as a tracer of Mtot.

However, Meinst is not a measurement of mass within a standard aperture since

the linear radius characterized by the Einstein radius for a given mass distribution is

redshift dependent. We therefore use R200, the linear radius within which the mean

density of the lensing galaxy exceeds the critical density of the universe (ρcrit) by

a factor of 200, as a “standard aperture”2. The mass contained within a projected

radius of R200 (M200) corresponds to,

M200 =
4

3
π(R200)

3 200ρcrit (2.5)

2Where ρcrit = 3
8πG

H2(t).
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where R200 is defined as,

R200 =
1.73 σ200

1000 km/s
√

ΩM(1 + zlens)3 + ΩΛ

h100
−1 Mpc. (2.6)

The quantities σ200 and zlens correspond to the velocity dispersion of the total mass

profile at R200 and the redshift of the early-type lens galaxy. To estimate M200, we

assume that the isothermal nature of the total mass profile of SLACS lens galaxies

extends up to the virial radius (i.e. R200); therefore, the quantity σ200 can be replaced

with σSIE derived from lens modeling (Bolton et al. 2008a).

Adopting an “aperture-corrected” mass measurement (i.e. M200), instead of Meinst,

does not affect the overall form of the Mbh − Mtot relation (i.e. the slope and zero-

point) discussed in the following sections. Results of Bolton et al. (2008b) show a lack

of correlation between the quantities f ≡ σaperture/σSIE and mass or Reinst/Raperture,

where σaperture is the stellar velocity dispersion corrected to an aperture of Raperture

and Reinst is the Einstein radius. These results are consistent with the near isothermal

nature of the inner radial profile of early-type lens galaxies. However, a joint strong-

and weak-lensing analysis of 22 SLACS lens galaxies by Gavazzi et al. (2007), which

detects a weak-lensing signal out to ∼ 300 h−1 kpc at a mean redshift of z = 0.2,

also shows that the total mass density profile of early-type lens galaxies is consistent

with isothermal over two orders of magnitude in radius (∼ 3 − 300 h−1 kpc). The

results of Gavazzi et al. (2007) are indicative of the luminous and dark matter com-

ponents of an early-type galaxy “conspiring” to form a isothermal mass distribution

out to large radii; thus, the regime probed by joint strong- and weak-lensing anal-

ysis is also comparable to the standard aperture (i.e. R200) utilized in this study.

Therefore, our assumption of the isothermal nature of early-type lens galaxies, to

estimate M200 as a proxy for total mass, is justified. We also observe a relation-

ship of log (Meinst/M200) ∝ log (Reinst/R200), consistent with the fact that an aperture

corrected mass measurement does not affect the observed Mbh − Mtot relation. Fur-

thermore, the use of M200 as a tracer of total mass is also consistent with theoretical

studies of the Mbh − Mtot relation (Croton 2009).

To obtain the associated 1-σ error of M200, we use Gaussian error propagation

adopting an empirical error of 2% on the measured Einstein radii following Bolton

et al. (2008a) (〈δ log(M200)〉 ≈ 0.01 dex). Table 1 lists the unique SDSS identifiers for

SLACS lenses, redshift of the lens galaxy for each system and the derived values of
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M200 (hereafter denoted as Mtot) for each lensing system.

2.3.2 Estimating SMBH Masses Using Stellar Velocity Dis-

persion

We first use the Mbh − σ⋆ relation to estimate Mbh of the early-type lens sample. The

velocity dispersion measurements are derived from the 3.′′0 SDSS spectroscopic fiber.

The SDSS velocity dispersion measurements are corrected to a standard aperture, of

radius equal to re / 8, using the power-law relation by Jorgensen et al. (1995), similar

to previous SMBH and FP studies (Ferrarese & Ford 2005; Treu et al. 2006). The

mean difference between SDSS velocity dispersion measurements and the aperture

corrected measurements (hereafter denoted as σ⋆) are ∼ 4%; therefore, the aperture

correction does not significantly influence the overall form of the Mbh − Mtot relation

discussed in the following sections. We use Mbh − σ⋆ relation by Gültekin et al.

(2009), obtained from measurements of Mbh from dynamically detected central black

holes:

log(Mbh/M⊙) = (8.12 ± 0.08) + (4.24 ± 0.41) log(σ⋆/200 km s−1) (2.7)

with an intrinsic scatter of ε0 = 0.44 dex.

We assume that errors on σ⋆ and best-fit coefficients of the Mbh − σ⋆ relation are

uncorrelated and use Gaussian error propagation to determine the 1-σ error on the

quantity log(Mbh)
3. The values of σ⋆ and its associated error for each lens system

and SMBH mass estimates obtained from Mbh − σ⋆ relation are listed in Table 1.

2.3.3 Estimating SMBH Masses Using the Sérsic Index

We also attempt to use the Mbh − n relation to estimate Mbh of the SLACS lens

sample (Graham et al. 2001; Graham & Driver 2007). We perform a careful and

detailed decomposition of HST ACS images to obtain the Sérsic indices of the SLACS

lens galaxies. Although our sample of lens galaxies were observed in at least two ACS

filters, mainly F814W and F435W, we exclusively use F814W (Broad I-band) data

3δ(log(Mbh)) =
√

0.082 + (log(σ⋆/200 km s−1))2 (0.412) + (δ log(σ⋆/200 km s−1))2 (4.242) + 0.442
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due to high SNR of the images. Furthermore, redder magnitudes are a better tracer

of mass in comparison to B-band magnitudes. To keep our decomposition method

consistent with that of Graham & Driver (2007), we use a two-component model to

describe the surface brightness profiles of SLACS lens galaxies. In addition to the

general Sérsic profile (given by equation 2.1), to describe the surface brightness of the

bulge component in each galaxy, we include a second disk component characterized

by a simple exponential profile:

Σ(r) = Σ0 exp(−r/rd) (2.8)

where Σ(r) is the surface brightness at radius r and rd is the characteristic exponential

scale length.

To obtain the best possible accuracy of the data analysis process, we take partic-

ular care during all intermediate steps leading to the bulge-disk composition. There-

fore, we obtain the raw images and perform careful cosmic ray removal, distortion

correction, manual mask production and determination of the best possible instru-

mental PSF. We obtain the ACS images from the HST archive at The Canadian

Astronomy Data Centre (CADC), where the images are processed by CALACS cal-

ibration software. Imaging data from programs 10174 and 10587 are 420 s single-

exposure snapshot data; therefore, we perform an additional cosmic ray identification

step using the L.A.Cosmic software, LACOS (van Dokkum 2001), which distinguishes

between undersampled sources and cosmic rays. We then use the MULTIDRIZZLE

reduction package (Koekemoer et al. 2003) to obtain distortion-free ACS images,

where the distortion solution is applied to correct all pixels to equal areas.

We use the photometry package SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) to produce a

catalog of galaxies in each ACS image. Furthermore, we use the segmentation images

generated by SExtractor, which deblends each source in the field, to produce man-

ual masks of the lensed features around the early-type galaxy before lens modeling.

We perform the two-dimensional decomposition of each early-type lens galaxy using

Galaxy IMage 2D (GIM2D), which is publicly available to users (Simard et al. 2002).

GIM2D uses the Metropolis Algorithm to derive the best-fit parameter values and

confidence intervals, for a surface brightness model of choice, through Monte-Carlo

sampling of the likelihood function. Since our surface brightness model consists of a

bulge and a disk component, we explore the full range of lens galaxy bulge fraction
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(B/T = 0.0 - 1.0) such that the Metropolis Algorithm converges to an accurate quan-

titative morphology of galaxies classified as E/S0-types. On average, we find that

most SLACS lens galaxies have a significant bulge component (〈 B/T 〉 ≈ 0.73) and

a bulge plus disk light profile produces a better fit to the lens galaxy, significantly

minimizing the residuals when the galaxy model is subtracted from the input galaxy

image.

For GIM2D lens models, we take particular care to define the instrumental PSF,

which is extremely position- and time- dependent for the ACS. We investigate a

variety of models to determine the most suitable PSF for convolution with GIM2D

galaxy models. The PSF models are as follows.

1. A star extracted from the field.

2. A PSF produced at the location of the galaxy, in the non-drizzled image, using

Tiny Tim software (Krist 1993). We insert the Tiny Tim generated PSF into

an empty ACS-WFC field, at the location of the galaxy, and multidrizzle the

resulting image to obtain a distortion-free PSF model.

3. A PSF produced at the location of the galaxy using the principle component

analysis (PCA) models in the ACS PSF library (Jee et al. 2007).

We examined the residual images produced by subtracting the lens galaxy surface

brightness model, each convolved with the PSF models described above, to determine

the best-fit PSF for GIM2D lens modeling. The PSF model produced from the

ACS library gives the best results, minimizing the core residuals for a fixed surface

brightness model. Therefore, we extract the Sérsic indices from the best-fit bulge plus

disk decomposition, using the ACS PSF library model for convolution. An example

of the difference between residual images produced by various PSF models are shown

in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5 Comparison of varying PSFs on GIM2D galaxy models. Panel 1 shows the HST ACS
image of an example SLACS lens. The contrast of panel 1 is adjusted to show multiple, lensed
features around the early-type galaxy. Panels 2, 3, and 4 show the residual images after GIM2D
surface brightness model convolved with a Tiny-Tim PSF (panel 2), natural PSF (panel 3) and
ACS-library generated PSF (panel 4) is subtracted from the observed image. Residual image where
the galaxy model is convolved with a Tiny-Tim PSF shows artifacts such as boxy-core feature, due
to the finite size of the Tiny-Tim PSF, evident in panel 2. Statistics of the pixels in panel 2 show that
the mean value of the core residuals is comparable to the background level; therefore, the artifact
introduced by the finite Tiny-Tim PSF does not significantly affect the quality of the overall fit. In
general, we find that both natural and ACS-library generated PSFs produce minimal core residuals.
However, most SLACS fields are relatively devoid of stars, suitable for convolution; therefore, we
use ACS-library generated PSF for GIM2D galaxy modeling.

We also examine the reliability of the bulge-disk decomposition by comparing our

results for the SLACS lens sample to the scaling relations for bulge components of

the SDSS galaxies. Since SLACS lenses were initially derived from SDSS LRG and

MAIN samples (Eisenstein et al. 2001; Strauss et al. 2002), structural parameters

measured from ACS imaging should be in agreement with that of the SDSS bulge

population. Figure 2.6 shows the comparison of effective bulge radius (Re), absolute

I-band magnitude of the bulge component (MI,bulge) and aperture-corrected bulge ve-

locity dispersion (σap) of the SLACS lens galaxies to the SDSS bulge parameters. We

construct the scaling relations for SDSS galaxies from the bulge-disk decomposition

of 77523 galaxies (provided by Luc Simard) and velocity dispersions from the SDSS

database. The structural parameters derived from ACS imaging are in good agree-

ment with those of SDSS galaxies, which confirms the accuracy of our bulge-disk

decomposition (in addition to the minimal residuals seen in the galaxy images after

subtracting the galaxy models). The outlier in Figure 2.6 is SDSS J0959 + 0410, a

disk galaxy with a small bulge fraction (B/T = 0.14). Previous studies, which exam-

ine the positions of bulges with disk-like features (also referred to as pseudobulges)

in structural parameter space find that pseudobulges with low B/T deviate from the

scaling relations of classical bulges (Fisher & Drory 2008).

Using the best-fit parameter for n (of the bulge component) from GIM2D models,
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we estimate the SMBH masses using the log-quadratic Mbh − n relation (Graham &

Driver 2007):

log(Mbh/M⊙) = (7.98 ± 0.09) + (3.70 ± 0.46) log(n/3) · · · (2.9)

−(3.10 ± 0.84)[log(n/3)]2

with an intrinsic scatter of ε0 = 0.18 dex. Similar to Graham & Driver (2007), we

assume a measurement error of 20% on the values of n to obtain the 1-σ error on

log(Mbh) as shown:

δ log(Mbh) =

√

x4 +
x2

4
+ 0.092 +

[3.70 − 6.20 x]2 (δn/n)2

(ln10)2
+ 0.182, (2.10)

where x = log(n/3). Table 1 lists the Sérsic indices and bulge fractions of the SLACS

lenses from GIM2D modeling, estimates of Mbh for each lens system.
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Figure 2.6 Comparison of SLACS lens galaxy measurements to the scaling relations for bulge
components of SDSS galaxies. The red circles indicate the best-fit values for the following structural
parameters of the SLACS lenses: effective bulge radius (Re), absolute I-band magnitude of the bulge
(MI,bulge) and aperture corrected bulge velocity dispersion (σ). The scaling relations for the bulge
components of SDSS early-type galaxies are constructed from a sample 77523 galaxies and are shown
with the gray-scale. The gray-scale is scaled to 20% of the peak value of the central distribution
to show that the structural parameters of the SLACS lenses lie well within the distribution that
encompasses the SDSS galaxies. The outlier in this figure is SDSS J0959 + 0410.
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Table 1. SLACS lens galaxy sample and its SMBH properties

System zlens bfrac Sérsic (n) Mbh,n (M⊙) σap (km/s) Mbh,σ (M⊙) M200 (M⊙)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

SDSS J0029-0055 0.23 0.76 6.41 ± 1.28 7.29 × 108 235.86 ± 18.54 2.65 × 108 1.04 × 1013

SDSS J0037-0942 0.20 0.94 4.47 ± 0.89 3.38 × 108 282.43 ± 14.17 5.69 × 108 2.40 × 1013

SDSS J0216-0812 0.33 0.43 2.91 ± 0.58 8.50 × 107 356.24 ± 24.61 1.52 × 109 4.03 × 1013

SDSS J0252+0039 0.28 0.58 10.64 ± 2.12 1.19 × 109 169.18 ± 12.38 6.48 × 107 1.27 × 1013

SDSS J0330-0020 0.35 0.88 7.85 ± 1.85 9.65 × 108 217.42 ± 21.54 1.88 × 108 1.51 × 1013

SDSS J0728+3835 0.21 0.95 6.36 ± 1.27 7.21 × 108 218.03 ± 11.21 1.90 × 108 1.73 × 1013

SDSS J0737+3216 0.32 0.85 6.10 ± 1.22 6.70 × 108 341.91 ± 17.20 1.28 × 109 2.41 × 1013

SDSS J0822+2652 0.24 0.81 4.98 ± 1.00 4.41 × 108 269.55 ± 15.61 4.67 × 108 2.00 × 1013

SDSS J0912+0029 0.16 1.00 3.30 ± 0.66 1.35 × 108 329.39 ± 16.17 1.09 × 109 4.36 × 1013

SDSS J0935-0003 0.35 0.27 2.75 ± 0.55 6.89 × 107 428.32 ± 37.36 3.33 × 109 4.46 × 1013

SDSS J0936+0913 0.19 0.79 5.88 ± 1.18 6.27 × 108 250.43 ± 12.37 3.42 × 108 1.48 × 1013

SDSS J0946+1006 0.22 0.40 2.19 ± 0.44 2.61 × 107 284.95 ± 22.75 5.91 × 108 2.32 × 1013

SDSS J0955+0101 0.11 0.77 8.57 ± 1.71 1.05 × 109 193.13 ± 13.08 1.14 × 108 1.21 × 1013

SDSS J0956+5100 0.24 0.90 7.72 ± 1.54 9.48 × 108 330.61 ± 16.83 1.11 × 109 3.24 × 1013

SDSS J0959+0410 0.13 0.14 2.09 ± 0.42 2.10 × 107 226.97 ± 14.98 2.25 × 108 1.08 × 1013

SDSS J0959+4416 0.24 0.64 3.65 ± 0.73 1.87 × 108 259.69 ± 20.22 3.99 × 108 1.65 × 1013

SDSS J1020+1122 0.28 0.58 4.38 ± 0.88 3.20 × 108 298.15 ± 19.03 7.16 × 108 2.76 × 1013

SDSS J1029+0420 0.10 0.84 5.87 ± 1.17 6.24 × 108 215.58 ± 11.29 1.81 × 108 9.82 × 1012

SDSS J1106+5228 0.10 0.79 5.70 ± 1.14 5.90 × 108 273.07 ± 13.55 4.94 × 108 1.49 × 1013

SDSS J1112+0826 0.27 0.67 2.62 ± 0.52 5.63 × 107 344.43 ± 21.53 1.32 × 109 3.08 × 1013

SDSS J1134+6027 0.15 0.53 3.44 ± 0.69 1.55 × 108 256.76 ± 12.89 3.80 × 108 1.51 × 1013

SDSS J1142+1001 0.22 0.48 3.71 ± 0.74 1.98 × 108 238.99 ± 23.79 2.81 × 108 1.68 × 1013

SDSS J1143-0144 0.11 0.90 3.38 ± 0.68 1.46 × 108 269.91 ± 13.04 4.70 × 108 2.52 × 1013

SDSS J1204+0358 0.16 0.72 4.96 ± 0.99 4.37 × 108 283.45 ± 18.05 5.78 × 108 1.72 × 1013

SDSS J1205+4910 0.22 0.78 5.58 ± 1.12 5.66 × 108 287.77 ± 14.34 6.17 × 108 2.37 × 1013

SDSS J1213+6708 0.12 0.89 10.41 ± 2.08 1.19 × 109 283.14 ± 14.54 5.76 × 108 1.70 × 1013

SDSS J1250+0523 0.23 0.70 8.57 ± 1.71 1.05 × 109 258.15 ± 14.34 3.89 × 108 1.46 × 1013

SDSS J1402+6321 0.20 1.00 5.94 ± 1.19 6.38 × 108 265.73 ± 16.92 4.40 × 108 2.61 × 1013

SDSS J1403+0006 0.19 0.66 10.23 ± 2.05 1.18 × 109 213.50 ± 17.04 1.74 × 108 1.18 × 1013

SDSS J1416+5136 0.30 0.55 2.67 ± 0.53 6.07 × 107 260.54 ± 27.14 4.04 × 108 2.31 × 1013

SDSS J1420+6019 0.06 0.75 3.27 ± 0.65 1.29 × 108 213.46 ± 10.41 1.74 × 108 9.39 × 1012

SDSS J1430+4105 0.29 0.74 4.28 ± 0.86 3.00 × 108 335.24 ± 33.32 1.18 × 109 3.76 × 1013

SDSS J1443+0304 0.13 0.89 10.04 ± 2.01 1.17 × 109 213.43 ± 11.23 1.74 × 108 9.46 × 1012

SDSS J1451-0239 0.13 0.93 5.49 ± 1.10 5.46 × 108 225.94 ± 14.18 2.21 × 108 1.17 × 1013

SDSS J1525+3327 0.36 0.58 4.40 ± 0.88 3.23 × 108 274.71 ± 27.05 5.06 × 108 3.03 × 1013

SDSS J1531-0105 0.16 1.00 5.45 ± 1.09 5.37 × 108 280.78 ± 14.09 5.55 × 108 2.35 × 1013

SDSS J1538+5817 0.14 0.86 9.31 ± 1.86 1.12 × 109 189.86 ± 12.05 1.06 × 108 1.17 × 1013

SDSS J1627-0053 0.21 0.67 4.42 ± 0.88 3.27 × 108 305.19 ± 15.79 7.91 × 108 2.11 × 1013

SDSS J1630+4520 0.25 0.86 4.11 ± 0.82 2.68 × 108 287.64 ± 16.67 6.15 × 108 3.02 × 1013

SDSS J1636+4707 0.23 0.64 3.29 ± 0.66 1.33 × 108 247.07 ± 16.04 3.23 × 108 1.53 × 1013

SDSS J2238-0754 0.14 0.80 4.49 ± 0.88 3.41 × 108 205.23 ± 11.40 1.47 × 108 1.44 × 1013

SDSS J2303+1422 0.16 0.97 4.13 ± 0.83 2.71 × 108 257.14 ± 16.13 3.83 × 108 2.57 × 1013

SDSS J2341+0000 0.19 0.52 7.43 ± 1.49 9.02 × 108 204.24 ± 12.83 1.44 × 108 1.87 × 1013

Note. — Col. (1): The unique SDSS spectrum identifier for the lens system. Col (2): Redshift of the early-
type lens galaxy (Bolton et al. 2008a) Col. (3): Bulge fraction of the early-type galaxy from the best-fit bulge-disk
decomposition. Col (4): The bulge Sérsic index from the best-fit bulge-disk galaxy decomposition. Col. (5): Black
hole mass estimated from the Mbh − n relation. The 1-σ error on the quantity log (Mbh,n) is a function of n and its
measurement errors and can be computed as shown by Graham & Driver (2007). Col. (6): Velocity dispersion of the
lens galaxy, from the SDSS database corrected to a standard aperture of re/8. Col. (7): Black hole mass estimated
from the Mbh − σ relation. The 1-σ error on the quantity log (Mbh,σ⋆

) is a function of σ⋆ and its measurement errors
and can computed following a similar methodology to Graham & Driver (2007). Col. (8): Total mass of the lensing
galaxy within the projected radius of R200, where mass profile of the lensing galaxy is derived from the lens modeling
results of Bolton et al. (2008a). The typical 1-σ error on the quantity log (Mtot) is ≈ 0.01 dex.
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2.4 Results

2.4.1 Mbh,σ⋆ − Mtot Relation

In the following section, we combine the correlation between the primary observable

quantities (σ⋆ − Mtot relation) with Mbh − σ⋆ relation to derive the Mbh − Mtot re-

lation. A tight correlation between the quantities log(σ⋆/200 km s−1) and log(Mtot)

is apparent from Figure 2.7. From Spearman’s rank test, we obtain a correlation

coefficient (rs) of 0.84 (degrees of freedom = 41), which indicates a strong positive

correlation between the quantities log(σ⋆/200 km s−1) and log(Mtot), with a 99.99%

confidence level that the correlation has not occurred by chance.

Figure 2.7 The correlation between σ⋆ and Mtot, for the sample of early-type SLACS lenses.
Velocity dispersion values from SDSS pipeline are corrected to an aperture of radius equal to re/8
using the empirical relation of Jorgensen et al. (1995). The error bars correspond to the 1-σ error of
the aperture corrected velocity dispersion, from Gaussian error propagation, taking the measurement
errors of SDSS velocity dispersions into account. Total masses of the SLACS lenses are derived from
strong lens modeling parameters of Bolton et al. (2008a). The 1-σ errors of Mtot, which are smaller
than the data points, are incorporated into the fitting routines but not shown in this plot. The solid
line correspond to the best-fit σ⋆ − Mtot relation for all SLACS lenses in the logarithmic space.
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To quantify this correlation, we use the χ2-fitting routine by Weiner et al. (2006),

which implements a generalized form of the least-squares fitting routine by Press et al.

(1992). Weiner et al. (2006) routine accounts for intrinsic scatter (ε0) beyond the ob-

servational errors, for a relation of interest, by adding ε0 in quadrature to the error in

the dependent variable. Initial fits to the observed relation between log(σ⋆/200kms−1)

and log(Mtot), incorporating observational errors in both variables, gives a large re-

duced χ2 value (χred
2 ≈ 3.0) indicative of intrinsic scatter in the relation. Therefore,

we perform the fits by incorporating observational errors in both variables and intrin-

sic scatter in the y-variable. The value of ε0 is determined by requiring that χred
2 is

unity. The results of the fitting routine gives the following best fit correlation:

log (σ⋆/200 km s−1) = (0.014 ± 0.013) + (0.365 ± 0.038)[log (Mtot/M⊙) − 13.0](2.11)

with an intrinsic scatter of 0.037 dex in log(σ⋆/200 km s−1). Combining equations 2.7

and 2.11, we derive the following Mbh − Mtot relation:

log (Mbh/M⊙) = (8.18 ± 0.11) + (1.55 ± 0.31) [log (Mtot/M⊙) − 13.0] (2.12)

Figure 2.8 shows σ⋆ transformed into SMBH masses using equation 2.7. We assume

that measurement errors of the velocity dispersions and best-fit coefficients of the

Mbh − σ⋆ relation are uncorrelated and use Gaussian error propagation to determine

the 1-σ error on the quantity log(Mbh). We also perform a direct fitting step to Mtot

and the secondary observable quantity, Mbh, to confirm the validity of the derived

Mbh − Mtot relation. We find log(Mbh/M⊙) = α + β(log(Mtot/M⊙) − 13.0) with

(α, β) = (8.17 ± 0.13, 1.57 ± 0.39) and χred
2 ≈ 0.2, which is in agreement with the

result shown in equation 2.12.

2.4.2 Mbh,n − Mtot Relation

In this section, we discuss the n − Mtot relation of the SLACS lenses, shown in Fig-

ure 2.9, and Figure 2.10 which shows n converted to SMBH masses using equation 2.10

(Graham & Driver 2007). Similar to §2.4.1, we use Gaussian error propagation (as-

suming a measurement error of 20% on n) with intrinsic scatter of the Mbh − Mtot

relation (ε0 = 0.18 dex) added in quadrature, to determine the 1-σ error of the quan-
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Figure 2.8 Same as Figure 2.7 with σ⋆ converted into Mbh using Mbh − Mtot relation (Gültekin et al.
2009). The error bars correspond to 1-σ error on the quantity log(Mbh). The solid line corresponds to
the Mbh − Mtot relation for all SLACS lenses derived using the σ⋆ − Mtot and Mbh − Mtot relations.
The dashed line represents the resulting Mbh − Mtot relation obtained by Ferrarese (2002), where
Mtot is computed from cosmological simulations (Bullock et al. 2001) relating the the observed
circular velocity (vc,obs) to the virial velocity of the host halo (vvir). The dotted line shows the
resulting Mbh − Mtot relation if Mtot is computed using vc,obs = 1.8 vvir (Ferrarese 2002).

tity log(Mbh). Results of Graham & Driver (2007) indicate that Mbh − n relation is

comparable to the Mbh − σ⋆ relation; therefore, we expect both scaling relations to

yield Mbh − Mtot relations with similar level of scatter. If the expected equivalence

between Mbh − n and Mbh − σ⋆ relations hold, we can then extend the Mbh − Mtot

relation to gravitational lens samples which span a higher dynamical range in the total

mass at various redshifts. Unfortunately, however, the trends observed in Figures 2.9

and 2.10 are very different from the strong positive correlations shown in Figures 2.7

and 2.8.

From a Spearman’s rank test, we obtain a weak negative n − Mtot correlation
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Figure 2.9 The correlation between bulge n and Mtot, for the sample of early-type SLACS lens
galaxies. The Sérsic indices are derived from the best-fit bulge+disk decomposition of the SLACS
lenses. The error bars correspond to the measurement errors on the quantity n. Total masses of the
SLACS lenses are derived from strong lens modeling parameters of Bolton et al. (2008a). The 1-σ
errors of Mtot, which are smaller than the data points, are incorporated into the fitting routines but
not shown in this plot.

(rs ≈ −0.42 for degrees of freedom = 41) for the trend observed in Figure 2.9 with only

a 95% confidence level that the correlation has not occurred by chance. A Spearman’s

rank test performed on the Mbh − Mtot relation shows similar statistical properties

to that of the n − Mtot relation. Before concluding if the correlation observed in

Figure 2.8 is a better representation of a Mbh − Mtot relation, we investigate various

possibilities that may cause the inconsistency observed between Figures 2.8 and 2.10.

First, we attempted to reproduce the Mbh − n relation, obtained by Graham &

Driver (2007), for the SLACS lens sample. In Figure 2.11, we plot Mbh,σ⋆
values

for the SLACS lenses, versus the corresponding Sérsic indices from the bulge-disk

decomposition. The log-quadratic Mbh − n relation by Graham & Driver (2007) is
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Figure 2.10 Same as Figure 2.9 with n converted into Mbh using Mbh − n relation (Graham &
Driver 2007). The error bars correspond to 1-σ error on the quantity log(Mbh).The 1-σ error of Mtot

is smaller than the data points, and is not shown in the plot.

overlaid on the SLACS data for comparison. Figure 2.11 clearly indicates that the

log-quadratic Mbh − n relation cannot be reproduced with the Mbh,σ⋆
and n values

for the SLACS lens sample. A weak but different correlation between Mbh,σ⋆
and

n is apparent from Figure 2.11. We perform a Spearman’s rank test and derive a

weak, negative correlation, rs ≈ −0.44 at the 5% significance level, between these

quantities.

The correlation observed in Figure 2.11 is in contrast to the log-linear or log-

quadratic Mbh −n relation discussed in literature (Graham & Driver 2007). Previous

studies of morphology and scaling relations of bulge dominated galaxies indicate that

n scales monotonically with the galaxy bulge magnitude (equivalently, bulge lumi-

nosity (Ferrarese et al. 2006)). If this correlation holds, we expect n to correlate

positively with Mbh due the dependence between Mbh and Lbul (Marconi & Hunt
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Figure 2.11 Comparison of log-quadratic Mbh − n relation to SLACS data. Mbh values are de-
rived from the Mbh − σ⋆ relation and Sérsic indices are best-fit results from the GIM2D bulge-disk
decomposition. Error bars on the legend represent the typical 1-σ uncertainty of log (Mbh), derived
from Gaussian error propagation using measurement errors from the SDSS velocity dispersions
(〈δ log (Mbh)〉 ≈ 0.42 dex), and a measurement error of 20% on the quantity n. The log-quadratic
relation by Graham & Driver (2007) is shown by the solid black line.

2003; Ferrarese et al. 2006). Since Figure 2.11 contradicts the existence of a log-

quadratic Mbh − n relation, we also test the correlation between n and I-band bulge

magnitude (Mbulge,I) for the SLACS lens sample. The results of GIM2D bulge-disk

decomposition of SLACS galaxies are shown in Figure 2.12. A Spearman’s rank test

to determine degree of correlation between Mbulge,I and n shows that there is only a

very weak correlation between the two quantities (rs ≈ −0.20); furthermore, the rank

correlation we observe between Mbulge,I and n is significant at a level larger than 5%.

Although we do not observe a direct correlation between galaxy bulge magnitude

and the Sérsic index, our results are limited by the narrow range of absolute mag-

nitudes (−24 < Mbulge,I < −20) in the SLACS lens sample. Furthermore, our
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results are consistent with those of Bolton et al. (2008b), who also find that n for

all SLACS lenses is uncorrelated with the measurements of lensing mass, dynamical

mass, luminosity and velocity dispersion of the sample. Given the trend observed in

Figure 2.12, we cannot confidently expect Mbh to correlate with n for the SLACS

sample as claimed by previous studies (Graham et al. 2001; Graham & Driver 2007).

The possible origin of Mbh − n relation has not been examined theoretically and is

beyond the scope of this paper. For the remainder of this study, we use the Mbh − σ⋆

relation to determine the black hole masses.

Figure 2.12 The correlation between absolute I-band magnitude (Mbulge,I) and the Sérsic index (n)
of the bulge component for SLACS lens sample. The values of n are best-fit parameters derived from
the bulge+disk decomposition using GIM2D. The values of Mbulge,I are the best-fit, dust extinction-
and k-corrected parameters from the bulge+disk decomposition. The absolute magnitudes are quoted
in the AB-magnitude system and we perform the k-correction assuming a E/S0 galaxy template.
The I-band Galactic dust extinction correction values for each system, based on Schlegel et al. (1998)
maps, were obtained from Bolton et al. (2008a).
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2.5 Towards a MBH − MTOT Relation

The correlation observed between Mbh and Mtot, in Figure 2.8, is in remarkable agree-

ment with theoretical predictions (Croton et al. 2006; Croton 2009; Silk & Rees 1998;

Wyithe & Loeb 2002, 2003) and local observations (Ferrarese 2002) of the Mbh − Mtot

relation. In the following section, we compare our results to several black hole forma-

tion scenarios posed by various theoretical studies and examine the implications of

our findings. Equation 2.12, which quantifies the trend observed in Figure 2.8, shows

that Mbh scales non-linearly with Mtot and that efficiency of black hole formation in-

creases with total mass. Theoretical models that reproduce the observed luminosity

function of high-redshift quasars (Adams et al. 2003; Cattaneo 2001; Hopkins et al.

2005b; Springel et al. 2005b; Volonteri et al. 2003) predict that Mbh scales as a power

law of the circular velocity of the galactic halo (denoted as vc,halo and also referred to

as virial velocity) in which the black hole resides:

Mbh ∝ vc,halo
γ (2.13)

The Mbh − vc,halo relation shown above can be converted into an equivalent Mbh − Mtot

relation by considering the dependence between vc,halo and halo mass (equivalent to

Mtot in this study), vc,halo ∝ Mhalo
1/3. The resulting correlation between Mbh and

Mhalo is as follows:

Mbh ∝ Mhalo
γ/3 (2.14)

The circular velocity of a given halo mass is redshift-dependent; therefore, an impor-

tant aspect of this analytical prediction is the evolution of the Mbh − Mhalo relation

with time (Croton 2009; Wyithe & Loeb 2002, 2003).

The slope of the Mbh − Mhalo relation, γ / 3, is a valuable indicator of various

formation scenarios which result in observed black hole populations. In the process

of hierarchical mass assembly, formation of SMBH is driven by mergers of galaxy

haloes. A linear relation between Mbh and Mhalo, where γ = 3, results from a

formation scenario where the black holes residing in the merging haloes coalesce

without additional gas accretion. A slope of γ > 3 is characteristic of a merger where

the growth of the resulting black hole is dominated by an accretion process where a
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significant gas fraction from the merger product is driven in to the central accreting

region (Cattaneo 2001; Cattaneo et al. 1999; Di Matteo et al. 2005, 2003; Haehnelt

& Kauffmann 2000; Haehnelt et al. 1998; Wyithe & Loeb 2002, 2003). Within this

formation scenario, the fraction of baryons accreted on to the central regions that

feed the black hole is significantly larger for more massive haloes, due to a deeper

potential well; therefore, massive haloes host larger SMBH.

In Figure 2.13, we plot two analytical predictions for the Mbh − Mtot relation

(Croton 2009; Wyithe & Loeb 2003), which correspond to two formation scenarios,

for three different epochs (z = 0.0, 1.0, 5.0).

Figure 2.13 The evolution of the Mbh − Mtot relation from various analytical predictions for
z = 0.0, 1.0, 5.0. The pale blue, solid lines are predictions from Wyithe & Loeb (2003), where
Mbh ∝ Mtot

1.67. The dashed lines are predictions from Croton (2009), where Mbh ∝ Mtot
1.47, for

the same epochs as Wyithe & Loeb (2003) (epochs increasing in the same order as shown in the labels
for Wyithe & Loeb (2003)). The thick, solid black line is a comparison of the observed Mbh − Mtot

relation from the SLACS lens sample (equation 2.12), at 〈 z 〉 ≈ 0.2.
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Both types of evolutionary tracks indicate that Mbh increases with the total mass

of the host galaxy at any given redshift and that a galaxy of given total mass hosts

a more massive black hole at a higher redshift relative to a lower redshift. Within

the context of hierarchical mass assembly in ΛCDM cosmology, the decrease in the

growth of Mbh relative to Mtot at lower redshifts can be caused by processes such as

a decrease in merger rates and the gas fraction that is available to fuel the central

SMBH.

Another important physical process involved in the evolution of Mbh − Mtot rela-

tion is the feed-back regulated growth of SMBH (Di Matteo et al. 2005; Hopkins et al.

2005a; Silk & Rees 1998; Springel et al. 2005a). A black hole shines at a fraction, η,

of its Eddington luminosity (LEdd) following a merger and returns a fraction of this

energy into the surrounding galactic gas. A black hole shining at its limiting LEdd

can unbind the surrounding galactic gas if the energy liberated from the black hole

is sufficient to overcome the gravitational binding energy of the gas. As the mass

of a black hole increases through merger driven processes discussed above, the en-

ergy output can approach the limit where it is sufficient to unbind the entire galactic

gas. The unbound galactic gas that escapes into the halo is heated beyond the virial

temperature and cannot cool during the dynamical time of the quasar; therefore, this

mechanism can eventually terminate the accretion process that feeds the central black

hole.

The growth of a SMBH via a merger-driven, feed-back regulated mechanism im-

plies a relation of Mbh ∝ vc,halo
5 (the required rate of energy deposition to unbind

a self-gravitating system is proportional to vc,halo
5/G) (Wyithe & Loeb 2002, 2003),

leading to a slope of ≈ 1.67 in the Mbh − Mtot relation. Evolutionary tracks shown in

solid blue lines in Figure 2.13 (Wyithe & Loeb 2003) are examples of the formation

scenario described above. The evolutionary tracks with a shallower slope, similar to

the dashed lines shown in Figure 2.13 (Croton 2009), may be indicative of a modified

feed-back regulated growth mechanism. If the galactic gas heated by the energy out-

put of the black hole cools before the black hole reaches its critical Eddington limit,

additional energy (up to a factor of c/vc,halo) would be required to unbind the cool gas

component. This formation scenario leads to dependence of Mbh ∝ vc,halo
4, resulting

in a slope of ≈ 1.33 in the Mbh − Mtot relation. It is worth noting that Croton (2009)

assumes the Mbh − σ⋆ relation by Tremaine et al. (2002), Mbh ∝ σ4.02, which yields

a relation of Mbh ∝ Mtot
1.39. Therefore, we recompute the results of Croton (2009)
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using the Mbh − σ⋆ relation used throughout this study (Gültekin et al. 2009), which

gives a dependence of Mbh ∝ Mtot
1.47.

Figure 2.14 Comparison of the observational Mbh − Mtot relation to theoretical predictions of the
Mbh − Mtot relation at z = 0.2, the mean redshift of the SLACS lens sample. The solid black line
correspond to the best-fit result from this study and the shaded region shows the 1-σ upper and
lower limits of the Mbh − Mtot relation. The solid red and blue lines correspond to the theoretical
predictions of Croton (2009) and Wyithe & Loeb (2003) of the Mbh − Mtot relation respectively.

Within the context of formation and evolution of SMBH, it is extremely impor-

tant to accurately determine the parameters that quantify the slope and the evo-

lution of Mbh − Mtot relation. These parameters provide significant insight into the

dominant formation scenarios that lead to the observed black hole populations at

various redshifts. Due to the narrow range of redshifts in the SLACS lens sample,

the Mbh − Mtot relation we derive can be considered as an evolutionary track for the

mean redshift of the SLACS sample (〈 z 〉 ≈ 0.2), as shown in Figure 2.13 (solid black

line). The Mbh − Mtot relation we derive from the SLACS lens sample provides a

unique opportunity to compare the theoretical tracks with observational evidence of
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the Mbh − Mtot relation. This is shown in Figure 2.14, where we compare the observa-

tional Mbh − Mtot relation to the theoretical predictions of the Mbh − Mtot relation at

z = 0.2. The dashed region indicates the upper and lower 1-σ bounds of the observa-

tional form of the Mbh − Mtot relation found in this study. Inspection of Figure 2.14

shows that our results are in excellent agreement with analytical predictions of feed-

back regulated growth. However, from our results, it is difficult to distinguish the

importance of gas cooling in the black hole formation process.

Figure 2.15 The edge-on projection of the FP of 53 SLACS lens galaxies (Figure 2 of Bolton et al.
(2008b)). The units of σe2 (stellar velocity dispersion), Ie (surface brightness) and Re (half light
radius) are 100 km s−1, kpc−2 and kpc respectively. The solid black line correspond to the best-fit
FP projection.

The Mbh − Mtot relation found in this study is strongly suggestive that halo prop-

erties determine those of the galaxy and its black hole. This link is also observed

in the FP, the two-dimensional projection of the three-dimensional space defined by

surface brightness (Ie), effective radius (Re) and central velocity dispersion (σe), of
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early-type galaxies (Djorgovski & Davis 1987). Results of Bolton et al. (2008b) show

that a sample of 53 SLACS lenses define a FP that is consistent with the general

population of early-type galaxies from SDSS as shown in Figure 2.15:

Re ∝ σe
1.28 Ie

−0.77 (2.15)

The ratio f ≡ σe/σSIE for the SLACS lenses is f = 1.1019 ± 0.008 (Bolton et al.

2008b; Treu et al. 2006), also known as the “bulge-halo conspiracy”, indicative of a

universal isothermal mass profile. Therefore, we can replace the quantities Re and σe

in the FP with R200 and σSIE. Combining this with equations 2.5 and 2.7, we derive:

Mbh ∝ Mtot
1.30 Ie (2.16)

Ignoring the dependence of equation 2.16 on Ie, since it only varies weakly relative

to the other variables, we can extract the connection between Mbh and Mtot from

the FP of SLACS lenses. The slope of 1.30 of the Mbh − Mtot relation derived from

the SLACS FP (Bolton et al. 2008b) is in agreement with our results within the 1-σ

bounds. The manifestation of a Mbh − Mtot relation within the FP of the SLACS

lenses further strengthens the existence of the observed Mbh − Mtot relation. We

require direct measurements of both Mbh and Mtot to fully compare the manifestation

of Mbh − Mtot relation within the FP and its implications for regularity of early-type

galaxy formation scenarios.

An additional advantage of the results from this study lies within the method

used to derive Mtot. The traditional method of estimating total gravitational mass

of a galaxy, used in black hole studies, is to convert the observed circular velocity

(from galaxy rotation curves) into the velocity of the galactic halo (also referred to

as the virial velocity). The inferred total mass of a galaxy differs depending on the

method used to relate observed circular velocity to the virial velocity. The effect on

the Mbh − Mtot relation from varying assumptions of the connection between observed

circular velocity (vc,obs) and virial velocity (vvir), discussed in Ferrarese (2002), is also

shown in Figure 2.8. The dashed line shows the best-fit Mbh − Mtot relation obtained

by Ferrarese (2002) using cosmological prescriptions of Bullock et al. (2001) to relate

vc,obs and vvir (Mbh ∝ Mtot
1.65) and the dot-dashed line shows the resulting relation

where vc,obs = 1.8 vvir (Mbh ∝ Mtot
1.82). From the relations obtained by Ferrarese
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(2002), it is evident that the slope of the Mbh − Mtot is affected by the method

assumed to relate vc,obs and vvir. Gravitational lens modeling is independent of such

dynamical assumptions and provides an elegant alternative method to determine the

total mass. Therefore, the Mbh − Mtot relation characterized by this independent

method is not only a complementary comparison to existing observational evidence

but also provides valuable insight to determine the dominant physical processes of

SMBH growth.

2.6 Summary

We use a sample of 43 early-type galaxies, which exhibit galaxy-scale strong gravita-

tional lensing, to derive the scaling relation between black hole mass, Mbh, and the

total mass, Mtot, of the host galaxy. In this study, we use the results of gravitational

lens modeling to directly measure the total mass of the galaxy rather than converting

the observed circular velocity into a total mass, the traditional method that is used

in black hole studies. We use two alternative scaling relations, Mbh − σ⋆ and Mbh −n

to estimate the black hole masses of the lens sample. We obtain a tight correlation

between σ⋆ and Mtot in the log-log space. In conjunction with the Mbh − σ⋆ relation,

we derive the observational form of the Mbh − Mtot relation that is consistent with no

intrinsic scatter. We do not find a significant correlation between n and Mtot. From a

variety of tests, we find that we cannot confidently estimate black hole masses with the

Mbh − n relation for our sample of galaxies. The scaling relation we observe between

Mbh and Mtot is non-linear and is in agreement with theoretical predictions of the

growth of black holes and observational studies of the local Mbh − Mtot relation. The

observed Mbh − Mtot relation is also consistent with the studies of the FP of SLACS

lenses, which is suggestive of a unified scenario where the properties of the host halo

determine those of the resulting galaxy and black hole formed through hierarchical

merging. The observed non-linear correlation between Mbh and Mtot indicates that

massive halos are more efficient in forming black holes and the slope of the Mbh − Mtot

relation is suggestive of a merger-driven, feed-back regulated process for the growth

of black holes.
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Chapter 3

Witnessing the Differential

Evolution in Luminosity and Size

of Disk Galaxies via Gravitational

Lensing

3.1 Introduction

Quantifying the evolution of the basic properties of galaxies such as luminosity, size

and stellar mass is crucial to constrain the models of galaxy formation and evolution.

In the ΛCDM model of galaxy formation, dark matter haloes are formed by hierar-

chical clustering and the baryonic material condenses and cools within the halo after

the dark matter reaches equilibrium. In the context of disk galaxy formation, tidal

torques impart angular momentum to the dark matter halo and its baryons, and the

resulting angular momentum is conserved as the gas condenses into a disk galaxy (Fall

& Efstathiou 1980). These models of galaxy formation predict various relationships

between galaxy luminosity, size and stellar mass such as the luminosity-size relation

and size-stellar mass relation. However, the exact shapes of these relations are com-

plicated by star formation, feedback (such as supernovae driven outflows) or various

instabilities (Dutton et al. 2007; Shen et al. 2003). Therefore, comparing detailed ob-

servations of these scaling relations with galaxy formation models at various cosmic
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times is important to test the standard paradigm and understand the processes that

affect the baryonic matter on galactic scales.

The luminosity-size and size-stellar mass relations in the local universe have been

well established by studies (Shen et al. 2003) using the SDSS observations (York

et al. 2000). Analysis of 140,000 galaxies in the SDSS sample by Shen et al. (2003)

show that the size distribution of both early-type and late-type galaxies at a given

luminosity (equivalently stellar mass) is well approximated by a log-normal function.

Furthermore, Shen et al. (2003) also find that above a characteristic r-band luminosity

of Mr,0 ∼ −20.5 (equivalently M0 ∼ 1010.6 M⊙) the size of a late-type galaxy, R, scales

steeply with mass (R ∝ M0.39), while below the characteristic luminosity this relation

is much shallower (R ∝ M0.14).

Although the forms of luminosity-size and size-stellar mass relations are well un-

derstood in the local universe, measuring these scaling relations become more un-

certain in the intermediate (0.1 ≤ z ≤ 1) and high-redshift (z > 1) regimes. High

resolution observations, using HST, for a large sample of intermediate to high red-

shift galaxies are enabled by surveys such as the Galaxy Evolution from Morphologies

and SEDs (GEMS survey, Barden et al. (2005)) and the Great Observatories Origins

Deep Survey (GOODS, Giavalisco et al. (2004)). Over the past decade, many studies

have used such observations to quantify galaxy scaling relations and determine the

evolution of high-redshift galaxies into the locally observed population (Barden et al.

2005; Kanwar et al. 2008; Melbourne et al. 2007; Ravindranath et al. 2004; Simard

et al. 1999; Trujillo & Aguerri 2004; Trujillo & Pohlen 2005).

After considering the selection affects, recent studies of disk galaxies (Barden et al.

2005; Melbourne et al. 2007; Trujillo & Pohlen 2005) find that the luminosity-size re-

lation undergoes significant evolution since z ∼ 1. However, it is difficult to quantify

the type and the degree of evolution in the luminosity-size relation since galaxies may

undergo pure size evolution, pure luminosity evolution or a combination of the two.

Melbourne et al. (2007) construct the luminosity-size relation of blue galaxies in the

Team Keck Redshift Survey (TKRS) of the GOODS North (GOODS-N) field, and

find that blue galaxies exhibit size-dependent luminosity evolution, which matches the

sample to the local galaxy population. The results of Melbourne et al. (2007) indicate

that intermediate- and large-sized galaxies evolve MB ∼ 1.5 mag, since z ∼ 1, while

small galaxies exhibit much larger evolution in luminosity (MB ∼ 2.55 mag). The
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large observed evolution in the luminosity of small galaxies, in comparison to inter-

mediate and large galaxies, may require a complex evolutionary scenario. Although

most studies assume that the shape of the luminosity-size relation remains constant

with redshift, a changing luminosity-size relation may be required at the regime of

faint and compact galaxies to explain the observed evolutionary trends. However,

even with HST resolution, it is difficult to accurately measure the luminosities and

sizes of faint, compact galaxies at higher redshifts.

Gravitational lensing, which magnifies the size and flux of a distant galaxy, pro-

vides us with a powerful advantage to extend the study of galaxy scaling relations

over cosmic times. As discussed in chapter 1, galaxy-scale gravitational lensing yields

a typical magnification of 10 × (Marshall et al. 2007), while group- or cluster-scale

gravitational lenses can yield magnifications as high as 40 ×. Therefore, if a faint

and compact galaxy is gravitationally lensed, one can estimate its luminosity and size

accurately in comparison to the non-lensed case, provided that the deflector potential

is well constrained.

In this project, we exploit the magnification advantage to study the lensed galaxy

population of the SLACS survey. The goals of this project are outlined below. We first

perform detailed lens modeling of the galaxy-scale SLACS lenses to reconstruct the

lensed galaxy morphologies and measure their properties such as luminosity, size and

Sérsic index. We then construct the luminosity-size relation of the disk-dominated

(n ≤ 2.5) and bulge-dominated (n > 2.5) SLACS lensed galaxies. We show that

lensing provides ∼ 2 magnitude boost in sensitivity over non-lensing surveys, which

enables one to examine the fainter (also the most numerous) galaxy population at

intermediate to high redshifts. We also compare the luminosity-size relation of the

disk-dominated galaxies (i.e. late-types) in the SLACS sample to the luminosity-size

relation of local disk-dominated galaxies to examine the evidence for evolution since

z ∼ 1.

This chapter is structured as follows. In §3.2 we give a description of the obser-

vations including a description of the data reduction process. We discuss the lens

modeling procedure in §3.3. In §3.4, we compare our lens modeling results with the

another team’s determination, which is informative because we use different analysis

techniques. In §3.5, we examine the advantages of a lensing survey by comparing the

SLACS sample to a non-lensing, broad-band imaging survey. We also compare the
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SLACS lensed galaxies to the local galaxy population and discuss possible evolution-

ary trends in §3.6 and present the summary of this study in §3.7. Unless otherwise

noted, the apparent magnitudes quoted in this chapter are given in the AB magnitude

system and the absolute magnitudes are given in the Vega magnitude system.

3.2 Description of the Observations

3.2.1 The Sample

We analyze 62 (out of 63) Grade-A SLACS lenses presented in Bolton et al. (2008a),

denoted as B08, that were observed using the wide-field channel (WFC) of the Ad-

vanced Camera for Surveys through the F814W filter. In these lenses, source galaxies

of interest span a redshift range of 0.20 ≤ z ≤ 1.20 with a median redshift of

z = 0.61. The foreground deflector galaxies (i.e. lens galaxies) have a median red-

shift of z = 0.21 (Bolton et al. 2008a). Our sample consists of 40 deep- (∼ 2000 s)

and 22 shallow-F814W (∼ 420 s) observations. Each deep-F814W observation is split

into multiple dithered observations (Bolton et al. 2006, 2008a).

3.2.2 Data Reduction

We obtain ACS-F814W images of the 62 SLACS lenses from the HST archive of

CADC, where the frames are pre-processed by the CALACS calibration pipeline. We

perform the following intermediate reduction steps on all frames, taking particular

care to keep the reduction procedure as uniform as possible across all images1.

Sky Subtraction

The SLACS observations are taken such that each lens is located at the centre of the

WFC1 aperture of ACS (Auger et al. 2009). Each quadrant (2048× 2048 pixels) of

the two WFC detectors is read out separately by four amplifiers. Each amplifier has its

own bias level offset, which may not be properly removed from the calibrated WFC1

1The data reduction for this project was done independently of the data reduction discussed in
chapter 2.
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and WFC2 frames. Figure 3.1 shows an example of this effect for an observation

in the F775W filter. The surface brightness profiles of extended objects, such as

galaxies, that occupy both quadrants of a WFC frame can suffer from this offset in

the sky level (Sirianni et al. 2003). Similarly, lensing analysis is sensitive to errors in

the sky level since Einstein rings of many SLACS lenses lie near the boundary of the

two quadrants in WFC1. Therefore, we take special care to remove the offset in the

sky level between the quadrants.

We use the following IRAF-based procedure to remove the offset between sky

levels in each quadrant of the WFC frames. First, we extract each quadrant from

the WFC frames and perform cosmic ray rejection using the LACOS software (van

Dokkum 2001), which distinguishes between undersampled sources and cosmic rays.

We then convolve the cosmic ray rejected quadrant with a Gaussian kernel and derive

the modal value of the resulting pixel distribution. We impose a 3σ clipping factor

on the pixel distribution to avoid any bright objects in a given quadrant. Thus, the

modal value of the pixel distribution is an estimate of the sky level in each quadrant.

For deep I-band images, we subtract the sky value from each original quadrant

and combine the resulting quadrants into WFC1 and WFC2 frames. We use the

cosmic ray rejected quadrants (using LACOS) only to determine the sky level but

perform the final cosmic ray rejection using multiple dithered images. For shallow

I-band images, we subtract the sky level from each cosmic ray rejected quadrant and

combine the resulting quadrants into WFC1 and WFC2 frames. The resulting WFC1

and WFC2 frames, for both deep and shallow images, have a uniform sky-background.

Figure 3.2 shows an example of a deep, F814W observation of the SLACS lens, SDSS

J0252+0039, both before and after the sky subtraction procedure.

Multidrizzling

We use the PYRAF reduction package Multidrizzle (Koekemoer et al. 2003) to rectify

ACS image distortion, where the distortion solution is applied to map individual,

sky-subtracted ACS frames onto a uniform grid with a pixel scale of 0.′′05 and a

pixel fraction of 1.0 (i.e. the input pixel size is not “shrunk”). Using Multidrizzle,

the multiply-dithered ∼ 2000 s images are combined into a single exposure image,

rejecting cosmic rays. Finally, we scale the science image of the final drizzled product

by the exposure time.
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Figure 3.1 Top: A calibrated F775W observation that shows the bias level offset in the WFC1
detector, which is caused by the read-out of WFC1 detector by two separate amplifiers (Figure 1
Sirianni et al. (2003)). Bottom: Horizontal profile of the bias level offset in the WFC1 detector
(Figure 2 of Sirianni et al. (2003)).
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Figure 3.2 Top: A calibrated F814W observation (∼ 2000s) of the SLACS gravitational lens, SDSS
J0252+0039, that shows the bias level offset in the WFC1 frame. Bottom: The WFC1 frame after
the sky subtraction procedure. The final cosmic ray rejection process, for a deep observation, is
performed during multidrizzling.
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3.2.3 PSF Characterization

The best-fit gravitational lens model (referred to as the lens model throughout this

chapter) must be convolved with the instrumental PSF for comparison with the data.

We investigate three models of the ACS PSF to determine the most suitable one for

convolution with the lens models. It is important to consider different models since

the ACS PSF varies both spatially and temporally. This is similar to the procedure

utilized in Bandara et al. (2009), discussed in the previous chapter (with improved

PSF template libraries). The PSF models are:

1. A star extracted from the I-band image, referred to as PSF1.

2. A PSF produced at the location of the lens in WFC1 with the Tiny Tim software

(Krist 1993), which produces PSF models based on the optical train of HST

and ACS. We insert the Tiny Tim PSF into an empty WFC field and run

Multidrizzle using identical parameters to that of the science frames. We then

extract a cut-out of the Tiny Tim PSF from the distortion-corrected image,

referred to as PSF2.

3. A PSF produced at the location of the lens in WFC1 using the principle compo-

nent analysis models (PCA) in the ACS PSF library (Jee et al. 2007), referred

to as PSF3.

Each PSF model discussed above has unique advantages and disadvantages. The

temporal variation of the HST PSF occurs due to the short-term “breathing” and

long-term aging of the telescope (Krist 1993). The PSF1 model reflects the exact

temporal conditions at the time of the observation and is subjected to an identical

reduction procedure as the science image (i.e. sky subtraction, cosmic ray rejection,

and multidrizzling). Although, we take particular care to reduce PSF2 and PSF3

models in an identical manner to the science image, PSF1 is the only model which

has undergone the same reduction steps in a natural way. PSF1 is not spatially

identical to the PSF at the location of the lens; nevertheless, Häussler et al. (2007)

show that the spatial variation of the ACS PSF is a negligible source of uncertainty

when fitting normal galaxies.

Both PSF2 and PSF3 reproduce the spatial dependence of the ACS PSF well;

however, these models cannot reproduce the temporal dependence of the ACS-PSF.
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Due to the lack of a model that perfectly matches the ACS PSF both spatially and

temporally, we determine the most suitable PSF by examining the residual images

where a convolved lens galaxy light model is subtracted from the I-band image of

the lens. An example is shown in Figure 3.3. As evident from Figure 3.3, for a

given lens galaxy light model, PSF1 and PSF3 yield the best results by minimizing

the core residuals that can be caused by an incorrect PSF model. The finite size of

PSF2 introduces a “boxy” artifact in the core region of the lens, which is evident

in Figure 3.3. Since many SLACS fields are devoid of unsaturated stars suitable for

convolution, we select PSF3, which ensures a uniform convolution for all lens models.

Figure 3.3 Effects of varying PSFs on LENSFIT models. From left to right: (1) ACS-F814W
image of SDSS J1627-0053, with the contrast adjusted to show the lensed features around the
early-type lens galaxy. The remaining panels show the residual image of the lens system after the
light profile of the lens galaxy, convolved with various PSFs, is subtracted from the ACS-F814W
image. (2) Residual image after the natural PSF (PSF1) convolved lens galaxy model is subtracted.
(3) Residual image after the Tiny-Tim PSF (PSF2) convolved lens galaxy model is subtracted.
(4) Residual image after the ACS library PSF (PSF3) convolved lens galaxy model is subtracted.
Overall, we find that PSF1 and PSF3 produce minimal core residuals; however, most SLACS fields
are devoid of unsaturated stars that are suitable for convolution with LENSFIT models. Therefore,
we use PSFs generated from the ACS PSF library for strong lens modeling. All images are 7.′′5 × 7.′′5.

3.3 Lensing Analysis

In the following section, we discuss the strong lens modeling procedure utilized for

the analysis of the 62 SLACS lenses. As discussed in chapters 1 and 2, strong lens

modeling involves finding the mass model of the lens galaxy that can accurately lens a

background galaxy (on the source plane) on to the image plane, while simultaneously

fitting the lens galaxy light profile (Warren & Dye 2003; Bolton et al. 2008a). We

use LENSFIT (Peng et al. 2006), an extension of the galaxy decomposition software

GALFIT (Peng et al. 2002), for strong lens modeling. We present a brief description
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of the strong lens modeling methodology utilized in LENSFIT below, and refer the

reader to Peng et al. (2006) for a detailed description.

The primary difference between various strong lens modeling software lies on the

method used to reconstruct the unlensed light profile of the source galaxy. LENSFIT,

similar to the studies of Bolton et al. (2008a); Marshall et al. (2007) and Moustakas

et al. (2007), assumes a parametric light profile for the source galaxy (Peng et al.

2006), while studies such as Dye & Warren (2005); Koopmans (2005); Suyu et al.

(2006) and Warren & Dye (2003) describe the source galaxy light profile on a pixelized

grid. We refer the reader to Warren & Dye (2003) for further information about lens

modeling where the linear inversion of a pixelized light distribution is utilized. Lens

modeling based on pixelized-grid reconstruction still requires the source galaxy to

be fit with a parametric function to derive the luminosity and size for comparison

purposes. Therefore, our technique is analogous to two-dimensional parametric fitting

of large non-lensing galaxy surveys.

The parametric de-projection of the source galaxy light profile utilized by LENS-

FIT is a 1-1 mapping technique, where each pixel on the image plane is mapped to a

single position on the source plane (following the conservation of surface brightness in

gravitational lensing). This is in contrast to the forward ray-tracing method, which is

a 1-to-N mapping technique, where a single pixel on the source plane is mapped onto

multiple positions on the image plane, as specified by the assumed Φ(x)2. LENS-

FIT optimizes the model parameters using the Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear least

squares method of Press et al. (1992). In the following sections, we discuss the three

main components of LENSFIT: description of the mass model, lens galaxy subtraction

and description of the source galaxy.

3.3.1 Description of the mass model

For the mass model, which describes the mass distribution of the lens galaxy, we follow

the previous lens modeling studies which include the SLACS series (Auger et al. 2009;

Bolton et al. 2006, 2008a; Gavazzi et al. 2007; Marshall et al. 2007; Moustakas et al.

2It should be noted that the 1-N lens mapping technique, i.e. selecting a source position u and
trying to find the image positions xi, is mathematically difficult in contrast to the 1-1 lens mapping
technique since no algorithm is guaranteed to find all the roots of the two-dimensional lens equation
(Keeton 2001b). Please refer to Keeton (2001b) for a detailed discussion.
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2007; Peng et al. 2006) and assume a SIE mass model (Kormann et al. 1994; Keeton &

Kochanek 1998). Results of various studies show that the mass models of galaxy-scale

strong gravitational lenses are well approximated by the SIE model (Koopmans et al.

2006; Treu & Koopmans 2004). Furthermore, with the use of a SIE mass model, we

can directly compare our results to other studies of SLACS lenses, even those with a

different method of source galaxy reconstruction. We model each SLACS lens galaxy

with a single SIE model (i.e. the multiply lensed images are produced by a single

deflector potential) with an external shear field to model the tidal effects by objects

nearby or along the LOS of the lens.

The SIE model used in LENSFIT is characterized by the following 7 parameters:

mass model centroid (xSIE, ySIE), Einstein radius (bSIE), axis ratio of the elliptical

mass model (qSIE), position angle of the major axis measured E from N (PASIE),

external shear (γSIE) and the position angle of the external shear component measured

E from N PAγ). The shear component of the lensing coordinate transformation (γ),

discussed in §1.4, is due to the contributions from the ellipticity of the mass model

(qSIE) and the external shear (γSIE) induced by the presence of interloper galaxies

along the LOS of the deflector.

Initial Parameter Estimates of the mass model

For lens modeling, we assume the following initial parameters for the SIE mass model.

We initially hold the centroid of the mass model (xSIE, ySIE) fixed to that of the lens

galaxy light profile centroid. This assumption is consistent with previous studies

which find that the stellar component dominates the mass profile of an early type

galaxy in the central region and that the dark matter component must also be aligned

with the stellar spheroid in this regime (Bolton et al. 2008a). Since the mass model

is best constrained by lensed features that span a large range of azimuthal angles,

lenses that exhibit complete or nearly complete Einstein rings are ideal candidates to

test whether the mass model and the lens galaxy light profile centroids are aligned.

Therefore, we select a subset of 35 lenses with complete or nearly complete Einstein

rings and allow (xSIE, ySIE) to vary freely during the optimization to determine how

well the assumption above holds.

From the optimizations where the mass model centroid varies freely, we find that
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the 35 lenses discussed above are in excellent agreement with our initial assumption.

For example, the maximum shift between (xSIE, ySIE) and the lens galaxy centroid

is ∼ 0.′′05 for the subset of lenses mentioned above. This corresponds to a single

HST-ACS pixel and is consistent with no shift in comparison to other systematic

errors such as those associated with lens galaxy subtraction and an incorrect PSF

model. Therefore, our initial choice to constrain the mass model centroid to that of

the lens galaxy light profile is well justified. Our method is also consistent with that

of B08. Although the justification for fixing the mass model centroid to that of the

lens galaxy light profile centroid is strong for the SLACS sample, it is also possible

to treat (xSIE, ySIE) as a free parameter depending on the individual lens system3.

We use the angular sizes of the Einstein rings and arcs in the I-band images as an

initial estimate of bSIE ; furthermore, we use the axis ratio and the orientation angle of

the lens galaxy light profile as initial estimates for qSIE and PASIE. In models where

the lens galaxy light profile is described by several Sérsic components, the brightest

component is used as the reference for the initial estimates. For the external shear

component, we assume an initial estimate of γext = 0.01 and set the initial orientation

angle (of γext) to be aligned with the interloper galaxies in the field.

3.3.2 Lens Galaxy Subtraction

The deflection model of equation 2.2 is non linear, which allows for multiple images4

to form on the image plane. Therefore, the lens modeling procedure often requires

fitting faint multiple images in the data. SLACS lens galaxies are primarily bright,

early-type galaxies whose light profiles are typically well described through a set of

parametric functions. However, the lens galaxy light does contaminate the faint lensed

features since the Einstein ring radii of the SLACS lenses (Reinst ∼ 1.′′0 − 1.′′5) are

smaller than the typical effective radii of the early-type lens galaxies (Bolton et al.

2006, 2008a). Furthermore, some of the lensed features are embedded near the central

region of the lens galaxy on the image plane. Therefore, it is important to remove

the light profile of the lens galaxy, either prior to- or during- the lens modeling.

3There is observational evidence for an offset between the mass model centroid and lens galaxy
light profile for one of the SLACS lenses, SDSS J0946+1006 (Gavazzi et al. 2008).

4In other words, the roots of the two-dimensional lens equation.
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LENSFIT Lens Galaxy Subtraction Method

We use the Sérsic profile (Sersic 1968) to model the surface brightness of the lens

galaxy5. The elliptically symmetric Sérsic profile has a total of 7 fitting parameters in

LENSFIT: position of the Sérsic component (xs, ys), half-light radius (rhl), apparent

magnitude (mI), the Sérsic index (n), axis ratio of the elliptical profile (q = b/a) and

the position angle of the major axis measured E from N (PA).

This method is similar to the study of Moustakas et al. (2007), which uses a tilted

two-dimensional Moffat profile to model the lens galaxy light profiles of the gravi-

tational lenses discovered in the DEEP2 Extended Groth Strip. The capabilities of

LENSFIT include fitting the lens galaxy light profile while optimizing the mass model

and source galaxy light profile simultaneously. Before simultaneously optimizing the

light profile of the lens galaxy, it is often useful to first provide an initial estimate;

otherwise, large residuals can make it difficult “see” the fainter lensed features. Be-

low, we summarize the steps taken to determine the initial model for the lens galaxy

light profile before optimizing all components simultaneously (i.e. mass model, source

galaxy and lens galaxy light profiles):

1. We use SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) to produce a catalog of the ob-

jects in each ACS I-band image. We use the segmentation image produced by

SExtractor, which deblends objects in each image, as a mask of non-essential

objects in the fitting region.

2. We “unmask” the gravitational lens from the SExtractor segmentation image

and run LENSFIT to obtain an approximate solution of the lens galaxy Sérsic

profile. During these steps, the optimization of the source galaxy and mass

model is not performed and LENSFIT operates as the GALFIT package (Peng

et al. 2002).

3. We subtract the PSF convolved model of the lens galaxy light profile from the

I-band image and examine the residual. Typically, lensed features are visible

5

Σ(r) = Σe exp (−κ(n) [(r/rhl)
1/n − 1]) (3.1)

where Σ(r) is the surface brightness at a given radius r, rhl is the half-light radius of the profile and
n is the concentration parameter.
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in the residual image after the initial trial. We then use the residual image to

produce manual masks of the lensed features.

4. We repeat the Sérsic profile fitting procedure, with the masked lensed features,

until a clean lens galaxy subtraction is obtained using multiple components if

necessary. The overall best-fit model is determined by the χ2 merit function,

where a good solution typically correspond to a χ2 of unity, and a visual in-

spection of the residual image.

5. We do not use an arbitrarily large number of Sérsic components to model the

lens galaxy, since some galaxies have low-order angular structure that cannot

be easily removed, even using multiple components. Such galaxies are easily

identifiable because adding extra Sérsic components do not affect the overall

quality of the fit (both residual image and the χ2 statistic). Typically, 1-4

Sérsic components suffice to derive a clean lens galaxy subtraction.

6. Certain fields contain several interloper galaxies near the LOS of the lens, which

may result in contamination of the lens galaxy light leading to an inaccurate

light profile. For such fields, we also model the interloper galaxies simultane-

ously using single or multiple Sérsic components.

7. After the best-fit lens galaxy light profile is obtained, we perform the complete

strong-lens modeling procedure which includes the optimization of the source

galaxy light profile and the mass model. The lens galaxy profile derived from

the steps discussed above acts as the initial estimate for the final optimization

process and reduces some of the complexities of strong lens modeling.

Alternative Methods of Lens Galaxy Subtraction

Previous studies of the SLACS lenses (Bolton et al. 2006, 2008a; Marshall et al. 2007)

use the radial B-spline fitting method, first introduced in Bolton et al. (2006) (referred

to as B06), to remove the lens galaxy light. The B-spline models fit the radial light

profiles of early-type galaxies and can effectively remove low-order angular structure

due to the inclusion of multipole terms (Bolton et al. 2008a). We refer the reader to

B06 for detailed information about the B-spline fitting method.
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Figure 3.4 Left panels: HST-ACS imaging of a subset of SLACS lenses taken in the F814W filter.
Right panels: Demonstration of the B-Spline lens galaxy subtraction method utilized in B06 (based
on Figure 2 of B06).
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As shown in Figure 3.4, the B-spline method produces visually clean lens galaxy

subtracted images of lenses. However, because the lens galaxy is removed indepen-

dently of the source galaxy, B-splines can partially remove the source galaxy light

(Marshall et al. 2007) causing one to infer a fainter and more compact source galaxy

relative to its true morphology. A better solution is to simultaneously deblend the lens

and source galaxy using parametric profiles, a technique used in LENSFIT. Equiva-

lently, an alternative lens modeling method is to simultaneously deblend the lens and

source galaxy light profiles using B-spline (for the lens galaxy) and Sérsic models (for

the source galaxy). As described above, with LENSFIT, multiple Sérsic components

are necessary to obtain a clean subtraction and reduce systematics.

This process is generally reliable because the lens galaxy profile shape, being highly

symmetric and monotonically declining, is different from the source galaxy which

modulates both radially and azimuthally on the image plane in predictable ways. In

simulations to quantify how reliable it is to decouple overlapping, non-lensed galaxies,

Häussler et al. (2007) show that no amount of masking is a suitable substitute for

simultaneous fitting of galaxies even when a large number of free parameters are

involved. An additional benefit of the parametric analysis is that it allows us to

quantify the systematic errors that arise from different assumptions about the model

profiles as discussed in Peng et al. (2010).

3.3.3 Description of the Source Galaxy

The primary goal of this study is to derive the luminosities, half-light radii and Sérsic

indices of the source galaxies, which can then be compared to the non-lensed galaxy

population. Therefore, it is sensible to describe the source galaxy in terms of a light

profile that is commonly observed over a large range of redshifts. Therefore, we also

model the source galaxy using the Sersic (1968) profile. Without the intervening

effect of gravitational lensing, modeling of the source galaxy profile is similar to the

galaxy decomposition procedure of GALFIT (Peng et al. 2002).
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Multiple Source Galaxy Components

Our main interest is to compare the sizes and luminosities of the deprojected source

galaxies with non-lensed galaxies from 0 ≤ z ≤ 1.2. However, the definition of size is

complicated when some of the lensed sources are fractured into multiple components.

There are two main issues to consider in this analysis: it is important from the

standpoint of lens modeling to accurately reproduce the source, no matter how clumpy

or disjointed, because such information is useful for constraining the mass model

accurately. However, from the standpoint of comparing the lensed galaxies to non-

lensed galaxies, we want only a simplified representation (i.e. a single Sérsic profile

excluding clumps), which mirrors the analysis techniques of other studies (Barden

et al. 2005; Marshall et al. 2007; Melbourne et al. 2007; Newton et al. 2011). To

properly deal with the incongruous requirements, we developed the following method.

Similar to §3.3.2, we begin the lens modeling procedure by using a single Sérsic

component to describe the source galaxy light profile and adding further components

as required to obtain the best-fit lens model. Since the SLACS lenses are selected due

to the presence of nebular emission lines (Bolton et al. 2006, 2008a), it is likely that

some of the source galaxies contain star forming regions which show up as “knots”

on the image plane. It is difficult for LENSFIT, or any lens modeling code based on

parametric light profiles, to fully model these regions. Therefore, such features may

appear on the residual images even after assuming a complex source galaxy profile.

Furthermore, the final reconstruction of the lensed galaxies on the source plane show

that some SLACS sources resemble fractured systems or galaxy groups (collectively

referred to as multiple systems); therefore, it is very important that the choice of

source galaxy components reflect multiple systems or galaxy group morphology, when

required.

Even with the assumption of multiple source galaxy components, we follow the

lens modeling equivalent to “Ockham’s Razor” such that we do not add an arbitrarily

large number of Sérsic components to model the source galaxy. For a system with

substantial residuals, such as those resulting from star-forming regions, we do not

add further Sérsic components if the overall fit does not improve (both in the residual

image and the χ2 statistic). Using the method described above, we find that ∼ 67% of

the SLACS lenses require multiple Sérsic components to fully model the background

source (discussed below). As discussed in the following sections, our lens modeling
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results are also in good agreement with that of B08.

Information derived from the substructures in the source galaxy light profile as de-

scribed above, in principle, yield the best-fit mass model. To obtain the overall global

properties of the source galaxies for comparison with non-lensing studies, we perform

an additional LENSFIT run by using a single Sérsic component to describe the source

galaxy light profile and holding the best-fit mass model and the lens galaxy light pro-

file fixed. During the preliminary analysis, we only consider the global properties of

the source galaxy population derived using the method described above. However,

SLACS sources with multiple Sérsic components can be divided into the following cri-

teria, through visual classification of the source plane reconstruction: systems where

an individual galaxy has multiple concentric (or nearly concentric) components such

as a bulge and a disk; a fractured source or a group of galaxies which show potential

signs of interaction (i.e. multiple systems). The latter two groups have characteristic

multiple offset Sérsic components and we refer to these sources as “group” systems for

the remainder of this paper. For the 15 lenses whose source morphology correspond

to a multiple system, it is sensible to consider the luminosity, size and Sérsic index of

individual subcomponents rather than the global properties of the system.

The total error budget of lens modeling is dominated by systematic uncertainties

and Marshall et al. (2007), which examine a single SLACS source galaxy in detail,

shows that systematic uncertainties of lens modeling are primarily incurred from the

assumption of the lens model density slope and the method of lens galaxy subtraction.

The systematic uncertainties of source galaxy apparent magnitude and size due to

the uncertainty in the lens model density slope are (Marshall et al. 2007),

σmAB
≈ 2.2σm and

σrhl

rhl
≈ σm (3.2)

where σm, σmAB
and σrhl

correspond to the intrinsic spread of the power-law indices

of the lens model density profile, systematic uncertainties of source galaxy size and

apparent magnitude. The Sérsic index of the source galaxy is unaffected by the lens

model density profile since it only changes the magnification of the source galaxy

(Marshall et al. 2007). We adopt a value of σm = 0.12 (Koopmans et al. 2006),

which yields systematic uncertainties of ∼ 0.26 mag and ∼ 12% for the source galaxy

apparent magnitude and size respectively.
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Next, we compute the magnitude of the systematic uncertainties of source galaxy

parameters due to the lens galaxy subtraction method of LENSFIT. As discussed in

§3.3.2, SLACS lens galaxies are typically described by 1-3 Sérsic components (up to

4 in several systems). We select a subset of 30 SLACS lenses whose lens galaxy is

best described by 2-4 Sérsic components and “degrade” each model by successively

removing lens galaxy components until the lens model is left with only a single lens

galaxy component. We then track the differences between the global source galaxy

parameters of the best-fit solution and the successively degraded iterations.

Figure 3.5a, 3.5b and 3.5c show the distributions of the deviates of source galaxy

luminosity (∆mf814w), size (∆rhl/rhl) and Sérsic index (∆n) due to incomplete lens

galaxy subtraction in the iterations discussed above. The standard deviation of each

distribution is an estimate of the ensemble systematic error incurred due to the lens

galaxy subtraction method of LENSFIT. Therefore, the ensemble systematic errors

(from the fits shown as solid black lines in Figure 3.5) in source galaxy apparent mag-

nitude, size and Sérsic index correspond to ∼ 0.28 mag, ∼ 24% and ∼ 0.1 respectively.

Although the individual systematic errors of source galaxy parameters due by lens

galaxy subtraction can be systematically lower, we adopt the ensemble systematic er-

rors as a conservative proxy. Finally, we add both sources of systematic uncertainties

in quadrature to derive the total systematic uncertainty in source galaxy luminosity,

size and Sérsic index, which corresponds to σmAB
∼ 0.38 mag, σrhl

/rhl ∼ 0.27 and

σn ∼ 0.1 respectively.
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(c) Systematic error in Sérsic index.

Figure 3.5 The distribution of the deviates of global source galaxy parameters, due to incomplete
lens galaxy subtraction. The deviates are defined as the difference between the best-fit global solu-
tion and a degraded solution. The standard deviation of each distribution, derived from gaussian
fits to each distribution (shown as solid black lines), corresponds to the ensemble systematic uncer-
tainty of each parameter caused by the lens galaxy subtraction. (a) Distribution of the deviates of
source galaxy apparent magnitude, quoted in the AB system. (b) Distribution of the deviates of
source galaxy size (expressed as a fraction of the half-light radius from the best-fit solution). (c)
Distribution of the deviates of source galaxy Sérsic index.
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Initial Parameter Estimates for the Source Galaxy

The initial estimates for the source galaxy parameters are fairly straightforward. For

lenses that exhibit complete or partial Einstein rings, the initial position of the source

galaxy must be close to the centroid of the lens galaxy light profile, which we use as

an initial guess. For all systems, we assume the following initial parameters for the

source galaxy light profile: mI ∼ 24 mag (AB system), n ∼ 1 and rhl ∼ 0.′′1. A

unique solution from lens modeling is less sensitive to the initial estimates of the

parameters in comparison to input priors. To avoid “pseudo-degeneracies” in the

solution, we use caution not to input too few or too many components than required

by the data. We refer the reader to Peng et al. (2010) for an extensive discussion of

pseudo-degeneracies within the context of galaxy fitting.

3.4 Lens Modeling Results & Comparisons

In the following section, we present the results of the LENSFIT procedure and com-

pare them to the studies by the SLACS team (Bolton et al. 2008a; Marshall et al. 2007;

Newton et al. 2011). The best-fit mass model parameters, which were obtained using

multiple source components (when required), are shown in Table 2. The properties

of the source galaxies and the corresponding errors are shown in Table 3. Figure 3.6

shows the results of lens modeling for a subset of SLACS lenses and demonstrates that

LENSFIT can be used effectively to model lenses of varying complexity. Figure 3.7

shows the source-plane reconstruction of a subset of “normal” galaxies and Figure 3.8

shows the reconstruction of 15 sources whose morphology corresponds to a “group”.
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Table 2. SIE mass model parameters of SLACS lenses derived by LENSFIT

System bSIE (′′) q (SIE) PA(SIE) γext PA(γ) Nsources Image type
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

SDSS J0008-0004 1.12 0.77 149.56 0.04 −32.26 2 d

SDSS J0029-0055 0.94 0.86 117.29 0.03 −9.27 2 d

SDSS J0037-0942 1.51 0.91 −153.53 0.03 2.98 2 s

SDSS J0044+0113 0.76 0.68 317.49 0.03 −57.91 2 s

SDSS J0109+1500 0.75 0.55 107.43 0.13 6.79 1 s

SDSS J0157-0056 0.78 0.48 −147.58 0.17 −68.60 3 d

SDSS J0216-0813 1.22 0.74 36.62 · · · · · · 2 d

SDSS J0252+0039 1.03 0.90 −63.28 0.02 40.17 3 d

SDSS J0330-0020 1.10 0.75 25.00 0.03 −69.44 3 d

SDSS J0405-0455 0.78 0.94 251.43 0.04 18.57 1 s

SDSS J0728+3835 1.23 0.74 −26.94 0.06 68.69 3 d

SDSS J0737+3216 0.96 0.90 25.99 0.09 −2.94 2 d

SDSS J0822+2652 1.12 0.83 140.83 0.05 53.98 2 d

SDSS J0841+3824 1.40 0.78 158.76 0.01 39.92 2 d

SDSS J0903+4116 1.30 0.87 −120.23 0.02 −16.93 3 d

SDSS J0912+0029 1.44 0.64 188.54 0.05 −89.96 1 s

SDSS J0935-0003 0.93 0.65 −134.92 0.19 −45.07 1 s

SDSS J0936+0913 1.09 0.94 −87.29 0.04 49.36 2 d

SDSS J0946+1006 1.40 0.88 −60.54 0.09 45.64 1 d

SDSS J0955+0101 0.78 0.62 97.02 · · · · · · 2 s

SDSS J0956+5100 1.28 0.77 26.76 0.05 30.52 2 d

SDSS J0959+0410 0.98 0.84 −223.91 · · · · · · 2 d

SDSS J0959+4416 0.97 0.93 −63.32 0.03 −8.76 2 d

SDSS J1020+1122 1.21 0.80 188.91 0.05 62.15 2 d

SDSS J1023+4230 1.40 0.80 55.95 0.02 −9.95 3 d

SDSS J1029+0420 0.91 0.64 −334.18 · · · · · · 2 d

SDSS J1032+5322 0.99 0.76 142.07 0.05 −58.71 3 d

SDSS J1100+5329 1.40 0.64 96.22 0.09 −49.54 2 s

SDSS J1103+5322 0.97 0.59 90.06 0.07 49.67 2 d

SDSS J1106+5228 1.20 0.70 58.03 0.03 −29.08 1 s

SDSS J1112+0826 1.42 0.70 −30.03 0.05 78.81 2 s

SDSS J1134+6027 1.20 0.75 −156.77 0.01 51.23 1 s

SDSS J1142+1001 1.01 0.81 2.59 0.00 −45.39 1 d
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Table 2 (cont’d)

System bSIE (′′) q (SIE) PA(SIE) γext PA(γ) Nsources Image type
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

SDSS J1143-0144 1.63 0.83 350.87 0.09 79.43 2 s

SDSS J1153+4612 1.03 0.88 −58.65 0.06 29.22 1 d

SDSS J1204+0358 1.28 0.95 235.39 0.04 62.87 2 s

SDSS J1205+4910 1.18 0.74 −104.39 0.06 −59.69 2 d

SDSS J1213+6708 1.34 0.70 255.33 0.09 −0.99 1 d

SDSS J1218+0830 1.46 0.79 100.56 0.05 −5.01 1 d

SDSS J1250+0523 1.13 0.96 29.85 · · · · · · 5 d

SDSS J1251-0208 0.80 0.67 179.78 0.12 65.65 2 s

SDSS J1402+6321 1.33 0.77 −28.69 0.03 73.11 2 d

SDSS J1403+0006 0.90 0.89 −18.28 0.05 −80.61 3 s

SDSS J1416+5136 1.29 0.72 2.43 0.09 71.78 3 d

SDSS J1420+6019 1.06 0.95 −165.71 0.03 73.01 1 d

SDSS J1430+4105 1.45 0.67 −19.23 · · · · · · 6 d

SDSS J1432+6317 1.23 0.89 69.74 0.04 −33.65 1 d

SDSS J1436-0000 1.10 0.74 27.70 0.13 −37.50 1 s

SDSS J1443+0304 0.93 0.93 226.71 0.12 36.31 1 s

SDSS J1451-0239 1.05 0.90 5.56 0.04 −88.16 1 d

SDSS J1525+3327 1.18 0.52 −14.55 0.11 46.11 1 d

SDSS J1531-0105 1.69 0.81 −44.52 0.02 −21.84 2 s

SDSS J1538+5817 0.99 0.93 −15.46 0.01 −43.89 2 s

SDSS J1621+3931 1.18 0.69 163.64 0.09 −76.39 1 s

SDSS J1627-0053 1.22 0.89 95.94 0.02 0.63 2 d

SDSS J1636+4707 1.05 0.83 100.66 0.04 75.78 2 s

SDSS J2238-0754 1.26 0.86 −113.37 · · · · · · 2 d

SDSS J2300+0022 1.22 0.67 1.31 0.10 68.49 1 d

SDSS J2303+1422 1.50 0.58 −38.19 0.03 14.71 2 d

SDSS J2321-0939 1.52 0.75 −17.66 0.08 −81.58 1 s

SDSS J2341+0000 1.36 0.80 32.69 0.02 4.64 4 d

Note. — Col. (1): The unique SDSS spectrum identifier for the lens system. Col. (2): Einstein ring radius of
the SIE mass model in arcseconds. Col.(3): Ratio between the minor and major axis (q = b/a) of the SIE mass model.
Col.(4): Position angle of the major axis of the SIE mass model, measured E from N. Col.(5): External shear field,
induced by the tidal effects of interlopers along the LOS. Col.(6): Position angle of the external shear, measured E from
N. Col.(7): Number of Sérsic components used to model the background source for the best-fit lens model. Col (8): Type
of F814W image used to as input for LENSFIT, where “d” denotes a deep image (∼ 2000s) and “s” denotes a shallow
image (∼ 420s).
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Table 3. Source galaxy parameters derived from LENSFIT

System zfg zbg mI (AB) MB (Vega) rhl (kpc) n

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

SDSS J0008-0004 0.4400 1.1924 22.60 −21.82 6.97 ± 1.87 0.85

SDSS J0029-0055 0.2270 0.9313 23.51 −19.80 2.72 ± 0.73 2.73

SDSS J0037-0942 0.1955 0.6322 23.03 −18.73 0.71 ± 0.19 2.86

SDSS J0044+0113 0.1196 0.1965 19.60 −19.60 2.36 ± 0.63 2.65

SDSS J0109+1500 0.2939 0.5248 23.25 −18.18 1.77 ± 0.47 0.93

SDSS J0157-0056 0.5132 0.9243 22.19 −21.09 8.61 ± 2.31 0.28

SDSS J0216-0813 0.3317 0.5253 21.94 −19.49 4.45 ± 1.19 0.61

SDSS J0252+0039 0.2803 0.9818 24.43 −19.10 0.98 ± 0.26 1.31

SDSS J0330-0020 0.3507 1.0709 22.00 −21.91 1.83 ± 0.49 2.32

SDSS J0405-0455 0.0753 0.8098 24.95 −17.83 1.33 ± 0.36 0.05

SDSS J0728+3835(a) 0.2058 0.6877 23.95 −18.28 2.87 ± 0.77 1.99

SDSS J0728+3835(b) 0.2058 0.6877 24.31 −17.92 7.39 ± 1.98 3.83

SDSS J0728+3835(c) 0.2058 0.6877 27.49 −14.74 0.11 ± 0.03 0.04

SDSS J0737+3216 0.3223 0.5812 22.21 −19.51 4.49 ± 1.20 3.58

SDSS J0822+2652(a) 0.2414 0.5941 25.36 −16.42 1.52 ± 0.41 0.25

SDSS J0822+2652(b) 0.2414 0.5941 23.96 −17.82 2.01 ± 0.54 0.72

SDSS J0841+3824 0.1159 0.6567 24.43 −17.66 0.66 ± 0.18 0.16

SDSS J0903+4116 0.4304 1.0645 23.51 −20.37 2.89 ± 0.78 0.55

SDSS J0912+0029 0.1642 0.3229 21.18 −18.91 9.83 ± 2.64 0.94

SDSS J0935-0003 0.3475 0.4670 22.76 −18.35 1.88 ± 0.50 1.51

SDSS J0936+0913(a) 0.1897 0.5880 23.95 −17.80 1.69 ± 0.45 0.48

SDSS J0936+0913(b) 0.1897 0.5880 26.93 −14.82 0.49 ± 0.13 0.01

SDSS J0946+1006 0.2219 0.6085 23.14 −18.71 0.97 ± 0.26 0.99

SDSS J0955+0101 0.1109 0.3159 19.94 −20.10 6.21 ± 1.67 1.99

SDSS J0956+5100 0.2405 0.4699 21.34 −19.78 2.31 ± 0.62 1.54

SDSS J0959+0410 0.1260 0.5350 19.83 −21.66 11.33 ± 3.00 5.73

SDSS J0959+4416(a) 0.2369 0.5315 26.52 −14.95 0.33 ± 0.09 0.92

SDSS J0959+4416(b) 0.2369 0.5315 26.02 −15.45 1.07 ± 0.29 0.11

SDSS J1020+1122(a) 0.2822 0.5530 23.99 −17.59 1.51 ± 0.41 1.14

SDSS J1020+1122(b) 0.2822 0.5530 25.87 −15.71 1.34 ± 0.36 0.30

SDSS J1023+4230 0.1912 0.6960 23.87 −18.40 2.95 ± 0.79 0.32

SDSS J1029+0420 0.1045 0.6154 21.69 −20.20 5.04 ± 1.35 2.13
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Table 3 (cont’d)

System zfg zbg mI (AB) MB (Vega) rhl (kpc) n

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

SDSS J1032+5322 0.1334 0.3290 20.41 −19.73 2.71 ± 0.73 1.75

SDSS J1100+5329(a) 0.3171 0.8581 23.99 −19.00 2.67 ± 0.72 1.05

SDSS J1100+5329(b) 0.3171 0.8581 26.95 −16.04 0.34 ± 0.09 0.08

SDSS J1103+5322 0.1582 0.7353 22.18 −20.27 3.83 ± 1.03 2.18

SDSS J1106+5228 0.0955 0.4069 23.86 −16.87 0.69 ± 0.19 0.90

SDSS J1112+0826 0.2730 0.6295 23.04 −18.92 1.68 ± 0.45 1.62

SDSS J1134+6027 0.1528 0.4742 21.31 −19.81 0.93 ± 0.25 8.88

SDSS J1142+1001 0.2218 0.5039 23.62 −17.70 0.67 ± 0.18 1.16

SDSS J1143-0144 0.1060 0.4019 20.90 −19.79 3.64 ± 0.98 1.46

SDSS J1153+4612 0.1797 0.8751 24.49 −18.57 1.14 ± 0.31 0.51

SDSS J1204+0358 0.1644 0.6307 23.02 −18.94 2.62 ± 0.70 1.84

SDSS J1205+4910 0.2150 0.4808 23.61 −17.58 0.60 ± 0.16 4.78

SDSS J1213+6708 0.1229 0.6402 22.51 −19.50 4.60 ± 1.23 2.67

SDSS J1218+0830 0.1350 0.7171 22.97 −19.40 3.44 ± 0.92 3.71

SDSS J1250+0523(a) 0.2318 0.7953 25.71 −17.00 0.46 ± 0.12 0.06

SDSS J1250+0523(b) 0.2318 0.7953 19.19 −23.52 12.11 ± 3.25 0.68

SDSS J1250+0523(c) 0.2318 0.7953 23.71 −19.00 3.32 ± 0.89 0.05

SDSS J1250+0523(d) 0.2318 0.7953 24.15 −18.56 3.07 ± 0.82 1.59

SDSS J1250+0523(e) 0.2318 0.7953 24.65 −18.06 1.84 ± 0.49 0.29

SDSS J1251-0208 0.2243 0.7843 23.32 −19.34 0.83 ± 0.22 2.36

SDSS J1402+6321 0.2406 0.4818 25.74 −15.45 1.16 ± 0.31 1.09

SDSS J1403+0006(a) 0.1888 0.4730 23.38 −17.76 1.08 ± 0.29 0.73

SDSS J1403+0006(b) 0.1888 0.4730 23.62 −17.62 1.15 ± 0.31 0.31

SDSS J1403+0006(c) 0.1888 0.4730 22.74 −18.40 1.69 ± 0.45 0.86

SDSS J1416+5136(a) 0.2987 0.8111 21.84 −20.94 5.03 ± 1.35 0.36

SDSS J1416+5136(b) 0.2987 0.8111 24.79 −17.99 0.72 ± 0.19 0.61

SDSS J1416+5136(c) 0.2987 0.8111 24.04 −18.74 1.27 ± 0.34 0.50

SDSS J1420+6019 0.0629 0.5351 21.70 −19.79 6.84 ± 1.84 5.97

SDSS J1430+4105(a) 0.2850 0.5753 20.21 −21.48 7.85 ± 2.11 3.26

SDSS J1430+4105(b) 0.2850 0.5753 22.58 −19.11 1.83 ± 0.49 0.78

SDSS J1430+4105(c) 0.2850 0.5753 24.39 −17.30 1.02 ± 0.27 0.04

SDSS J1430+4105(d) 0.2850 0.5753 22.73 −18.96 3.18 ± 0.85 1.01

SDSS J1430+4105(e) 0.2850 0.5753 23.28 −18.41 3.39 ± 0.91 0.02
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Table 3 (cont’d)

System zfg zbg mI (AB) MB (Vega) rhl (kpc) n

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

SDSS J1430+4105(f) 0.2850 0.5753 23.23 −18.46 1.82 ± 0.49 0.29

SDSS J1432+6317 0.1230 0.6643 22.63 −19.50 0.98 ± 0.26 2.76

SDSS J1436-0000 0.2852 0.8049 21.61 −21.14 12.45± 3.34 3.92

SDSS J1443+0304 0.1338 0.4187 25.47 −15.34 1.19 ± 0.32 0.05

SDSS J1451-0239 0.1254 0.5203 24.26 −17.15 0.62 ± 0.17 3.71

SDSS J1525+3327 0.3583 0.7173 21.68 −20.69 5.82 ± 1.56 0.91

SDSS J1531-0105(a) 0.1596 0.7439 24.33 −18.16 1.68 ± 0.45 5.11

SDSS J1531-0105(b) 0.1596 0.7439 25.38 −17.11 1.80 ± 0.48 0.47

SDSS J1538+5817(a) 0.1428 0.5312 24.93 −16.54 1.05 ± 0.28 2.43

SDSS J1538+5817(b) 0.1428 0.5312 23.35 −18.12 0.98 ± 0.26 1.17

SDSS J1621+3931 0.2449 0.6021 21.56 −20.26 10.92± 2.93 4.04

SDSS J1627-0053 0.2076 0.5241 23.66 −17.77 1.20 ± 0.32 1.00

SDSS J1630+4520(a) 0.2479 0.7933 24.18 −18.52 1.80 ± 0.48 1.19

SDSS J1630+4520(b) 0.2479 0.7933 26.66 −16.04 0.85 ± 0.23 0.21

SDSS J1630+4520(c) 0.2479 0.7933 25.69 −17.01 1.15 ± 0.31 0.05

SDSS J1636+4707(a) 0.2282 0.6745 24.74 −17.43 1.35 ± 0.36 0.16

SDSS J1636+4707(b) 0.2282 0.6745 26.42 −15.75 0.55 ± 0.15 0.14

SDSS J2238-0754 0.1371 0.7126 23.43 −18.92 1.34 ± 0.36 2.31

SDSS J2300+0022 0.2285 0.4635 24.34 −16.75 1.55 ± 0.42 1.10

SDSS J2303+1422 0.1553 0.5170 23.31 −18.08 1.46 ± 0.39 0.53

SDSS J2321-0939 0.0819 0.5324 22.41 −19.06 1.94 ± 0.52 0.19

SDSS J2341+0000(a) 0.1860 0.8070 22.86 −19.90 2.99 ± 0.80 0.14

SDSS J2341+0000(b) 0.1860 0.8070 24.63 −18.13 1.34 ± 0.36 3.21

SDSS J2341+0000(c) 0.1860 0.8070 26.47 −16.29 0.95 ± 0.25 0.09

SDSS J2341+0000(b) 0.1860 0.8070 24.16 −18.60 1.40 ± 0.38 0.20

Note. — Col. (1): The unique SDSS spectrum identifier for the lens system. Col.(2): The redshift of
the foreground lens galaxy. Col.(3): The redshift of the background source galaxy. Col.(4): Apparent broad
I-band magnitude of the source galaxy, quoted in the AB system. The total systematic error of the apparent
magnitude is σmI

∼ 0.38 mag. Col.(5): Rest-frame, B-band magnitude of the source galaxy, quoted in the
Vega system. Col.(6): The half-light radius of the source galaxy and its total systematic error, expressed
as a linear size using the cosmology stated in §1. Col.(7): Sérsic index (n) of the source galaxy. The total
systematic error of the Sérsic index is σn ∼ 0.1. For the 15 lenses that exhibit “group” morphology, we quote
the properties of the individual subcomponents, denoted as system(a), system(b) etc. For the subset of
source galaxy components that have the lowest Sérsic indices (n ∼ 0.01 − 0.1), typically indicative of irregular
morphologies with strong truncation, σn ∼ 0.1 corresponds to an upper bound placed on the total systematic
error. In the n ∼ 0.01 − 0.5 regime, differences between the half-light radii of various Sérsic profiles are nearly
negligible. Therefore, a variation in the lower bound of n is not very significant (provided that the n > 0
condition is always preserved) for the components with the lowest Sérsic indices since it does not alter the
inferred size.
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Figure 3.6 A subset of the SLACS lens models from LENSFIT. From left to right: ACS-F814W
image of the SLACS lens; lens galaxy subtracted image showing the lensed features clearly; predic-
tions of the lensed features from the best-fit SIE mass model and the “double-residual” image after
subtracting the ACS PSF convolved lens model from the F814W image; reconstruction of the source
components on the source plane. All images are 7.′′5 × 7.′′5 in size.
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Figure 3.7 The reconstruction of 5 SLACS source galaxies that show “normal” morphology. A
normal source refers to an object which can either be described by a single Sérsic component or by
multiple concentric or nearly concentric components (for example, a bulge + disk galaxy). Left to

right: SDSS J0252+0039; SDSS J0912+0029; SDSS J1205+4910; SDSS J1432+6317; SDSS J1627-
0053.

Figure 3.8 The source plane reconstruction of the 15 SLACS systems that show “group” mor-
phology. Top row, from left to right: SDSS J0728+3835; SDSS J0822+2652; SDSS J0936+0913;
SDSS J0959+4416 and SDSS J1020+1122 Middle row, from left to right: SDSS J1100+5329; SDSS
J1250+0523; SDSS 1403+0006; SDSS J1416+5136 and SDSS J1430+4105 Bottom row, from left

to right: SDSS J1531-0105; SDSS J1538+5817; SDSS J1630+4520; SDSS J1636+4704 and SDSS
J2341+0000.
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3.4.1 Mass Model Properties and Comparisons

In this section, we compare our mass model parameters to those obtained by B08.

Although there are several differences in the lens modeling routines, such as the

optimization procedure and the lens galaxy subtraction, the use of a common mass

model allows a direct comparison between this study and B08. Figure 3.9 shows the

fractional difference between Einstein ring radii and SIE axis ratios from the two

studies. The root-mean-square (RMS) of the fractional difference between Einstein

ring radii from the two studies correspond to ∼ 5 %. With the exception of the

lens SDSS J1057-0056 (the outlier in Figure 3.9(right)), the RMS of the fractional

difference between SIE axis ratios from the two studies correspond to ∼ 12 %. The

apparent bias in Figure 3.9(left), where LENSFIT estimates of the Einstein radii

are systematically lower than that of B08, is caused by the difference in lens galaxy

subtraction methods utilized by the two studies. The B-spline fitting method of

removing the lens galaxy light profile systematically truncates the lensed features,

leading to a higher estimate of the Einstein radius. We believe that the LENSFIT

estimates of the Einstein radii are more reliable since the simultaneous modeling of

lens and source galaxy profiles minimizes the instances of over- or under-subtraction

of the lensed features.

However, the apparent bias in Figure 3.9(right) is more complicated. It should

also be noted that the SIE models of Bolton et al. (2008a) do not include an external

shear component (γext), which is coupled to the axis ratio of the mass model (qSIE,

Keeton (2001b)). A mass model with a lower axis ratio (for example, qSIE ∼ 0.6) may

be an intrinsic property of the individual lens galaxy, equivalently, such an axis ratio

can also be reproduced by a mass model with an intrinsically higher qSIE subjected to

an external shear field, which distorts the shape of the lens into an ellipse (i.e. lower

the qSIE value). However, the higher order perturbations of the mass model are also

determined by the source galaxy light profile, since the lens modeling process has a

circular feedback mechanism (i.e. mass model parameters feed to the determination

of the source galaxy light profile and vice versa). Therefore, the trade-off between

the qSIE and γext parameters may not strictly be a direct correlation6, due to their

dependence on the source galaxy light profile within the context of lens modeling.

6For example, we cannot make the assumption that all lenses with large external shear fields will
have lower qSIE values.
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Figure 3.9 Comparison of the mass model parameters of the SLACS lenses from LENSFIT to
those from Bolton et al. (2008a). (Left:) Fractional difference between the Einstein ring radii,
bSIE, from this study and Bolton et al. (2008a). (Right:) Fractional difference between the SIE
axis-ratios, qSIE, from this study and Bolton et al. (2008a).

3.4.2 Source Galaxy Properties

In the following section, we plot the distributions of the source galaxy half-light radius,

Sérsic index, apparent I-band magnitude and rest-frame B-band absolute magnitude

in Figure 3.10. Unless otherwise stated, Figures 3.10, 3.13 through 3.15 and 3.20

show the subcomponent properties of the 15 SLACS lenses whose source morphology

resembles a “group” (as shown in Figure 3.8). For the remaining 47 lenses, we plot

the global properties of the source galaxies derived using the method described in

§3.2.1.

As evident from Figure 3.10(top left), SLACS source galaxies consist of a pri-

marily compact population that peaks at rhl ∼ 1.50 kpc and drops off rapidly to

rhl ≥ 5.00 kpc. The peak of the Sérsic index distribution correspond to n ∼ 1.0,

with a significant fraction at n ≤ 2.5 (∼ 80%). However, our lens modeling results

indicate a non-negligible fraction of source galaxies with larger half light radii and

Sérsic indices. The distribution of the I-band apparent magnitudes, shown in Fig-

ure 3.10(bottom left), demonstrates that a majority of the SLACS source galaxies

correspond to 22 ≤ mI ≤ 26. We perform a standard k-correction procedure to
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obtain the absolute magnitudes by assuming SBc- (source galaxies with n ≤ 2.5)

and E-type (source galaxies with n > 2.5) galaxy templates. The distribution of the

rest-frame B-band magnitudes of our sample is shown in Figure 3.10(bottom right).
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Figure 3.10 Distribution of the SLACS source galaxy structural parameters. For the 15
sources that show “group” morphology, the structural parameters of the individual subcompo-
nents are plotted. For the remaining 47 sources, the structural parameters correspond to that
of the single Sérsic component fit, as described in §3.3.2. Top row, left to right: Distribution
of the half-light radii (kpc); Distribution of the Sérsic indices. Bottom row, from left to right:

Distribution of the apparent I-band magnitudes (AB system); Distribution of the rest-frame
B-band magnitudes (Vega system).
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Comparison with the SLACS Series

Next, we compare our lens modeling results to another study of the SLACS source

population. During the final stages of our analysis, we became aware of a new pub-

lication by Newton et al. (2011) (Paper XI of the SLACS series, referred to as N11)

whose goals overlap with this project and allows a detailed comparison of the lens

modeling results. The lens modeling procedure of N11, similar to that of Marshall

et al. (2007) which analyzed the source galaxy of SDSS J0737+3216, differs from

LENSFIT in the following ways: N11 uses the B-Spline method to remove the lens

galaxy light profile prior to lens modeling and a single Sérsic component to model

each source galaxy. There are 37 (out of 62 lenses) that are in common between this

study and that of N11 and Figure 3.11 compares the angular sizes of the half-light

radii, I-band apparent magnitudes, and Sérsic indices of the common sample. For

comparison purposes, it is useful to keep the lens modeling steps between LENSFIT

and N11 as close as possible, such that we can identify the key intrinsic differences

between the two methods. Therefore, we reanalyze the common lens sample (37 out

of 62 SLACS lenses) with the following changes such that our lens modeling steps

follow those of N11 closely.

• We obtain the best-fit lens galaxy profile prior to the full lens modeling, by

masking the lensed features, and hold it fixed throughout the remainder of the

procedure (vs. simultaneously optimizing the mass model, source galaxy and

lens galaxy light profiles).

• For the full lens modeling, we optimize the mass model and describe the source

galaxy using only a single Sérsic profile (vs. using multiple Sérsic components

to describe the source galaxy light profile).

• We use the best-fit parameters of the single, Sérsic source galaxy profile for

comparison with N11 results.

It should be noted that making the above changes yield substantially poorer residuals

in comparison to our original methodology; however, it is informative to visualize the

differences between the two methods.

From Figure 3.11, it is evident that LENSFIT systematically measures brighter

and larger source galaxies, with larger Sérsic indices, in comparison to N11. The
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systematic offset between the LENSFIT and N11 results primarily stems from the

methods of lens galaxy light subtraction. As discussed above, lens galaxy subtraction

using Sérsic profiles can sometimes produce incomplete residuals that complicate the

modeling of the source galaxy. This results in an additional “halo” around the source

galaxy leading to an estimate of a higher luminosity, size and Sérsic index. Conversely,

the use of a B-Spline model can result in an over-subtraction of the source galaxy

flux, where tangentially magnified images are truncated, leading to an estimate of

a lower luminosity, size and Sérsic index (Marshall et al. 2007). Therefore, the two

methods might be expected to provide upper and lower limits to the source galaxy

structural parameters.

To illustrate how the details of the source galaxy structures affect the lens model,

which then feeds back to the inference of the global structure of the source galaxy

itself, we perform the following test (on the original LENSFIT method, discussed in

§3.3). During the first iterations to determine the complete lens model, we hold the

best-fit lens galaxy light profile fixed and optimize the mass model and source galaxy

light profile (described using multiple Sérsic components, if necessary). After LENS-

FIT converges to an initial solution, we free the parameters of the lens galaxy light

profile and optimize all three components of the lens model. During this iteration, the

source galaxy parameters for a majority of the SLACS lenses do not change signifi-

cantly; however, the most deviant systems from the 1:1 relation shown in Figure 3.11

also undergo a significant changes in the source galaxy parameters. These systems

typically correspond to lenses where foreground lens galaxy subtraction, even using

multiple Sérsic components, leaves large residuals as shown in Figure 3.12.

Although the lenses shown in Figure 3.12 correspond to a small percentage of

systems that are intrinsically difficult to model with Sérsic profiles, a typical lens

from a SLACS-like survey can be modeled very accurately as shown in Figure 3.6.

Thus, the solutions obtained by this study and that of N11 can be considered to

bracket the true source galaxy morphology. As discussed above, the lens galaxy

subtraction method of N11 yields visually clean residuals (which, in turn, results

in a clean “double residual”); however, this should not purely be considered as a

benchmark of lens modeling accuracy. When quantifying the advantages of a lensing

survey or the evolution of disk galaxy scaling relations (the goals of this project

that will be discussed in the following sections), the lens modeling methodology of

N11 can lead to overly optimistic conclusions. In comparison, LENSFIT utilizes
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a light profile that is commonly observed over a large range of redshifts to model

both lens and source galaxies, a method that ultimately yields more conservative

and reliable conclusions. The simultaneous decomposition of the lens galaxy light

profile and lensed features ensures the reliability of the LENSFIT method since the

lens galaxy profile shape is typically highly symmetric and monotonically declining,

which is different from the radially and azimuthally varying source galaxy profile on

the image plane (thus, simultaneity can be used to break the degeneracy between

lens and source galaxy light profiles on the image plane). Although the method of

N11 yields visually clean residuals, the high degrees of freedom of the B-spline models

can truncate the lensed features, which coupled with non-simulataneous modeling of

the source galaxy light profile systematically leads to inferences of a fainter and more

compact source galaxy population. In other words, with the method of N11, the lens

modeling software cannot break the degeneracy between the lens and source galaxy

profiles on the image plane. Therefore, it would not be able to distinguish between

lensed features stemming from an intrinsically faint and compact source galaxy vs.

truncated lensed features due to the lens galaxy subtraction method, an issue that

does not affect LENSFIT modeling.
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Figure 3.11 Comparison of our SLACS source galaxy parameters to those derived by Newton
et al. (2011). Top row, left to right: Comparison of the half-light radii angular sizes (arcseconds);
Comparison of the I-band apparent magnitudes (AB system). Bottom row: Comparison of the Sérsic
indices.
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Figure 3.12 Lens galaxy subtracted ACS-F814W images showing the lensed features for a subset
of lenses that are most deviant from the 1:1 relation in Figure 3.11. These systems show large
residuals after the lens galaxy subtraction, which can result in an overestimate of the source galaxy
luminosity, size and Sérsic index. From left to right: SDSS J0955+0101; SDSS J0959+0410; SDSS
J1250+0523 and SDSS J1420+6019.

3.5 Quantifying the Advantages of a Lensing Sur-

vey

Since the first discovery of a gravitationally lensed quasar (Walsh et al. 1979), the ad-

vantages of strong gravitational lensing has been utilized for a variety of applications

including (but not limited to) constraining the mass profiles of early-type galaxies,

studying the properties of quasar-host galaxies and deriving detailed two-dimensional

kinematics of high-redshift galaxies (Bolton et al. 2006; Inada et al. 2009; Johnston

et al. 2003; Jones et al. 2010; McGreer et al. 2010; Peng et al. 2006; Riechers et al.

2011; Ross et al. 2009; Smith et al. 2009; Stark et al. 2008; Yuan et al. 2012). In the

following section, we quantify the advantage of a galaxy-scale lensing survey such as

SLACS which, in turn, will enable us to study the evolution of various scaling rela-

tions at the faint, compact and low-mass regime. To put the SLACS source galaxies

within the context of the galaxy population at intermediate- and high-redshifts, we

plot its luminosity-size relation as shown in Figure 3.13 (green filled circles).

The redshift ranges of the luminosity-size relation correspond to 0.40 ≤ z < 0.75

and 0.75 ≤ z ≤ 1.20. The redshift cut excludes the following 3 systems from the

sample: SDSS J0044+0113 (zbg = 0.20); SDSS J0912+0029 (zbg = 0.32) and SDSS

J1032+5322 (zbg = 0.33). We further group the source galaxies into disk-dominated

(n ≤ 2.5) and bulge-dominated (n > 2.5) samples. The majority of the source galaxies

of the SLACS lenses presented in Bolton et al. (2008a) are located at z < 0.84 due
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Figure 3.13 Comparison of the SLACS source galaxy population to the GEMS galaxy sample
(Barden et al. 2005; Rix et al. 2004) on the luminosity-size plane. The green circles correspond to the
SLACS source galaxy parameters and the blue points correspond to the GEMS galaxy parameters.
Both samples are grouped in an identical manner in all the panels. Top-left: Luminosity-size
relation of the disk-dominated galaxies (n ≤ 2.5) at 0.4 ≤ z < 0.75. Top-right: Same as the top-
left panel for 0.75 ≤ z < 1.2. Bottom-left: Luminosity-size relation of the bulge-dominated galaxies
(n > 2.5) at 0.4 ≤ z < 0.75. Bottom-right: Same as the bottom-left panel for 0.75 ≤ z < 1.2. For
the 15 SLACS sources that exhibit “group” morphology, the structural parameters are those of the
individual components. For the remaining 47 SLACS sources, the structural parameters correspond
to the results of the global, single Sérsic component fit, as described in §3.3.3. The systematic
uncertainties of the sizes and luminosities of SLACS source galaxies are given in Table 3 and are not
shown in the subplots for clarity.

to the spectroscopic selection criteria of the SLACS survey. Beyond the z ∼ 0.84

limit, [OIII] 5007 Å emission line is shifted out of the SDSS spectral range; therefore,

higher redshift lens candidates are less likely to be imaged initially in comparison

to the intermediate redshift candidates, which have spectroscopic confirmation from

all three emission lines. However, HST imaging of higher redshift lens candidates,

which were confirmed using only two emission lines, were presented in the more recent
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publications of the SLACS series (Auger et al. 2009, 2010).

The comparison galaxy sample of Figure 3.13, shown in blue, corresponds to the

HST imaging survey GEMS (Rix et al. 2004), which has photometric redshift esti-

mates from the COMBO-17 catalog (Barden et al. 2005). We select GEMS galaxies

at 0.40 ≤ z ≤ 1.10, which are indicated to have successful GALFIT structural fits and

are matched to a COMBO-17 object with a successful photometric redshift estimate

(≤ 0.′′5 separation, Barden et al. (2005)). The advantages of a lensing survey are most

apparent in the top-left and top-right panels of Figure 3.137, which show the com-

parison between the disk-dominated SLACS source galaxies and the corresponding

GEMS sample at 0.40 ≤ z < 0.75 and 0.75 ≤ z ≤ 1.20.

This comparison clearly shows a tail of compact, low-luminosity SLACS sources

extending ∼ 2 magnitudes beyond the GEMS sensitivity limit (MV ∼ −18 for the

0.40 ≤ z < 0.75 sample and MV ∼ −19 for the 0.75 ≤ z ≤ 1.20 sample). Wide field

galaxy surveys will often miss the more numerous, low-luminosity galaxy population

at intermediate to high redshifts because of the luminosity cut-off, whereas most

compact galaxies get misidentified as stars or else are too small to be fit accurately.

However, by using an emission line based selection criterion, lensing surveys can probe

∼ 2 magnitudes deeper into the intrinsically fainter, star forming galaxy population

(Bolton et al. 2006, 2008a; Marshall et al. 2007).

3.6 Evolution of the Luminosity-Size Relation Since

z ∼ 1

The advantages of a lensing survey also enable us to investigate the evolution of

the luminosity-size relation of SLACS source galaxies as shown in Figures 3.14, 3.15

and 3.20 (open circles and circles with a cross). In Figures 3.14, 3.15 and 3.20, the

open circles correspond to the measurements of SLACS sources that exhibit “normal”

galaxy morphology8 on the source plane. The circles with crosses correspond to the

7Since the SLACS lenses were initially selected spectroscopically, from the presence of nebular
emission lines, a majority of the source galaxies are most likely star forming, disk-like systems.

8Galaxies that can be best described by a single, Sérsic component or multiple, concentric or
nearly concentric Sérsic components.
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subcomponent measurements of SLACS sources that exhibit “group” morphology9.

The luminosities are expressed in rest-frame V-band absolute magnitude and the

SLACS source galaxies are grouped in an identical manner to Figure 3.13.

Similar to the previous observational studies of the luminosity-size relation (Bar-

den et al. 2005; Melbourne et al. 2007; Trujillo et al. 2006), we use the SDSS galaxy

sample as a local comparison. The structural parameters of the SDSS galaxies are

provided by Simard et al. (2011), who perform two-dimensional Sérsic profile fits to

∼ 1, 100, 000 galaxies in the g and r bandpasses. Simard et al. (2011) impose the

following faint surface brightness limit on the imaging sample to match the complete-

ness limit of the SDSS MAIN galaxy spectroscopic sample: µ50,r = 23.0 mag arcsec−2

(Strauss et al. 2002). Furthermore, galaxies at z < 0.005 whose distances may be

contaminated by peculiar velocities are also excluded from the sample. The redshift

distribution of the final sample of ∼ 670, 000 SDSS galaxies peaks at z ∼ 0.1 and

declines rapidly to z ∼ 0.3 (Simard et al. 2011).

The SDSS luminosity-size relation, shown as the greyscale in Figures 3.14, 3.15

and 3.20, represents the volume-corrected number density of SDSS galaxies on the

luminosity-size plane (grouped into disk-dominated vs. bulge-dominated galaxies

according their Sérsic indices). In the following sections, we will discuss various

scenarios that will match the SLACS source galaxy population to the local galaxy

population on the luminosity-size plane. We focus our discussion primarily on the

disk-dominated source galaxies (n ≤ 2.5), shown in the upper panels of Figure 3.14.

3.6.1 Observational Limits on the Size and Luminosity Evo-

lution of Disk Galaxies Since z ∼ 1

From the top-left and top-right panels of Figure 3.14, it is evident that the luminosity-

size relation of disk-dominated SLACS source galaxies requires some evolution to

migrate to the locus of the local disk galaxy population10 Possible evolutionary paths

for the surface brightness evolution of disk galaxies include: pure size evolution,

pure luminosity evolution or a combination of both (Kanwar et al. 2008). Due to the

limited sample size, we cannot test the number density evolution of the SLACS source

9Galaxies that are characterized by multiple, offset Sérsic components as shown in Figure 3.8.
10Provided that the local comparison (i.e. SDSS) is a representative sample.
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Figure 3.14 Comparison of the SLACS source galaxy luminosity-size relation to the SDSS
luminosity-size relation (i.e. local luminosity-size relation), provided by Simard et al. (2011). In
all panels, SLACS source galaxy measurements are shown as open circles or circles with a cross.
The open circles correspond to the measurements of SLACS sources that show “normal” galaxy
morphology and the circles with a cross correspond to the subcomponent measurements of SLACS
sources that show “group” morphology. The systematic uncertainties of the sizes and luminosities of
SLACS sources are given in Table 3 and are not shown in the subplots for clarity. The greyscale repre-
sents the volume-corrected number density of SDSS galaxies on the luminosity-size plane. The SDSS
galaxy sample peaks at z ∼ 0.1 and declines rapidly to z ∼ 0.3. Top-left: Luminosity-size relation
of the disk-dominated SLACS galaxies (n ≤ 2.5) at 0.4 ≤ z < 0.75 and the luminosity-size relation
of disk-dominated SDSS galaxies. Top-right: Same as the top-left panel for the 0.75 ≤ z < 1.2,
disk-dominated SLACS source galaxies. Bottom-left: Luminosity-size relation of bulge-dominated
galaxies (n > 2.5) at 0.4 ≤ z < 0.75 and the luminosity-size relation of bulge-dominated SDSS
galaxies. Bottom-right: Same as the bottom-left panel for the 0.75 ≤ z < 1.2, bulge-dominated
SLACS source galaxies.

galaxies up to z ∼ 1, similar to the study of Sargent et al. (2007); however, we can test

the remaining evolutionary trends. Therefore, we decompose the surface brightness

evolution of SLACS disk galaxies into pure size or pure luminosity evolution and
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determine the average observable evolution in each scenario, as shown in Figure 3.15.

To quantify these limits, we perform a Vmax-weighted linear regression on the

SDSS luminosity-size relation as shown below,

log(Rhl) = −0.188 (±0.003) MV − 2.95 (±0.06) (3.3)

The top-left and bottom-left panels of Figure 3.15 show reproductions of the SLACS

disk galaxy luminosity-size relation at 0.4 ≤ z < 0.75 and 0.75 ≤ z ≤ 1.20. The

long dashed lines in these panels correspond to equation 3.3. The short dashed lines

correspond to the weighted linear regression to the 0.40 ≤ z < 0.75 and 0.75 ≤
z ≤ 1.20 SLACS disk galaxy luminosity-size relations, with the slope fixed to that of

equation 3.3. We test the y-axis weighting scheme (i.e. weighted by the errors of the

size parameter) and the orthogonal distance regression (ODR, which takes errors on

both size and luminosity parameters into account) for the linear regression and find

that both weighting schemes yield the same results within their errors. Therefore,

we adopt the y-axis weighting scheme for the linear regression to the SLACS sample.

The 0.40 ≤ z < 0.75 SLACS disk galaxy sample is characterized by (short dashed

line in the top-left panel of Figure 3.3),

log(Rhl) = −0.188 (±0.003) MV − 3.29 (±0.04) (3.4)

and the 0.75 ≤ z ≤ 1.20 disk galaxy sample is characterized by (short dashed line in

the bottom-left panel of Figure 3.3),

log(Rhl) = −0.188 (±0.003) MV − 3.42 (±0.07) (3.5)

The average observable pure-size and pure-luminosity evolution of the SLACS

sample correspond to the offsets of equations 3.4 and 3.5 in the size and luminosity

directions such that their intercepts match that of equation 3.3. The middle and

right panels of Figure 3.15 show the positions of the SLACS disk galaxy samples at

0.40 ≤ z < 0.75 and 0.75 ≤ z ≤ 1.20 after the average pure-size and pure-luminosity

evolution are applied respectively. The top-middle and bottom-middle panels show

the SLACS disk galaxy sample shifted by 0.29 dex and 0.46 dex in size, to match

the SDSS sample, based on the intercepts of equations 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. Equivalently,

the top-right and bottom-right panels show the SLACS disk galaxy sample shifted in

luminosity (rest-frame V-band) by 1.4 mag and 2.3 mag, to match the SDSS sample.
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Figure 3.15 Quantifying the average observable size and luminosity evolution of disk-dominated
SLACS source galaxies since z ∼ 1. Similar to Figure 3.14, SLACS source galaxy measurements are
shown as open circles (normal galaxies) and circles with a cross (groups). The greyscale represents
the volume-corrected number density of SDSS galaxies on the luminosity-size plane. The systematic
uncertainties of the sizes and luminosities of SLACS sources are given in Table 3 and are not shown
in the subplots for clarity. Top row, from left to right → Top-left: Luminosity-size relation of
SLACS disk-galaxies at 0.4 ≤ z < 0.75 and the comparison SDSS disk galaxy sample. The long
dashed line corresponds to the Vmax-weighted linear regression to the SDSS sample. The short
dashed line corresponds to the y-axis weighted linear regression to the SLACS disk galaxy sample
at 0.4 ≤ z < 0.75, with the slope fixed to that of the long dashed line. The error bars of the SLACS
disk galaxy parameters (given in Table 2) are used for the linear regression but not shown in the
subplots for clarity. Top-middle: The 0.4 ≤ z < 0.75 SLACS disk galaxy sample shifted in size by
0.29 dex, such that the intercept of the average surface brightness fit to the SLACS sample (i.e. the
short dashed line in the top-left panel) now to matches the average surface brightness fit to the SDSS
sample (i.e. the long dashed line in the top-panel). Top-right: Similar to the top-middle panel
except the SLACS disk galaxy sample is now shifted in luminosity by 1.4 mag. Bottom row, from left

to right → Bottom-left: Luminosity-size relation of SLACS disk-galaxies at 0.75 ≤ z ≤ 1.20 and
the SDSS disk galaxy sample. The long dashed line is identical to the top-left panel and the short
dashed line corresponds to the y-axis weighted linear regression to the SLACS disk galaxy sample
at 0.75 ≤ z < 1.20, with the slope fixed to that of the long dashed line. Bottom-middle: The
0.75 ≤ z ≤ 1.20 SLACS disk galaxy sample shifted in size by 0.46 dex, such that the intercept of the
average surface brightness fit to the SLACS sample now to matches the average surface brightness
fit to the SDSS sample. Bottom-right: Similar to the method of the bottom-middle panel except
the SLACS disk galaxy sample is now shifted in luminosity by 2.3 mag.
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It should be noted that comparisons made between the SLACS source galaxies and

the SDSS sample must be interpreted with caution due to the uncertainties in quan-

tifying the SLACS selection function. The selection function of a SLACS-like lensing

survey is completely different from that of a broad-band imaging survey since the

source galaxies of lens systems are selected based on the presence of nebular emission

lines11. Furthermore, unlike the statistical analyses of lensed quasars that address

the probability of a given source being lensed, spectroscopic galaxy-scale lensing sur-

veys address the statistical question of the probability of a given galaxy being a lens

(Dobler et al. 2008). Quantifying the SLACS selection function is beyond the scope

of this project; nevertheless, we can test the evolution of SLACS luminosity-size re-

lation while considering the cautionary notes discussed above. We refer the reader to

Dobler et al. (2008) for a detailed statistical analysis of a spectroscopic galaxy-scale

lensing survey, which include the following components: the dominant selection effects

(including the size of the spectroscopic fiber), the probability of detecting a source

galaxy emission line (ex: [O II] 3727Å) for a given set of observational parameters,

the probability of detecting a gravitational lens in a follow-up imaging survey and

an estimate of the number of galaxy-scale lenses that are expected to be discovered

using the spectroscopic selection criterion.

Since the SLACS sample was selected based on source emission lines, a reasonable

assumption is that it is useful to compare it to a local, control sample with a similar [O

II] 3727Å emission line equivalent width (EW) distribution. Figure 3.16 examines the

g-band surface brightness offsets of SDSS disk galaxies (from the Vmax-weighted linear

regression to the SDSS sample, in Figure 3.15) as a function of the rest-frame [O II]

3727Å emission line EW. In Figure 3.16, galaxies with no [O II] 3727Å detection are

assigned an EW of 0Å. The large open circles, which correspond to the median surface

brightness offset in 10Å bins, indicate that there is indeed a systematic increase in

g-band surface brightness of SDSS disk galaxies with increasing [O II] 3727Å line

strength. Thus, the next step is to construct the local comparison sample by utilizing

the subset of SDSS disk galaxies with [O II] 3727Å EWs similar to that of the SLACS

sample. However, it is not possible to directly measure the [O II] 3727Å EW of

11Another factor that affects the selection function of a SLACS-like lensing survey is the mag-
nification bias. Since the spectroscopic selection method yields lens candidates that are typically
unresolved, SLACS-like surveys favour lenses with high total magnification. The magnification bias
is strongest for compact sources (Marshall et al. 2007).
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a SLACS source galaxy12 since the SDSS continuum is entirely dominated by the

contribution from the bright, typically early-type lens galaxy.

Figure 3.16 The g-band surface brightness trend of the SDSS disk galaxy population as a function
of the rest-frame [O II] 3727Å equivalent width. SDSS disk galaxies with no [O II] 3727Å emission
line detection are assigned an equivalent width of 0Å. The median g-band surface brightness offset
of the SDSS galaxies is normalized to zero. The large, open circles correspond to the median surface
brightness offset in 10Å bins. As evident from the median offsets (i.e. the open circles), there is a
systematic increase in surface brightness with increasing [O II] 3727Å line strength.

An estimate of the [O II] 3727Å EW of a SLACS source can be derived by matching

the spectral energy distribution (SED) of a star-forming galaxy to the available HST

photometry, while accounting for the effects of SDSS spectroscopic fiber and seeing

conditions. A suitable match between the SED and the HST photometry, in principle,

yields an estimate of the continuum contribution from the source galaxy. In turn,

the best-fit continuum of the source galaxy can be combined with the observed [O II]

3727Å emission line, from SDSS, to measure the corresponding EW. However, [O II]

12Examples of SDSS spectra showing the [O II] 3727Å emission line are shown in Figure 1.11. For
the full set, please refer to Bolton et al. (2006).
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3727Å EW estimates from the method described above can be highly uncertain and

only a subset of the SLACS lenses have HST photometry in multiple filters to pursue

this method (A. Bolton and the SLACS collaboration, private communication).

In the absence of reliable [O II] 3727Å EW measurements for SLACS source

galaxies, we cannot impose a [O II] 3727Å EW cut on the local comparison sample.

Therefore, offsets of the SLACS sources in size and luminosity, as shown in the middle

and right panels of Figure 3.15, cannot be interpreted as being caused by only the

surface brightness evolution of disk galaxies with redshift. For example, disk galaxies

with extremely strong [O II] 3727 Å emission (ex: EW ∼ 55Å) only require a surface

brightness evolution of ∼ 1.0 mag to match the local comparison sample (for example,

after accounting for a median surface brightness offset of ∼ −1.0 mag at 55 Å as shown

in Figure 3.16). Thus, the average pure-size and pure-luminosity evolution of disk

galaxies we estimate from Figure 3.15 must be considered as upper limits. However,

despite the fact that we can not derive reliable [O II] 3727Å EW estimates for the

SLACS sources, Figure 3.16 shows that our overall conclusions from Figure 3.15

are likely unaltered since the maximum surface brightness offset for galaxies with

strongest [O II] 3727Å emission is ∼ −1.2 mag13.

Since we cannot reliably impose a [O II] 3727Å cut on the SDSS sample, as a

final measure, we attempt to weigh the SDSS disk galaxy sample by each galaxy’s

probability of being a SLACS-like source galaxy. According to Dobler et al. (2008),

the detection of galaxy-scale lens in a SLACS-like survey is dependent on three pa-

rameters:

1. Total probability that a galaxy has a rogue emission line (PR), such as [O II]

3727Å, where PR = PL + PN. The parameter PN corresponds to the probability

that a galaxy has rogue emission line due to source that is not lensed.

2. Lensing probability (PL) defined to be the probability that a galaxy has a emis-

sion line due to a source that is lensed.

3. False positive rate, RF = PN/PR, defined as the fraction of lens candidates which

do not show evidence of lensing after follow-up observations.

13A visual inspection of the SDSS spectra show that [O II] 3727Å EWs of SLACS source galaxies
are typically on the order of ∼ 10 Å.
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The study by Dobler et al. (2008) examines each of these parameters as a function

of source size, separated by the distributions of the lens redshift (zl), lens velocity

dispersion (σ) and seeing effects. For example, Figure 3.17 indicate how PL, PR and

RF varies as a function of source size (under 2.′′0 seeing), separated according to zl

as shown by the various curves. Thus, we can utilize these curves to estimate the

probability of a galaxy, given its size, being the source for a galaxy-scale lens (located

at an appropriate zl).

We apply the same methodology to the SDSS disk galaxy sample. In other words,

we weigh the SDSS disk galaxy sample by each galaxy’s probability of being a source

galaxy of a SLACS-like lens, if the lens galaxy was located at a redshift of zl = 0.20

(which is similar to the median redshift of the SLACS lens galaxy sample). The

volume-corrected number density of SDSS disk galaxies is then defined as,

(

1

Vmax

)

slacs−like sdss

=

(

1

Vmax

)

sdss,original

PL PR

1 − RF
(3.6)

where PL, PR and RF correspond to the probability curves at zl = 0.20 shown in

Figure 3.17. Figure 3.18 shows a reproduction of Figure 3.15 after the SDSS disk

galaxy sample is weighted by each galaxy’s probability of being a SLACS-like source

galaxy as determined by equation 3.6. As evident in Figure 3.18, the volume-corrected

number density of the SDSS disk galaxies on the luminosity-size plane is virtually

indistinguishable from that of Figure 3.15; therefore, the weighting of the SDSS disk

galaxy sample does not affect the overall conclusions of this study. The quantity

(PL PR)/(1 − RF) only changes by a factor of ∼ 2 over the full range of source galaxy

sizes (as shown in Figure 3.19), while the number density of SDSS disk galaxies

changes by a factor of ∼ 1000 on the logarithmic luminosity-size plane. Thus, we do

not observe a significant change in the SDSS disk galaxy sample due to the weighting

scheme discussed above.
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Figure 3.17 Tow row, from left to right: Total rogue line probability (PR) and lensing probability
PL, as a function of source size under 2.′′0 seeing. Bottom row: False positive rate, RF, as a function
of source size under 2.′′0 seeing (Figure 4 of Dobler et al. (2008)).
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Figure 3.18 Same as Figure 3.15 after the volume-corrected number density of SDSS disk galaxy
sample (on the luminosity-size plane) is weighted by each galaxy’s probability of being a SLACS-like
source galaxy. A comparison to Figure 3.15 indicates that the volume-corrected number density of
SDSS disk galaxies is indistinguishable between the weighted vs. non-weighted scenarios.
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Figure 3.19 The total probability of a given emission line galaxy being the background source of
a galaxy-scale lens, i.e. the quantity (PL PR)/(1 − RF) in equation 3.6, as a function of the galaxy’s
half-light radius. The functional forms of PL, PR and RF are obtained from Dobler et al. (2008).

3.6.2 Comparison to Previous Observational Studies

When making comparisons between various studies of disk galaxy evolution, it should

be noted that the selection criteria of a disk-dominated galaxy are not always uniform.

For example, Barden et al. (2005) select disk galaxies based on the Sérsic index

criterion, where a disk galaxy has n ≤ 2.5, while Melbourne et al. (2007) select

the blue galaxies within the GOODS-N field. Trujillo et al. (2006) also select disk

galaxies using the n ≤ 2.5 criterion and impose an additional constraint of e ≤ 0.514

on the final sample. In contrast to the half-light radius utilized in most studies of the

luminosity-size relation, Trujillo et al. (2006) use the truncation radius of the stellar

disk as an estimator of galaxy size.

14e =
√

1 − (b/a)2 for an ellipse, where a and b correspond to the semi-major and semi-minor
axes respectively.
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As evident from the middle and right panels of Figure 3.15, both pure-size and

pure-luminosity evolution match the SLACS disk galaxies to the local disk galaxy

population. Therefore, the surface brightness evolution of disk galaxies since z ∼
1 can be interpreted as an increase of the half-light radius at a fixed magnitude

or a decrease in luminosity at a fixed size (Brooks et al. 2011; Trujillo & Aguerri

2004). Thus, quantifying the true evolution of the luminosity-size relation can be

extremely difficult due to this degeneracy. Throughout the remainder of this chapter,

we will compare the evolutionary trends observed in the SLACS disk galaxy sample

to previous observational studies and theoretical expectations, which will enable us

to place constraints on the size and luminosity evolution of disk galaxies.

It is accepted that some of the surface brightness evolution observed in disk galax-

ies must be caused by a dimming in luminosity due to the declining star formation

rate since z ∼ 1. However, it is equally important to determine how much disk

galaxies fade since z ∼ 1 and whether the luminosity evolution is also accompanied

by changes in the sizes of disk galaxies. For example, previous observational studies

have observed a surface brightness evolution of MV ∼ 1 mag in disk galaxies (Barden

et al. 2005), which only corresponds to an upper limit of luminosity evolution if disk

galaxies also undergo growth in size since z ∼ 1.

Previous observational studies that examine the number density evolution of disk

galaxies, such as Kanwar et al. (2008), show that the size function of disk galaxies

does not change significantly since z ∼ 1. These observations can be interpreted in

the following ways: disk galaxies have completed growing by z ∼ 1 and the observed

change in surface brightness corresponds to pure luminosity evolution or the rate

of disk galaxies moving out of a given size bin is equal to the rate of disk galaxies

moving into that size bin. If we assume that disk galaxies are fully in place by z ∼ 1,

then the observed MV ∼ 2.3 mag luminosity evolution since z ∼ 1 of the SLACS

disk sample, as shown in the right panels of Figure 3.15, is significantly larger than

the MV ∼ 1 mag luminosity evolution observed in previous studies (Barden et al.

2005). However, the large luminosity evolution we observe is not unexpected since

the observational bias between SLACS and SDSS samples, as discussed in §3.6.1,

only allows us to derive an upper limit to the surface brightness evolution of disk

galaxies. If we are considering galaxies with extremely strong [O II] 3727Å emission

(for example, emission line galaxies with EW[OII] & 40Å as shown in Figure 3.16),

then the observed luminosity evolution will be reduced to MV ∼ 1.3 mag, which is
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comparable to the results of Barden et al. (2005).

Another key factor in this comparison is that the SLACS sample extends ∼ 2 mag-

nitudes beyond the GEMS sensitivity limit (the sample used in the study of Barden

et al. (2005), as shown in the top panels of Figure 3.13). Thus, our average surface

brightness fit to the luminosity-size relation of intermediate- and high-redshift disk

galaxy population is also affected by the previously unaccounted, faint and compact

regime. Under the assumption of pure luminosity evolution and modest observational

bias due to the correlation between surface brightness and [O II] 3727Å emission15,

our results are similar to those of Melbourne et al. (2007), which find evidence for

differential luminosity evolution of disk galaxies since z ∼ 1, in the TKRS sample

of the GOODS-N field as follows: MB = 1.53 mag for large galaxies (rhl > 5 kpc);

MB = 1.65 mag for intermediate galaxies (2.5 kpc ≤ rhl ≤ 5 kpc) and MB = 2.55 mag

for small galaxies (rhl < 2.5 kpc).

Due to the degeneracy of the luminosity-size plane, potential growth in size since

z ∼ 1 (combined with luminosity evolution) is yet a possible explanation for the

surface brightness evolution of disk galaxies. This expectation is also in agreement

with various analytical predictions of disk galaxies. For example, the disk scale length

(Rd) of a galaxy embedded in a halo that is described by a simple, singular isothermal

sphere model (Mo et al. 1998) scale with H(z)−1, which corresponds to a ∼ 2×
growth of disk sizes since z ∼ 1 (Brooks et al. 2011). Although theoretical models

predict ∼ 2× growth in disk sizes, observational studies typically observe a more

modest growth. For example, Trujillo & Pohlen (2005) find that a moderate growth

in disk size (i.e. ∼ 25 %) combined with the MV ∼ 1 mag luminosity evolution can

account for the surface brightness evolution of disk galaxies in Hubble Ultra Deep

Field (HUDF).

The results of Trujillo & Pohlen (2005) are also consistent with the studies that

examine the evolution of the stellar mass-size relation of disk galaxies. For example,

the results of Barden et al. (2005) indicate that, unlike the luminosity-size relation,

the stellar mass-size relation does not undergo significant evolution since z ∼ 1. This

scenario correspond to the “inside-out” growth of disk galaxies (i.e. where growth

occurs in the outer regions of disk galaxies via minor mergers and accretion events

15A visual inspection of the residual SDSS spectra, which show the emission lines used to spec-
troscopically identify SLACS lens candidates, show that most sources have moderate [O II] 3737Å
emission.
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while still remaining on the same stellar mass-size relation) and is also in agreement

with further observational evidence and theoretical predictions which find that the

stellar mass-size relation does not show significant evolution since z ∼ 3 (Trujillo

et al. 2004; Brooks et al. 2011; Dutton et al. 2011).

3.6.3 Comparison to Theoretical Predictions of Disk Galaxy

Evolution

Observational studies of the luminosity-size relation (Shen et al. 2003; Barden et al.

2005; Melbourne et al. 2007; Trujillo & Pohlen 2005; Trujillo et al. 2006) can only

examine instantaneous populations of disk galaxies at a given redshift. In order to

fully understand the physical processes that affect the surface brightness evolution

of disk galaxies, it is useful to track individual objects from z = 1 to z = 0, which

cannot be accomplished with observations. Therefore, it is important to compare the

observations of the luminosity-size relation to semi-analytical models (SAMs) of disk

galaxy formation and evolution. In this section, we apply the theoretical predictions

of Brooks et al. (2011), whose high resolution cosmological simulations track the

evolution of individual disk galaxies on the luminosity-size and stellar mass-size plane

since z ∼ 1, to the SLACS disk galaxy sample and discuss the implications.

Brooks et al. (2011) use the N-body + Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH)

code GASOLINE, within the ΛCDM context, to simulate the formation and evolution

of disk galaxies from z = 1 to z = 0. The disk galaxies are selected from 25 Mpc

or 50 Mpc volumes, with uniform mass resolution, and are re-simulated at higher

resolution with baryons. The star formation and supernovae feedback (SN) feedback

prescription used in these SAMs overcome the “angular momentum catastrophe”,

which refers to the phenomenon where ΛCDM simulations produce disks that are

too compact and rotate too fast at a given radius (Steinmetz & Navarro 1999), and

produce disk galaxies whose properties16 are in excellent agreement with the observed

population (Brooks et al. 2011). All galaxies in these simulations do not undergo

major mergers after z ∼ 0.5, thus, are disk-dominated at z = 0. Artificial surface

brightness images of the simulated disk galaxies, at a given redshift, are produced

using the code SUNRISE and the luminosities and half-light radii are measured using

16For example, the stellar mass-metallicity relation.
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Table 4. Evolution of disk galaxy properties from the SAMs of Brooks et al. (2011)

Galaxy MB ∆ MB hB ∆ hB M⋆ ∆ M⋆

· · · mag ∆ mag kpc z = 0/z = 1 M⊙ z = 0/z = 1
· · · z = 0 to z = 1 z = 0 · · · z = 0 · · ·
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

h258 -21.2 -0.2 6.3 2.7 3.2 × 1010 2.53

h516 -15.7 2.0 0.95 1.0 4.3 × 108 1.69

Note. — Modified version of Table 3 from Brooks et al. (2011), summarizing the
properties of simulated disk galaxies used for the comparison with the SLACS disk
galaxy population. Col. (1): Simulated galaxy name. Col. (2) Absolute B-band
magnitude of the simulated disk galaxy at z = 0. Col. (3) Luminosity evolution from
z = 1 to z = 0, where a negative ∆MB means that the disk of the simulated galaxy
is brighter at z = 0 in comparison to z = 1. Col. (4) Half-light radius of the disk
component at z = 0. Col. (5) Growth of the half-light radius of the disk component
from z = 1 to z = 0. Col. (6) Stellar mass of the disk component at z = 0. Col. (6)
Growth of the stellar mass of the disk component from z = 1 to z = 0.

the Sérsic bulge and exponential disk decomposition of GALFIT (Peng et al. 2002).

In this study, we analyze the evolutionary tracks of a large and bright disk galaxy,

i.e. galaxy h258 in Brooks et al. (2011), and a faint and compact disk galaxy, i.e.

galaxy h516 in Brooks et al. (2011), on the luminosity-size plane. Table 4 (a modified

version of Table 3 in Brooks et al. (2011)) summarizes the properties of h258 and

h516. The evolution of h258 and h516 on the luminosity-size plane are shown as

red and blue arrows in Figure 3.20(left) and 3.20(right). The blue arrows show the

evolution of h258 from z = 0.5 to z = 0.0, in Figure 3.20(left), and from z = 1.0 to

z = 0.0, in Figure 3.20(right). The red arrows show the evolution of h516 from z = 0.5

to z = 0.0, in Figure 3.20(left), and from z = 1.0 to z = 0.0, in Figure 3.20(right).

As evident from Figure 3.20, applying the evolutionary tracks of Brooks et al.

(2011) at the appropriate regimes, provides an excellent match to bring the SLACS

disk galaxies to the locus of the two-dimensional, SDSS luminosity-size distribution.

Thus, a comparison between theoretical predictions and our observations allows us to

place further constraints on the dominant physical processes of disk galaxy evolution.

Given that the star formation rate and the growth of a galaxy can change simulta-

neously, the most likely explanation for the evolution of disk galaxy luminosity-size
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Figure 3.20 Comparison of our results to the theoretical predictions of disk galaxy evolution by
Brooks et al. (2011). In all panels, SLACS source galaxy measurements are shown as open circles
and circles with a cross. The open circles correspond to the measurements of SLACS sources that
show “normal” galaxy morphology and the circles with a cross correspond to the subcomponent mea-
surements of SLACS sources that show “group” morphology. The greyscale represents the volume-
corrected number density of SDSS galaxies on the luminosity-size plane. Left: The luminosity-size
relation of SLACS disk galaxies at 0.4 ≤ z < 0.75 and the local disk galaxy luminosity-size relation.
The red and blue arrows show the predicted evolutionary paths of a faint, compact disk galaxy and
a bright, massive disk galaxy from z = 0.5 to 0.0 respectively (Brooks et al. 2011). Right: Same as
the left panel for the 0.75 ≤ z < 1.2 SLACS disk galaxy sample. The red and blue arrows show the
predicted evolutionary path of a faint, compact disk galaxy and a bright, massive disk galaxy from
z = 1.0 to 0.0 respectively (Brooks et al. 2011).

relation may be a combination of luminosity and size evolution. In particular, the

results of Brooks et al. (2011) are strongly indicative of the mass-dependent evolution

of disk galaxy luminosity-size relation, where dwarf galaxies (such as h516) undergo a

larger evolution in luminosity than size while massive galaxies (such as h258) undergo

a larger evolution in size than luminosity.

The evolution of massive galaxies (i.e. blue arrows), as predicted by the SAMs of

Brooks et al. (2011), is consistent with the “inside-out” growth of disk galaxies which

is also evident in previous observational studies as discussed above. Furthermore,

Brooks et al. (2011) examine the evolution of the individual galaxies on the stellar

mass-size plane and find that the growth of massive simulated disk galaxies occur

such that they stay approximately on the same stellar mass-size relation since z ∼ 1

(Figure 7 of Brooks et al. (2011)). However, the evolution of less massive disk galaxies

(M⋆ ≤ 109 M⊙), which undergo very little changes in disk size yet significant dimming

since z ∼ 1, poses an interesting challenge. The rapid dimming of low-mass disk

galaxies (MV ∼ 2 mag) is at odds with the expectation that they should be undergoing
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more star formation since z ∼ 1, in comparison to massive disk galaxies whose star

formation peaked at earlier epochs (Brooks et al. 2011).

A simple model that explains the dimming of a disk galaxy is an exponential

decay in the star formation rate. An exponential decay model with an e-folding

timescale (τ) of 3 Gyr results in the dimming of a disk galaxy by MV ∼ 1 mag since

z ∼ 1 (Melbourne et al. 2007), which is consistent with the previous observations

of large and intermediate size disk galaxies. However, the large luminosity evolution

predicted for the previously inaccessible, faint and compact galaxies requires a very

rapid decline in the star formation rate since z ∼ 1, which may be indicative of a more

complicated scenario of star formation. For example, Melbourne et al. (2007) find that

an exponential decay model of τ = 1 Gyr results in the decline of the star formation

by a factor of ∼ 1000. In the SAMs of Brooks et al. (2011), the surface brightness

evolution of low-mass disk galaxies are closely coupled to their bursty star formation

history, which can result in a rapid increase in luminosity due to the starburst followed

by significant fading of the disk galaxy from z ∼ 1 to z ∼ 0. Thus, with the advantages

of a lensing survey, we may be observing in detail a compact starbursting disk galaxy

population that is typically overlooked by broad-band imaging surveys.

The conclusions drawn from the comparison between high-resolution cosmolog-

ical simulations and our observations further strengthens the advantages of lensing

surveys. The mass-dependent evolution of disk galaxies on the luminosity-size plane

can only be fully confirmed with detailed observations of faint and compact galaxies,

which approach the resolution limit of HST. Thus, the lensing magnification provides

a unique advantage to explore the faint and compact regime at greater sensitivity and

detail, two requirements that are difficult to attain simultaneously with the capabili-

ties of current broad-band imaging surveys.

3.7 Summary

We analyze 62 HST-ACS I-band observations of gravitationally lensed galaxies from

the SLACS Survey. The sample of gravitationally lensed galaxies span a redshift

range of 0.20 ≤ z ≤ 1.20 with a median redshift of z = 0.61. This sample is

selected spectroscopically based on the presence of multiple nebular emission lines;

therefore, it is not subjected to magnitude-cutoffs similar to those imposed on broad-
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band imaging surveys at similar redshifts. Furthermore, the magnification in size

and flux of the background source provided by strong gravitational lensing allows

accurate measurements of galaxies (provided that the mass model of the deflector is

well constrained), which are otherwise too faint and compact to be measured reliably.

We exploit the magnification advantage to measure the luminosities, sizes and

Sérsic indices of the SLACS lensed galaxies using the lens modeling software LENSFIT

(Peng et al. 2006). The results of lens modeling show that the SLACS source galaxy

sample consists of a primarily compact, disk-dominated population with the peaks of

the size and Sérsic index distributions corresponding to rhl ∼ 1.50 kpc and n ∼ 1.0

respectively. A comparison of the SLACS luminosity-size relation to that of a non-

lensed comparison sample (i.e. GEMS) shows a tail of low-luminosity, compact lensed

galaxies extending ∼ 2 magnitudes fainter than the sensitivity limits of a typical

broad-band imaging survey. We also compare the luminosity-size relation of our

sample to that of the local population, which consists of ∼ 670, 000 SDSS galaxies

(Simard et al. 2011).

A comparison of our observations to theoretical predictions shows that the sur-

face brightness evolution of disk galaxies since z ∼ 1, which matches the SLACS

disk galaxy population to the local disk galaxy population, is most likely caused by

changes in both luminosity and size. The comparison between the SLACS sample

and detailed semi-analytical models of Brooks et al. (2011), which track the evolution

of individual disk galaxies on the luminosity-size and size-stellar mass planes from

z ∼ 1 to z ∼ 0, is consistent with mass-dependent evolution. The mass-dependent

evolution of disk galaxies on the luminosity-size relation indicates that high-mass

(M⋆ > 109M⊙) galaxies evolve more in size, than luminosity, and the low-mass disk

galaxies (M⋆ ≤ 109M⊙) evolve more in luminosity, than size. Within this context,

the evolution of bright and massive disk galaxies can be explained as “inside-out”

growth, where the size of a disk galaxy increases through minor mergers and accre-

tion events while moving along the stellar mass-size relation since z ∼ 1. Further

observational confirmation of the “inside-out” growth scenario requires comparison

of the intermediate- to high-redshift stellar mass-size relation (for example, of the

SLACS source galaxies) to that observed locally. However, the large decrease in lu-

minosity of faint and compact disk galaxies, since z ∼ 1, cannot be explained through

a simple, exponential decaying of the stellar populations but may require a complex

and bursty star formation history.
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Chapter 4

Beyond the Biggest and the

Brightest: Integral Field

Spectroscopy of Gravitationally

Lensed Galaxies with Laser Guide

Star Adaptive Optics

4.1 Introduction

In the local universe, galaxy morphologies follow the well known Hubble Sequence

as shown in Figure 1.1. Both photometric and kinematic properties of galaxies vary

systematically within the Hubble Sequence (Neichel et al. 2008) and, as discussed pre-

viously, the early-type galaxies in the local universe are typically dispersion dominated

systems while the late-type galaxies are rotation dominated systems. Large-scale HST

imaging surveys of galaxy morphology show that a significant fraction of galaxies at

increasingly larger look-back times have morphologies that do not fit the classifica-

tions of the locally observed Hubble Sequence (Abraham et al. 1996). For example,

∼ 30% of the intermediate-mass galaxies at z ∼ 0.4−1 show peculiar morphologies in

broad-band images and out of these peculiar galaxies, a significant fraction (∼ 60%)

are also compact, a class that is nearly non-existent in the local universe (Neichel
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et al. 2008; Rawat et al. 2007; Zheng et al. 2004). A variety of observational evidence

indicates that massive early-type galaxies were assembled prior to z = 1 (Bernardi

et al. 2006); however, our understanding of the processes1 involved in the evolution of

late-type galaxies from high redshift to the locally observed population is still highly

uncertain. While the photometric properties of galaxies offer a wealth of information

about merger rates, accretion events and star formation (amongst others), it is equally

important to combine imaging and spectroscopy to fully understand these processes,

especially those dominant in emission line galaxies at intermediate and high redshifts.

Spectroscopic properties of galaxies such as their dynamical states, star formation

rates (SFR) and chemical abundances are some of the key elements to understanding

the fundamental physical processes that give rise to the diverse galaxy populations

observed at various look-back times. These properties are best measured using optical

nebular emission lines such as Hα, Hβ, [O III] 5007Å and [N II] 6583Å (redshifted to

the near-infrared regime at intermediate and high redshifts), which are very sensitive

probes of the underlying gravitational potential and active star forming regions (Law

et al. 2007). Therefore, emission line morphology is also a valuable indicator of the

dynamical mass, a probe of the total matter content, of star forming galaxies. A

comparison between the stellar mass and the dynamical mass allows one to estimate

the contribution of the dark matter component to a galaxy. Furthermore, the stellar

mass-to-light ratios (M/L⋆) of star forming galaxies, derived using broad-band pho-

tometry, are sensitive to factors such as varying stellar populations, reddening and a

non-universal Initial-Mass Function (IMF).

Integral Field Spectroscopy (IFS) provides a two-dimensional spectral map of a

galaxy that can, for example, distinguish between rotation or merger induced effects

and also overcomes the complications associated with long slit spectroscopy such as

slit placement and misalignment with the kinematic major axis (Förster Schreiber

et al. 2006; Nesvadba et al. 2008). In the recent years, AO-assisted IFS has sig-

nificantly enhanced the dynamical studies of intermediate- to high-redshift galaxies

(Cresci et al. 2009; Epinat et al. 2009; Förster Schreiber et al. 2006, 2009; Gen-

zel et al. 2011; Lemoine-Busserolle & Lamareille 2010; Wisnioski et al. 2011, 2012;

Wright et al. 2007). Current IFS studies of star forming galaxies at the peak epoch

of star formation and AGN activity (i.e. z ∼ 1.5 − 3) are being revolutionized by

large scale surveys such as the Spectroscopic Imaging survey in the Near-Infrared with

1For example, secular evolution, minor mergers, accretion events or violent major mergers.
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SINFONI, SINS (Förster Schreiber et al. 2006, 2009; Cresci et al. 2009; Genzel et al.

2011), which show evidence for an approximately equal mix of subsamples based on

kinematic properties including dispersion dominated systems, rotationally supported

systems and non-negligable random motions that may be induced by merger events

(Figure 4.1). However, these surveys are typically limited to bright and massive galax-

ies (M⋆ ≥ 1010 M⊙) and the studies of compact star forming galaxies (rhl ∼ 1 − 5 kpc)

are restricted by poor spatial resolution. Even near-diffraction limited observations of

compact galaxies, using 8-10m class telescopes, can only yield a handful of resolution

elements which cannot be used to clearly distinguish the processes that resulted in

the observed morphology (Jones et al. 2010).

The lensing magnification of the observed angular size and flux of a distant galaxy

also enables the detailed study of its kinematic properties since the velocity field is

conserved in gravitational lensing, in addition to its surface brightness. Furthermore,

the details of a lensed galaxy’s kinematic properties can be further enhanced by com-

bining the magnification advantage with the increased spatial resolution provided

by AO, which is now routinely used by IFS studies of non-lensed galaxies (Förster

Schreiber et al. 2009; Wisnioski et al. 2012). Under favourable AO corrections, mag-

nification factors of ∼ 10× allow us to probe lensed galaxies at physical scales of

∼ 200 pc, which typically corresponds to a sampling of ∼ 100 resolution elements of

an average galaxy. Since the advent of AO as an essential aspect of 8-10m class

telescopes, various studies have begun to combine diffraction-limited IFS with the

magnification advantage to study the kinematic properties of gravitationally lensed

galaxies at increasingly higher redshifts (Salucci et al. 2007; Smail et al. 2007; Stark

et al. 2008; Jones et al. 2010); however, most of the galaxies that were initially ob-

served in these studies have not been typical of the high-redshift population. Since

gravitational lensing is a relatively rare phenomenon, compiling diffraction-limited

IFS observations of a large sample of lensed galaxies, representative of the high red-

shift galaxy population, is a difficult task.
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Figure 4.1 Velocity fields of 30 (out of 62) galaxies observed in the SINS survey (Figure 17 of
Förster Schreiber et al. (2009)). SINS galaxy sample consist of massive (M⋆ ≥ 1010 M⊙), emission
line galaxies at z ∼ 1.5 − 3. All velocity fields, with the exception of K20-ID5, are derived using
the Hα emission line. The blue colours of the velocity field correspond to the blueshifted emission
and the red colours correspond to the redshifted emission with respect to the systemic velocity of
Hα. The galaxies are grouped according to their kinematics (rotation vs. dispersion dominated)
and kinemetry (disk-like vs. merger-like) and the subset of galaxies that was observed with adaptive
optics are indicated in yellow boxes.

However, a pioneering study by Jones et al. (2010) (following the study of a

gravitationally lensed, L⋆ Lyman-break galaxy at z = 3.07 by Stark et al. (2008))

successfully utilize the lensing magnification and diffraction-limited IFS to derive

detailed kinematics of a sample of sub-luminous galaxies at z = 1.7 − 3.1 as shown

in Figure 4.2. The sample of strongly lensed galaxies observed by Jones et al. (2010)

consists of six objects2 with sizes of 1-7 kpc and dynamical masses of 109.7−10.3 M⊙,

which are sampled at spatial resolutions as high as ∼ 100 pc using the AO-fed OSIRIS

2Gravitationally lensed objects observed by Jones et al. (2010) and Stark et al. (2008) reside
within cluster scale lenses in contrast to the galaxy-scale lenses of the SLACS survey.
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integral field spectrograph at the Keck Observatory. Detailed observations of the Hα

emission line morphology of these galaxies show that they contain giant star-forming

H II regions whose dynamical masses (108.8−9.5 M⊙) are comparable with those of

spiral galaxies in the local universe, but with star formation densities that are ∼ 100×
higher (Jones et al. 2010).

Figure 4.2 Two-dimensional Hα emission line properties of 3 gravitationally lensed galaxies (out of
6) presented in Jones et al. (2010), reconstructed on the source plane. From left to right in each row:

ACS broad-band imaging reconstruction of the lensed galaxy, Hα emission line intensity, velocity
and velocity dispersion maps (from the AO-assisted OSIRIS observations). Dashed boxes on the
first panels of MACS 0451 and MACS 0712 show the smaller FOV of OSIRIS.

Following the pioneering IFS studies of gravitationally lensed galaxies discussed

above, the primary goal of this project is to obtain detailed kinematic and star for-
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mation rate information of a sample of galaxies that is representative of the galaxy

population at z > 0.75. The primary instruments that we aim to utilize for this

study, to observe Hα and [N II] 6583Å nebular emission lines, are the near-infrared

integral field spectrographs of Gemini-North observatory and ESO Very Large Tele-

scope (ESO-VLT), NIFS and SINFONI. The lensed targets for this project are derived

from the SLACS survey (Bolton et al. 2006, 2008a), whose selection method has al-

ready provided the following pre-requisities: an estimate of the [O II] 3727Å emission

line flux through SDSS spectroscopy which can be used to infer the Hα emission

line flux; spectroscopic redshifts of both lens and source galaxies and high-resolution

HST imaging to derive an accurate mass-model (if available, multi-wavelength HST

imaging can also be used to estimate the stellar mass of the lensed galaxy).

This chapter discusses the observational setup, data analysis and the preliminary

results of the feasibility study of this project, which observed the gravitationally lensed

galaxy SDSS J0252+0039 (Bolton et al. 2008a) using NIFS + ALTAIR on Gemini-

North3. This chapter is structured as follows. In §4.2, we present a description of

the target selection for an IFS study of SLACS lensed galaxies and the target of the

feasibility study. In §4.3, we describe the observational procedure of the feasibility

study and subsequent data analysis. In §4.4, we present some of the preliminary

results and discuss the future work to be done within this project.

4.2 Target Selection and Feasibility Study

The subset of gravitationally lensed galaxies selected for IFS follow-up with NIFS

(and SINFONI for future follow-up) are derived from the 63 lens systems discussed

in Bolton et al. (2008a), which also have extensive gravitational lens modeling using

LENSFIT4. We first impose a zbg > 0.75 cut such that Hα and [N II] 6583Å emission

lines of the lensed galaxies fall within J, H or K bands, the wavelength regime where

AO corrections are currently optimized. We further eliminate targets where the red-

shifted nebular emission lines fall within 10Å from strong OH sky lines. Finally, we

construct the lensed galaxy sample that meets the reference star requirements of each

3This object is located at the sensitivity limit of a typical non-lensing surveys such as GEMS
(Barden et al. 2005), as shown in Figure 3.13.

4As discussed in Chapter 3.
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Table 5. A summary of SLACS lensed galaxies for IFS follow-up

SDSS J+ zbg TT Star Magnitude TT Star Radius Follow-up Instrument
(R band) (arcsec) (NIFS/SINFONI)

1251-0208 0.7843 14.8 56.′′1 SINFONI
0252+0039 0.9818 14.4 19.′′9 NIFS⋆

0808+4706 1.0251 11.8 18.′′2 NIFS
2341+0000 0.8070 16.3 36.′′4 SINFONI
0008-0004 1.1924 18.2 39.′′1 SINFONI
0157-0056 0.9243 13.8 19.′′8 NIFS & SINFONI

Note. — A summary of the SLACS lensed galaxies suitable for a IFS follow-up study,
arranged by the ascending order of half-light radii. From left to right in each row: SDSS
identifier of the lens system, spectroscopic redshift of the lensed galaxy of interest, tip-tilt
star magnitude in the R band, tip-tilt star separation from the science target and the
follow-up integral field spectrograph. The bold text indicate that SDSS J0252+0039 was
observed with NIFS + ALTAIR.

observing facility’s AO system. Both NIFS and SINFONI operate in the laser guide

star AO (LGSAO) mode, where an artificial sodium laser guide star is generated on

sky near the science target for higher-order AO corrections. However, the LGSAO

mode still requires a natural guide star to correct the tip-tilt motions, which are

not detected by the LGS. Gemini-North LGSAO system requires a tip-tilt star of

R < 17.5 mag within a 25.′′0 radius of the science object (the tip-tilt star magnitude

limit can be extended down to 18 < R < 18.5 for dark time) and the VLT AO mod-

ule requires a tip-tilt star of V = 12 − 17 mag within a 60.′′0 radius from the science

target. These collective requirements yield a sample of 6 lensed candidates suitable

for an IFS study, whose properties are summarized in Table 5.

4.2.1 SDSS J0252+0039

From the three candidates that meet the LGSAO requirements of Gemini-North, as

shown in Table 5, we select SDSS J0252+0039 to test the feasibility of this project.

The lensed galaxy of SDSS J0252+0039, located at zbg = 0.9818, is magnified ∼ 11×
by the gravitational potential of an early-type galaxy at zfg = 0.2803. The lensed

galaxy of interest in SDSS J0252+0039 shows strong [O II] 3727Å nebular emission
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in its residual SDSS spectra5, which was used to estimate the expected Hα flux using

the observed flux ratios, f(Hα)/f([OII]) ∼ 2.2 − 4.35 (Kennicutt 1992; Hopkins et al.

2003). HST lens modeling of SDSS J0252+0039, in the ACS-F814W filter, shows

that the lensed galaxy’s global broad-band morphology corresponds to a compact,

disk galaxy (rhl = 0.98 kpc and n = 1.31). Furthermore, the B-band luminosity of

the reconstructed lensed galaxy (MB = −19.10) indicates that it is a ∼ 0.11 L⋆

galaxy6. At its respective redshift, the lensed galaxy of SDSS J0252+0039 not only

corresponds to a more representative target from the most numerous population but

also pushes the lower limit of the sub-luminous galaxies examined by previous IFS

studies (Stark et al. 2008; Jones et al. 2010). Thus, the lensed galaxy of SDSS

J0252+0039 is an ideal target to test whether it is technically feasible to combine the

lensing magnification in the galaxy-scale regime (the studies by Stark et al. (2008)

and Jones et al. (2010) examine cluster-scale lenses) with the diffraction-limited IFS

to derive detailed kinematic information of sub-luminous galaxies at z > 0.75.

Figure 4.3 SLACS lens model of SDSS J0252+0039. From left to right: ACS-F814W image of the
SLACS lens; lens galaxy subtracted image showing the lensed features clearly; predictions of the
lensed features from the best-fit SIE mass model; the “double-residual” image and the reconstruction
of the lensed galaxy on the source plane. All images are 7.′′5 × 7.′′5 in size.

5It should be noted that the continuum of the SDSS spectrum is primarily dominated by the lens
galaxy. Therefore, an estimate of the [O II] 3727Å flux (f([O II] 3727) ∼ 5 × 10−16 erg s−1 cm−2) is
only approximate. However, it is sufficient to estimate the expected Hα flux using Hα/[O II] line
ratios, which was then used in the exposure time calculator of NIFS.

6Given the characteristic B-band luminosity of all galaxy types, MB
⋆ ∼ −21.45, at z ∼ 1 (Faber

et al. 2007).
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4.3 NIFS Observations and Data Reduction of SDSS

J0252+0039

Observations of SDSS J0252+0039 were made with the LGSAO mode of NIFS on

Gemini-North as a part of the program GN-2009B-Q-38. The integral field unit

(IFU) of NIFS is an image slicer which splits a 3.′′0× 3.′′0 FOV into 29 slices of 0.′′103

width. The dispersed spectra from the 29 slices are then reformatted on the detector

to provide two-dimensional spectro-imaging, in a wavelength range of interest. The

lensed galaxy redshift of SDSS J0252+0039 places Hα and [N II] 6583Å in the NIFS

J grating, which has a spectral resolution of 6040 and a range of 1.15 - 1.33 µm.

All observations were performed using the standard ABBA configuration, where we

switched to a blank sky 8.′′0 away from the target to achieve sky subtraction since

the lens system fills the NIFS FOV. Individual exposures (both target and sky fields)

were 600s long and the total on-target exposure time was 21ks. The entire observing

program, including sky exposures and associated overheads, was 12.5 hours in length.

Before each observing block, we took short exposures (∼ 22s) of the tip-tilt star to

center the IFU pointing and then chopped on to the position of SDSS J0252+0039,

a process known as “blind acquisition”. Furthermore, we use the observations of the

tip-tilt star to compute the FWHM of the AO-corrected PSF (both before and after

each observing block).

We reduce the NIFS data using the standard Gemini IRAF NIFS pipeline, which

includes the processing of baseline calibration, telluric and science data. We use the

NIFS processing scripts to perform extraction, flat-fielding, sky-subtraction, wave-

length calibration and telluric calibration (to remove OH sky lines), which yield indi-

vidual data cubes of 600s exposure time. We then use the coordinates of the central

spatial pixel of the first data cube to align and co-add the remaining data, to produce

a single 21ks data cube of SDSS J0252+0039. We reduce the observations of the tip-

tilt star in a similar manner to that of the science target. We then construct white

light (i.e. wavelength collapsed) images of the tip-tilt star and perform Gaussian

profile fits, which yield FWHM ∼ 0.′′2 − 0.′′25 for the AO-corrected PSF. The FWHM

of the AO-corrected PSF corresponds to ∼ 1.6 − 2.0 kpc at zbg = 0.9818. Moreover,

accounting for the total magnification factor of 11×, the exceptional spatial scales

probed by AO-assisted IFS of SDSS J0252+0039 correspond to ∼ 145 − 180 pc, on
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the source plane. The spectral resolution of the data, measured from argon arc lines in

the 1.15 - 1.33 µm wavelength range, is 1.9 Å (∼ 45 km s−1). In the following section,

the quoted widths of nebular emission lines (σcorr) are corrected for the instrumental

resolution where, σcorr =
√

σobs
2 − σarc

2.

4.4 Preliminary Results and Future Work

4.4.1 Spatially Resolved Spectroscopy of Hα

During the preliminary analysis, we focus on deriving the spatially resolved kinematics

and star formation rates of the lensed galaxy of SDSS J0252+0039 using Hα, the

brightest kinematic tracer of star-forming galaxies. We first examine the wavelength

calibrated NIFS data cube of SDSS J0252+0039, using the data cube visualization

software Qfitsview. As shown in Figure 4.4, we observe strong emission in multiple

velocity channels that are centered on the systemic velocity of Hα. Furthermore, the

distribution of Hα emission within the NIFS data cube follow the observed broad

I-band morphology of the Einstein ring closely.

Figure 4.4 Spectro-imaging of SDSS J0252+0039 (visualized via Qfitsview) in 5 velocity channels,
centered on the systemic velocity of Hα emission line. The velocity interval between the channels
correspond to ∼ 25 km/s. The top row shows spectro-imaging from the original data cube and the
bottom row shows the same velocity channels after the data cube was convolved with a Gaussian
kernel of FWHM = 2 Å, to boost the signal-to-noise in each spaxel. As evident in both rows, we
observe Hα emission along the Einstein ring, whose distribution resembles the HST broad-band
imaging (shown in Figure 4.3). All images are 3.′′0 × 3.′′0 in size.
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To estimate the kinematics and star formation rates of the lensed galaxy, we con-

struct emission line maps by fitting a Gaussian profile to the Hα line at each spatial

pixel. Before performing emission line fits, we subtract the median value at each

spatial pixel to remove the source continuum and any residual background from the

reduction procedure (similar to the methodology of Jones et al. (2010)). We then per-

form a weighted χ2 minimization (based on the IDL minimization procedure MPFIT

by Craig B. Markwardt) to determine the two-dimensional line intensity, velocity and

dispersion fields. We also subtract the instrumental resolution in quadrature from

the best-fit Gaussian σ at each spatial pixel. The fitting region of each spectrum,

centered on the systemic velocity of Hα, is weighted by the continuum scatter in the

spectral window. Furthermore, we perform an emission line fitting procedure after

the data cube is convolved with a Gaussian kernel of FWHM = 2 Å along the spectral

direction, to boost the signal-to-noise in each spaxel.

Figures 4.5 shows the Hα line flux (measured in instrumental units), velocity

and velocity dispersion of the lensed galaxy, on the image plane. Only emission

line detections at the ≥ 3σ level are shown in Figures 4.5 (from the smoothed data

cube) and Figure 4.6 illustrates the Gaussian profile fit to an individual spectrum in

the NIFS data cube. Figure 4.5(Bottom-left) shows evidence of a velocity gradient

along the Einstein ring feature (potentially consistent with the disk-like morphology

inferred in the rest-frame B-band reconstruction), with counter-imaging of the velocity

field that is also consistent with the broad-band lens model. We estimate the global

average velocity dispersion of the lensed galaxy, which is representative of the internal

motions of the gas (Law et al. 2007), as a flux-weighted mean of the spaxels (σmean =
∑

σpixIpix/
∑

Ipix) with Hα line detections at the ≥ 3σ level. We obtain an average

velocity dispersion of σmean ∼ 40 km s−1 from the emission line fitting procedure to

the non-smoothed data cube. Furthermore, we find that the 2 Å smoothing process

utilized above produces a +14 km s−1 boost in the σmean estimate in comparison to

the non-smoothed case.
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Figure 4.5 Top-left: HST I-band image of the gravitationally lensed galaxy of SDSS J0252+0039,
with the lens galaxy subtracted for clarity. Top-right: Image plane emission line properties of the
lensed galaxy of SDSS J0252+0039. Hα emission line flux is estimated in instrumental units and
only the detections at the ≥ 3σ level are plotted. Bottom-left: The velocity field of the lensed
galaxy of SDSS J0252+0039, measured relative to the systemic velocity of Hα. Bottom-right:
Velocity dispersion map of the lensed galaxy of SDSS J0252+0039. The instrumental resolution of
NIFS J-band data is subtracted in quadrature from the velocity width measurements.
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Figure 4.6 Gaussian profile fit to the Hα emission line in an individual spaxel in the NIFS data
cube, in wavelength (top row) and velocity (bottom row) channels. The flux density is expressed in
instrumental units.

4.4.2 Remaining Work and Future Follow-up

Further steps needed to be taken to derive spatially resolved kinematics and star for-

mation rate information of the lensed galaxy of SDSS J0252+0039 are summarized

below. The flux calibration of NIFS data cubes is not supported by the standard

reduction scripts discussed above. The A0V telluric standard star was observed

both before and after each observing block, at a similar airmass to that of SDSS

J0252+0039. Therefore, we will compare the integrated NIFS telluric spectrum to

previous long-slit spectra in the J-band to derive the flux calibration, and compute

the Hα flux in each spaxel in physical units7. The Hα luminosity is a direct probe of

the instantaneous SFR of a galaxy, since it traces the ionizing radiation produced by

young, massive stars (Law et al. 2007). After the flux calibration of the NIFS data

7Figure 4.5 expresses the Hα flux in instrumental units.
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cube, we will derive the SFR at each spaxel, with a reliable Hα line detection, using

the prescription of Kennicutt (1998) to convert between the Hα luminosity and SFR.

One of the crucial aspects of deriving spatially resolved kinematics of the lensed

target is reconstructing the Hα emission line properties on the source plane. The “de-

lensing” process of the velocity field can be achieved in two ways: parametric model

based reconstruction, where the velocity profile of the lensed galaxy is assumed on

the source plane and then mapped on to the image plane through forward-ray tracing

for a given gravitational lens potential. The predicted lensed features of the velocity

field are then compared to the emission line maps measured on the image plane and

the parameters are optimized until the best-fit solution is reached (based on a merit

function such as the χ2 statistic). This method is similar to the surface brightness

profile modeling of lensed galaxies, with the exception that it now utilizes the conser-

vation of the velocity field. Since gravitational lensing is an achromatic phenomenon,

the mass-model can be constrained to that obtained by lens modeling of broad-band

images, if available. Furthermore, observations of resolved velocity structure improves

the gravitational lens modeling process by doubling the constraints on a pixel on the

image plane. Pixels that are counter images of each other, in theory, have the same

surface brightness and velocity; therefore, one can trace multiply imaged points to the

same location on the source plane. For example, if the lens model of a system can be

derived from high-resolution broad-band imaging, one can then apply the coordinate

transformation to the measured emission line maps to reconstruct its morphology on

the source plane (after accounting for differences between the offset and rotation of

the FOV between the broad-band image and the spectro-image, if any).

We will fit the following parametric rotation curve model, described in Courteau

(1997), to test whether the source plane kinematics of SDSS J0252+0039 are consis-

tent with that of a rotating system.

V (R) = V0 +
2

π
Vc arctan

R

Rt
(4.1)

The parameters of the disk model include the systemic velocity (V0), asymptotic ve-

locity (Vc), scale radius (Rt), coordinates of the disk center (xd, yd), position angle (θ)

and the disk inclination (i). We will use the best-fit rotation curve model to estimate

the maximum rotational speed (Vmax) of the lensed galaxy, which can then be used
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to estimate its dynamical mass8. Furthermore, the extent of the Hα emission on the

source plane, measured from the reconstructed flux map, and σmean can also be used

to estimate the dynamical mass9 for comparison. The kinematic information derived

using the method above can be used to determine where SDSS J0252+0039 lies rel-

ative to the local Tully-Fisher relation (Tully & Fisher 1977). Another important

outcome of near-infrared observations is the ability to derive line ratios such as [N II]

6583Å/Hα, which is highly sensitive to the metallicity since it is directly related to

the oxygen abundance (O/H, Pettini & Pagel (2004)). An examination of the veloc-

ity channels centered on the systemic velocity of [N II] 6563Å does not show strong

emission along the Einstein ring. Therefore, we cannot use the NIFS observations to

derive spatially resolved metallicity gradients; however, we can obtain an upper limit

to the global metallicity of SDSS J0252+0039 by deriving the [N II] 6563Å/Hα index

of the spatially integrated spectrum of SDSS J0252+0039 (by co-adding the spaxels

that have reliable Hα detections).

The preliminary results from the IFS observations of SDSS J0252+0039 show the

remarkable potential of combining the lensing magnification with the advantages of

diffraction-limited IFS, even at the regime of galaxy-scale gravitational lensing. If

SDSS J0252+0039 is an unlensed galaxy at z = 0.9818 that is observed under very

favourable seeing-limited conditions (for example, FWHM ∼ 0.′′6 in the J band), the

spatial scales achieved by such IFS observations only correspond to ∼ 5 kpc which

is not sufficient to probe the kinematics of compact galaxies. After the complete

analysis of SDSS J0252+0039, we aim to extend the feasibility study of this project

to the SLACS source galaxies shown in Table 5 using NIFS and SINFONI. The next

chapter discusses the prospects of obtaining more LGSAO-assisted IFS observations

of gravitationally lensed galaxies with the advent of the successor to SLACS survey,

whose selection method enables the discovery of SLACS-like lenses at progressively

higher source redshifts. Ultimately, AO-assisted IFS studies of gravitationally lensed

galaxies10 pave the path to make observations of the compact and sub-luminous galaxy

population (at intermediate to high redshifts) a common practice rather than a novelty

when examining galaxy evolution.

8Mdyn sin2 i = R (Vmax sin i)2/G
9Mdyn(R) = C R σmean

2/G
10For example, the observations of SDSS J0252+0039 in this study and studies by Stark et al.

(2008), Jones et al. (2010) and Yuan et al. (2012) etc.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

In this dissertation, we have presented the results of a study that systematically

examines the individual components of galaxy-scale gravitational lenses discovered

in the SLACS survey, one of the largest and most comprehensive discovery programs

conducted to date. This study investigates key scaling relations of the lens and source

galaxy populations of SLACS lenses to determine the effect of various baryonic and

non-baryonic processes that are involved in the evolution of galaxies. This chapter

summarizes the results from the individual projects of this thesis, discusses the im-

plications of utilizing gravitational lensing to study galaxy evolution and the future

prospects for this field.

5.1 Chapter Summaries

First, we investigate the correlation between the mass of a central supermassive black

hole and the total gravitational mass of the host galaxy. The results are based on 43

gravitational lenses from the SLACS survey whose black hole masses were estimated

through two scaling relations: the relation between black hole mass and Sérsic index

(Mbh - n relation) and the relation between black hole mass and stellar velocity dis-

persion (Mbh − σ⋆ relation). We use the enclosed mass within R200 (i.e. the radius

within which the density profile of a lens galaxy exceeds the critical density of the

universe by a factor of 200), determined by gravitational lens modeling of HST imag-

ing (Bolton et al. 2008a), as a tracer of the total gravitational mass. The best fit
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correlation, where Mbh is determined from Mbh − σ⋆ relation, is

log(Mbh) = (8.17 ± 0.13) + (1.57 ± 0.39)(log(Mtot) − 13.0) (5.1)

over 3 orders of magnitude in Mbh and the scatter in log(Mbh) for a fixed log(Mtot)

is 0.10 dex. From a variety of tests, we find that we cannot reliably estimate black

hole mass from the Mbh - n relation for the SLACS lens galaxy sample. The observed

Mbh − Mtot relation provides some of the first observational evidence to test the pre-

diction that supermassive black hole properties are fundamentally determined by the

halo properties of the host galaxy.

After examining the lens galaxy population of the SLACS survey, we focus our

attention on its source galaxy population. We take advantage of the magnification

in size and flux of a galaxy, provided by strong gravitational lensing, to analyze the

properties of 62 source galaxies from Bolton et al. (2008a). The sample of gravitation-

ally lensed galaxies span a redshift range of 0.20 < z < 1.20 with a median redshift

of z = 0.61. We use the lens modeling code LENSFIT to derive the luminosities,

sizes and Sérsic indices of the lensed galaxies. The measured properties of the lensed

galaxies show a primarily compact, “disk”-like (n ≤ 2.5) population with the peaks

of the size and Sérsic index distributions corresponding to ∼ 1.50 kpc and n ∼ 1

respectively. Comparison of the SLACS galaxies to a non-lensing, broad-band imag-

ing survey shows that a lensing survey allows us to probe a galaxy population that

reaches ∼ 2 magnitudes fainter. Our analysis allows us to compare the 〈z〉 = 0.61 disk

galaxy sample to an unprecedented local galaxy sample of ∼ 670, 000 SDSS galaxies

at z ∼ 0.1, which indicates that the evolution of the luminosity-size relation since

z ∼ 1 may not be fully explained in terms of pure-size or pure-luminosity evolution

but by a combination of both. Our observations are also in agreement with recent

numerical simulations of disk galaxies that show evidence of mass-dependent evolu-

tion since z ∼ 1, where high-mass disk galaxies (M⋆ > 109 M⊙) evolve more in size

and low-mass disk galaxies (M⋆ ≤ 109 M⊙) evolve more in luminosity.

A natural extension of HST imaging based lens modeling of the SLACS source

galaxy population (from the previous project), is to derive its spectroscopic properties.

The study of spectroscopic properties of the intermediate and high redshift galaxy

population is being revolutionized by the development of laser guide star adaptive

optics and integral field spectroscopy; however, until recently, such studies have been
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limited to the largest and most luminous galaxies at higher redshift, even with 8 -

10 m class telescopes. Lensing magnification, when combined with adaptive optics,

allows detailed nebular emission line measurements of galaxies that are much more

typical of the population at high redshifts. Thus, the goal of this project is to obtain

detailed kinematic and star formation rate information of a sample of SLACS lensed

galaxies, at z > 0.78, using the near-infrared integral field spectrographs on Gemini-

North and VLT (NIFS and SINFONI). The feasibility study for this project was

undertaken at Gemini-North using the LGSAO mode of NIFS in the J band. The

observations of the gravitationally lensed galaxy at z = 0.9818, SDSS J0252+0039,

demonstrate that high signal-to-noise emission line maps of a compact, sub-L⋆ galaxy

can be obtained by combining the advantages of gravitational lensing and adaptive

optics. The effective angular resolution of the pilot observations (FWHM ∼ 0.′′2)

correspond to a physical scale of ∼ 145 pc on the source plane. The average velocity

dispersion of the lensed galaxy, σmean ∼ 13kms−1, and the velocity field on the image

plane is indicative of a potentially rotation-dominated system.

5.2 Future Outlook

The projects of this thesis show the great potential behind utilizing the advantages

of strong gravitational lensing to study galaxy evolution. For example, utilizing the

constraints on the inner mass density profiles of early-type, lens galaxies allows us

to make the fundamental connection between the dark matter halo and the central

SMBH that ultimately affects the global properties of the host galaxy. By reconstruct-

ing the source galaxy population of a SLACS-like survey, through lens modeling, we

can extend our understanding of the evolution of scaling relations1 to the faint, com-

pact and ultra-low mass regime.

Alternatively, one can detect faint, non-lensed galaxies at increasingly higher red-

shifts by using exceptionally long exposure times. An example of such a deep survey is

the Hubble Ultra Deep Field (HUDF), a 1 million seconds exposure of an 11 arcmin2

region in the southern sky with HST-ACS using four filters (Beckwith et al. 2006).

However, when constructing various scaling relations, these surveys typically impose

a cut to eliminate foreground stars from the galaxy samples. This procedure, in turn,

1For example, scaling relations such as the luminosity-size or size-stellar mass relation.
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also eliminates most of the compact galaxies from a sample. Even without imposing

this cut, it can be difficult to accurately measure the properties of compact galaxies

at intermediate to high redshifts. For example, at its median redshift (〈z〉 = 0.61),

the peak of the unlensed SLACS source galaxy size distribution is only ∼ 0.′′22, which

corresponds to < 3 HST resolution elements. The exceptional sensitivity and spatial

resolution required to obtain imaging observations with wider sky coverage2 and to

attain accurate measurements of galaxy properties can be achieved using the next gen-

eration of space-based telescopes (such as the James Webb Space Telescope, JWST)

and ground-based Extremely Large Telescopes (ELTs) equipped with AO technology

(such as the Thirty Meter Telescope, TMT (Crampton & Simard 2006; Crampton

et al. 2008)). However, until the next generation of observatories are fully oper-

ational towards the next decade, gravitational lensing provides the best means to

study faint and compact galaxies, the most numerous component of high-redshift

galaxy population.

As discussed before, the applications of gravitational lensing are typically limited

by sample size. Table 1, an updated version of Table 2 from More et al. (2011), pro-

vides a recent summary of lensing surveys. However, an increase of the sample size by

at least an order of magnitude is required for further progress of the applications grav-

itational lensing. Considering the typical yields of strong gravitational lens searches,

collecting a strong lens sample on the order of ∼ 1000 can be a feasible goal over

the next few years. For example, the typical yields of lens surveys are ∼ 10 deg−2 for

imaging searches at HST depth and resolution; ∼ 1 deg−2 for ground-based surveys;

∼ 1 deg−2 at the expected 0.′′25 resolution for the Square Kilometer Array (SKA) and

∼ 10−3 per spectrum for spectroscopic searches such as SLACS (Treu 2010). There-

fore, with the advent of galaxy redshift surveys that will obtain spectra of millions

of galaxies and the next generation of ground-based all sky surveys within the next

decade, we can expect to collect on the order of ∼ 10, 000 gravitational lenses albeit

with different properties due to their selection methods. For example, spectroscopic

searches will yield the velocity dispersion profile of the lens and both lens and source

redshifts. Imaging searches at HST-like spatial resolution and sensitivity is ideally

suited to discover lenses with small angular separation, thus, enabling the study of

smaller mass deflectors.

2While aiming to attain similar depths to HUDF-like surveys using much shorter exposure times.
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Table 6. A summary of recent optical lensing surveys

Survey Name Reference Telescope Bands Area Depth Lens Confirmed/
(deg2) (mag) Candidates Followed-up

AEGIS Moustakas et al. (2007) HST V, I 0.18 V = 28.75 7 3/0
GEMS More et al. (2011) HST V, z 0.22 V = 28.25 10 1/0
COSMOS Faure et al. (2011) HST I 1.80 I = 25.00 88 4/18
CFHTLS-SL2S Gavazzi et al. (2012) CFHT u, g, r, i, z 170 g = 25.47 330 40/65
SDSS-SLACS Bolton et al. (2006) Sloan spectroscopy 3732 r = 17.77 131 85/131
BOSS-BELLS Brownstein et al. (2012) Sloan spectroscopy 10000 r = 22.20 44 25/44

Note. — A summary of recent lensing surveys, based on an updated version of Table 2 from More et al. (2011). The
number of lens candidates discovered from BELLS only reflect the results from 6 months of observations. After its five-year
span (2009-2014) obtaining spectra of ∼ 1.5 × 106 luminous red galaxies, BOSS is expected to yield several hundreds of lens
candidates.

The work done by this thesis can be extended to a larger sample of galaxies with

the successor to SLACS, the BOSS Emission-Line Lens Survey (BELLS, Brownstein

et al. (2012)). The BELLS survey applies the selection method of SLACS to SDSS-

III’s Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS), which will obtain redshifts of

1.5 million luminous red galaxies within the 2009-2014 survey span (Dawson et al.

2012). Brownstein et al. (2012) presents HST followup of 44 lens candidates, which

were selected from the first 6 months of spectroscopic data from BOSS. Out of the

44 lens candidates, 25 systems are definite lenses and 11 systems are probable lenses

(Brownstein et al. 2012). Given the yield of a spectroscopic lens search as discussed

above, we can expect BELLS to discover ∼ 1500 gravitational lenses by 2014. The

wavelength coverage of BOSS is 360− 1000 nm; thus, BELLS lens systems have lens

redshifts of 0.4 ≤ z ≤ 0.7. Furthermore, due to the extended wavelength coverage of

SDSS-III compared to SDSS-I, the maximum source redshift of BELLS is zsource =

1.63 (by using the [OII]λλ3727 emission line). Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show examples of

the BELLS spectroscopic selection and HST imaging follow-up.

The variety of strong gravitational lenses that are expected to be discovered from

surveys such as BELLS are also potential candidates for integral field spectroscopic,

follow-up studies that allow us to examine the two-dimensional distribution of kine-

matics, star-formation rates and metallicities of both lens and source galaxies. As

we examine source galaxy populations at increasingly higher redshifts (z > 1), bright

kinematic tracers of emission line galaxies, such as Hα, shift into the infrared wave-

lengths. As discussed above, integral field spectroscopy of both lensed and non-lensed
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galaxies at high redshift is becoming more reliant on the spatial resolution improve-

ment provided by AO, whose performance is currently optimized in the near-infrared

regime. Some of the AO-assisted integral field spectrographs, currently available on

8-10 m class telescopes, that are suitable for 2D spectroscopic follow-up include SIN-

FONI (VLT), NIFS (Gemini-North) and OSIRIS (Keck observatory).

Figure 5.1 Examples of the spectroscopic selection of BELLS lenses, which is similar to the selection
method of the SLACS survey (Bolton et al. 2006) at higher lens and source redshifts. In each
spectrum, the black and blue dashed lines correspond to the composite BOSS spectrum and the
BOSS template fit to the foreground galaxy continuum respectively. The red vertical lines show the
emission lines from the source galaxy (Brownstein et al. 2012).
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Figure 5.2 HST-ACS images of a subset of galaxy-scale gravitational lenses from the BELLS
survey, observed using the F814W filter (Brownstein et al. 2012). In each panel, the left thumbnail
corresponds to the F814W image of a BELLS lens and the right thumbnail corresponds to the lens
galaxy subtracted image, which shows the lensed features clearly. Filled white areas correspond to
the masks of the extraneous non-lensed features.
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Moreover, multi-wavelength spectrographs are ideal instruments for the spectro-

scopic follow-up of gravitational lenses discovered through imaging searches. For

example, the X-SHOOTER spectrograph on the VLT, which has a wavelength cov-

erage of 300− 2500nm, can be used to confirm the spectroscopic redshifts of the lens

and the source. Furthermore, nearby prospects for the near-infrared spectroscopy of

gravitational lenses include utilizing the multiplexing capabilities of upcoming multi-

object spectrographs such as KMOS (VLT), FLAMINGOS-2 (Gemini-South) and

MOSFIRE (Keck). A natural extension of the near-infrared 2D spectroscopic studies

discussed above is mapping the molecular gas distribution of the high redshift lensed

galaxy population, in the mm/submm wavelengths, especially by utilizing the sensi-

tivity and spatial resolution provided by the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter

Array (ALMA). This approach is similar to the studies in the recent years that map

the molecular gas distribution (using millimeter CO interferometry) of massive star-

forming galaxies at z ∼ 1.5 − 3, utilizing facilities such as IRAM Plateau de Bure

Interferometer (Tacconi et al. 2006, 2008, 2010). When observing emission line galax-

ies at the peak epoch of star formation, i.e. z ∼ 1.5−3, the commonly utilized CO(3-2)

tracer shifts into the ALMA frequency bands 3 and 4 (84 - 116 GHz and 125 - 163

GHz respectively). At its maximum baseline upon array completion, ALMA is ex-

pected to yield spatial resolutions of ∼ 0.′′03 − 0.′′05 in Bands 3 and 4, ideal for the

follow-up of gravitationally lensed galaxies.

With the advent of next generation all-sky surveys, which will potentially yield

∼ 10, 000× of gravitational lenses, the future of this field is even more promising over

the next decade. One of the most exciting prospects for collecting a large sample of

gravitational lenses is the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), a wide-field deep

survey of a 20, 000 deg2 area of the southern sky using a ground-based 8.4 m telescope.

Over the LSST time span of 10 years, each area of the sky will be visited ∼ 1000 times

to produce 6-band images in the 0.3−1.1µm regime. Given the typical lens yield by a

ground-based imaging search (1 deg−2 at best), we can expect to collect a lens sample

on the order of ∼ 20, 000 from an all-sky survey such as the LSST. Gravitational

lenses discovered from a LSST-like imaging search will require further high resolution

angular imaging and spectroscopic follow-up and will be ideal targets for future space-

based and ground-based facilities such as JWST and the ELTs. Therefore, within the

next decade, we can look forward to great progress in combining our own innovations

with the advantages nature’s own telescope have provided us.
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Appendix A

The Anatomy of a Gravitational

Lens

The modeling of a gravitational lens, such as the LENSFIT methodology discussed in

chapter 3, can often be a complex and time-consuming process that requires extensive

user input. Although this thesis will not delve into a step-by-step account of the lens

modeling process for all gravitational lenses examined in this thesis, the following

section will discuss the overall lens modeling of SDSS J1137+4936, which was done

at the request of Saintonge et al. (2013, in prep).

SDSS J1137+4936 was initially discovered by Kubo et al. (2009) during a sys-

tematic search for strong lenses in SDSS imaging data. Kubo et al. (2009) present

the discovery of six strong gravitational lenses whose deflectors (5 galaxy groups

and 1 LRG) are located at z = 0.17 − 0.45 and the source galaxies are located at

z = 0.4 − 1.4. SDSS J1137+4936 is a galaxy-scale gravitational lens, where a single

LRG at z = 0.45 is forming a bright lensed arc. Further imaging using the SPICAM

imager at the Apache Point Observatory (APO) 3.5 m telescope shows the blue arc as

two split knots due to poor angular resolution (Figure A.1); however, HST-WFPC2

imaging1 show that the arc is comprised of two images as shown in Figure A.2. Fig-

ure A.2 (Right) shows SDSS J1137+4936 after the light profile of the foreground LRG

is subtracted, showing the lensed features clearly. The images of the lens are marked

A through E in Figure A.2.

1Using F814W, F606W and F450W filters.
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The follow-up spectroscopy of the bright arc (i.e. image E) by Kubo et al. (2009)

confirms a source redshift of z = 1.41 and show evidence of a secondary source at

z = 1.38. Images A, B and C, which resemble three, small knots merging together in

a faint secondary arc, most likely result from the second source at z = 1.38. Image D

corresponds to an extraneous feature that is commonly mistaken for a counter-image

of the lensed arc and must be masked during the initial lens modeling process. The

lens modeling process of SDSS J1137+4936 is given as a condensed summary below.

1. SDSS J1137+4936 is an unusual system, due to the two background sources

that are very close in redshift forming nearly overlapping multiple images. As

discussed in chapter 3, the first step in lens modeling involves subtracting the

lens galaxy light profile which enables the lens modeling software to “see” the

lensed features more clearly. We start the lens modeling process with the F814W

image, since it has high S/N.

2. Similar to SLACS lenses, we use a SIE mass-model for the foreground LRG and

single or multiple Sérsic components to model the source galaxy light profile.

3. During the very first stages of lens modeling, it is important to realize that image

D is not a component of the SDSS J1137+4936 system. If left unmasked, lens

modeling software can “lock on” to image D and attempt to reproduce images

A, B, C, D and sections of arc E simultaneously. This results in significantly

deviant predicted positions of images A, B and C, which, in turn, yields an

incorrect SIE mass-model. The incorrect astrometry of images A through C

hint at the fact that image D may not be a lensed image.

4. We mask the bright arc (E) and image D and run LENSFIT such that it can

first predict the correct positions of images A, B and C. This run provides an

initial estimate of the SIE mass-model parameters, which can be refined during

later runs.

5. We then mask images A through C, unmask the bright arc E and allow LENS-

FIT to predict its position and brightness using a single Sérsic component. We

use the SIE mass-model from the previous step as an initial estimate. We

use additional Sérsic components as required to model the bright arc E, which

results from the z = 1.41 galaxy.
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6. When the LENSFIT model of the bright arc E yields satisfactory residuals, we

unmask images A through C and perform another LENSFIT iteration. This

iteration allows LENSFIT to simultaneously predict images A, B, C and E

and converge towards the best-fit solution. Image D is masked and the best-fit

estimate for the lens galaxy light profile is held fixed throughout these iterations.

7. We finally unmask image D and perform a full iteration, where LENSFIT is al-

lowed to predict images A through E. If the correct SIE mass-model (and source

galaxy light profiles) is predicted from the previous runs, LENSFIT should pre-

dict images A, B, C and E but not D.

8. For a full iteration, we free the parameters from both lens and source galaxy

light profiles and the SIE mass-model. The best-fit solution is determined by

the reduced χ2 value and a visual inspection of the “double-residual” image.

9. Since the gravitational lensing phenomenon is achromatic, the mass-model should

be identical across all filters within the systematic uncertainties. Therefore,

when modeling a gravitational lens in multiple filters, it is customary to fix the

mass-model parameters to those determined by the highest S/N filter (F814W

and F606W imaging for SDSS J1137+4936).

10. When modeling the F606W image of SDSS J1137+4936, we follow a similar

procedure to the one described above. However, we do not fix the SIE mass-

model parameters to those from the F814W run, rather, we allow them to

vary freely during the entire process. Furthermore, we do not use the F814W

mass-model parameters as initial estimates, such that we can test whether the

lens modeling process is sufficiently robust to converge to the same mass-model

parameters for different filters.

11. The SIE mass-model parameters from the F814W and F606W images are vir-

tually indistinguishable, thus confirming that the lens model solution is robust.

Since the F450W image has a lower S/N, we initially fix the mass-model pa-

rameters to those constrained by the F814W and F606W images. However,

during the final iterations we allow the mass-model parameters to vary freely

and find that the fractional difference between the F450W mass-model and the

F814W/F606W mass-model is less than ∼ 2%.
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12. In the F814W and F606W filters, the morphology of the background source at

z = 1.41 is best described by three Sérsic components (only two components

in the F450W filter), while the morphology of the source at z = 1.38 is best

described by a single Sérsic component. Figures A.3 through A.8 show the

results of lens modeling of SDSS J1137+4936 in all three filters.

Figure A.1 Top: Colour image of the galaxy-scale gravitational lens SDSS J1137+4936, from g,

r and i imaging, using the SPICAM imager at the APO 3.5 m telescope. This system consists of
a luminous red galaxy at z = 0.45, forming a blue arc located to the east as shown by the arrow.
Bottom: The spectrum of the background source of SDSS J1137+4936, which shows evidence for
two galaxies located at z = 1.38 and z = 1.41 (Kubo et al. 2009).
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Figure A.2 HST-WFPC2 observations of SDSS J1137+4936. Left: HST-WFPC2 image of SDSS
J1137+4936 taken in the F814W filter (7.′′5 × 7.′′5). Right: The lens galaxy subtracted F814W image
(5.′′0 × 5.′′0) showing the lensed features. Images A, B and C correspond to a single source on the
source plane (at z = 1.38). Image D corresponds to an extraneous feature that is commonly mistaken
as a counter-image of the lensed arc. This feature was masked during the lens modeling process.
Arc E corresponds to another source at z = 1.41.

Figure A.3 LENSFIT model of SDSS J1137+4936 in the F814W filter. From left to right: HST-
WFPC2 image of SDSS J1137+4936; The lens galaxy subtracted image showing the lensed features;
The complete lens model on the image plane including the light profile of the lens galaxy and the
lensed features from the best-fit SIE mass-model; The “double residual” image after subtracting the
PSF convolved lens model from the F814W image. All images are 7.′′5 × 7.′′5 in size.
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Figure A.4 As discussed in Kubo et al. (2009), the lensed features of SDSS J1137+4936 are caused
by two, spectroscopically-confirmed sources at z = 1.41 and z = 1.38. The bright arc is caused by
the galaxy at z = 1.41, which can be best described by three Sérsic components in the F814W filter.
The z = 1.38 galaxy, that results in the image of three small, merging knots, is best described by a
single Sérsic component. The following panels provide a breakdown of the two source galaxies into
their constituent components and examine the resulting lensed features, as determined by LENSFIT.
From left to right: Lens galaxy subtracted F814W image of SDSS J1137+4936; Sérsic components
1 through 3 of the z = 1.41 source galaxy, and the resulting lensed features; The z = 1.38 galaxy,
which is described by a single, Sérsic component. Panels 2 through 5 have identical greyscales and
all images are 7.′′5 × 7.′′5 in size.

Figure A.5 Same as Figure A.3, except the lens model is now based on F606W imaging. The
best-fit SIE mass-model in the F606W filter, which was allowed to vary during all LENSFIT runs, is
virtually indistinguishable from that of the F814W filter. Since the gravitational lensing phenomenon
is achromatic, the agreement between SIE mass-models from several filters is a good test of the
robustness of the LENSFIT modeling procedure.

Figure A.6 Same as Figure A.4, except in the F606W filter. Similar to the F814W filter, the
z = 1.41 source galaxy can be best described by three Sérsic components and the z = 1.38 source
galaxy can be best described by a single, Sérsic component. Panels 2 through 5 have identical
greyscales and all images are 7.′′5 × 7.′′5 in size.
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Figure A.7 Same as Figures A.3 and A.5, except the lens model is based on F450W imaging. The
fractional difference between the SIE mass-model parameters in the F450W filter (which was allowed
to vary freely) and those of F606W/F814W filters is less than ∼ 2%. This difference can be caused
by varying S/N between filters (F450W image has a lower S/N in comparison to the F814W and
F606W images).

Figure A.8 Same as Figures A.4 and A.6, except in the F450W filter. The z = 1.41 source galaxy
can be best described by two Sérsic components in the F450W filter and the z = 1.38 source galaxy
can be best described by a single, Sérsic component. Panels 2 through 5 have identical greyscales
and all images are 7.′′5 × 7.′′5.
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Appendix B

LENSFIT Models of SLACS

Galaxy-Scale Gravitational Lenses

Figure B.1 LENSFIT models of SLACS galaxy-scale gravitational lenses. From left to right: ACS-
F814W image of the SLACS lens; ACS PSF lens galaxy model subtracted F814W image showing
the lensed features; predictions of the lensed features from the best-fit SIE mass model; complete
lens-model on the image plane including the light profile of the lens galaxy and the “double-residual”
image after subtracting the ACS PSF convolved lens model from the F814W image. All images are
7.′′5 × 7.′′5.
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Figure B.2 LENSFIT models of SLACS galaxy-scale gravitational lenses. From left to right: ACS-
F814W image of the SLACS lens; ACS PSF lens galaxy model subtracted F814W image showing
the lensed features; predictions of the lensed features from the best-fit SIE mass model; complete
lens-model on the image plane including the light profile of the lens galaxy and the “double-residual”
image after subtracting the ACS PSF convolved lens model from the F814W image. All images are
7.′′5 × 7.′′5.
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Figure B.3 LENSFIT models of SLACS galaxy-scale gravitational lenses. From left to right: ACS-
F814W image of the SLACS lens; ACS PSF lens galaxy model subtracted F814W image showing
the lensed features; predictions of the lensed features from the best-fit SIE mass model; complete
lens-model on the image plane including the light profile of the lens galaxy and the “double-residual”
image after subtracting the ACS PSF convolved lens model from the F814W image. All images are
7.′′5 × 7.′′5.
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Figure B.4 LENSFIT models of SLACS galaxy-scale gravitational lenses. From left to right: ACS-
F814W image of the SLACS lens; ACS PSF lens galaxy model subtracted F814W image showing
the lensed features; predictions of the lensed features from the best-fit SIE mass model; complete
lens-model on the image plane including the light profile of the lens galaxy and the “double-residual”
image after subtracting the ACS PSF convolved lens model from the F814W image. All images are
7.′′5 × 7.′′5.
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Figure B.5 LENSFIT models of SLACS galaxy-scale gravitational lenses. From left to right: ACS-
F814W image of the SLACS lens; ACS PSF lens galaxy model subtracted F814W image showing
the lensed features; predictions of the lensed features from the best-fit SIE mass model; complete
lens-model on the image plane including the light profile of the lens galaxy and the “double-residual”
image after subtracting the ACS PSF convolved lens model from the F814W image. All images are
7.′′5 × 7.′′5.
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Figure B.6 LENSFIT models of SLACS galaxy-scale gravitational lenses. From left to right: ACS-
F814W image of the SLACS lens; ACS PSF lens galaxy model subtracted F814W image showing
the lensed features; predictions of the lensed features from the best-fit SIE mass model; complete
lens-model on the image plane including the light profile of the lens galaxy and the “double-residual”
image after subtracting the ACS PSF convolved lens model from the F814W image. All images are
7.′′5 × 7.′′5.
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Figure B.7 LENSFIT models of SLACS galaxy-scale gravitational lenses. From left to right: ACS-
F814W image of the SLACS lens; ACS PSF lens galaxy model subtracted F814W image showing
the lensed features; predictions of the lensed features from the best-fit SIE mass model; complete
lens-model on the image plane including the light profile of the lens galaxy and the “double-residual”
image after subtracting the ACS PSF convolved lens model from the F814W image. All images are
7.′′5 × 7.′′5.
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Figure B.8 LENSFIT models of SLACS galaxy-scale gravitational lenses. From left to right: ACS-
F814W image of the SLACS lens; ACS PSF lens galaxy model subtracted F814W image showing
the lensed features; predictions of the lensed features from the best-fit SIE mass model; complete
lens-model on the image plane including the light profile of the lens galaxy and the “double-residual”
image after subtracting the ACS PSF convolved lens model from the F814W image. All images are
7.′′5 × 7.′′5.
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Figure B.9 LENSFIT models of SLACS galaxy-scale gravitational lenses. From left to right: ACS-
F814W image of the SLACS lens; ACS PSF lens galaxy model subtracted F814W image showing
the lensed features; predictions of the lensed features from the best-fit SIE mass model; complete
lens-model on the image plane including the light profile of the lens galaxy and the “double-residual”
image after subtracting the ACS PSF convolved lens model from the F814W image. All images are
7.′′5 × 7.′′5.
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Figure B.10 LENSFIT models of SLACS galaxy-scale gravitational lenses. From left to right: ACS-
F814W image of the SLACS lens; ACS PSF lens galaxy model subtracted F814W image showing
the lensed features; predictions of the lensed features from the best-fit SIE mass model; complete
lens-model on the image plane including the light profile of the lens galaxy and the “double-residual”
image after subtracting the ACS PSF convolved lens model from the F814W image. All images are
7.′′5 × 7.′′5.
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